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The National Arborist Association is now
Tree Care Industry Association!
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The National Arhorist Association has become the Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA) by vote of the NAA membership.
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Assistant Editor

Over the past year, the hoard of directors researched the best way to increase the value
of our trade association for members. In addition to fielding ideas from our membership,
the NAA also worked with facilitators specializing in strategic planning and integrated
marketing to build the best possible future we can for our industry.
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What we accomplished as a result of this research is a solid vision of the NAA as the
voice of tree care businesses. With this vision comes the need to communicate a clear
message to myriad audiences. The name "Tree Care Industry Association" does just that.
The NAA is already branded by two of its high-profile activities: Tree Care Industry
magazine and TO EXPO. From the public's perspective, "tree care" says exactly who we
are, what we do, and what we care about. From the government and the media's perspective, "industry' says we're a trade association. That matters a lot when we go to Washington.
A name affects everything. When potential customers go online in search of an arborist,
they are going to look under "tree." When the media goes looking for information on tree
care or post-storm activity, they are going to look under "tree." When the government
seeks information on an industry that has to do with trees, they are going to search for
"tree" information. In each case, when they see the name "Tree Care Industry Association," they will know they found exactly what they need.
Our goal is to he clear and concise about who we are and what we do, to any member of
the many audiences we deal with.
This name change will he a gradual shift, and the NAA name and logo aren't going to
vanish overnight. Please feel comfortable referring to us as "NAA" while we go through
this transition. Check hack to this page often to see the status of our name-change progress.
We are thrilled to have the industry and our members embracing this enormous step
forward in recognizing the NAA/TCIA as the "voice of tile tree care industry!"
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Outlook
BY Cynthia Mills, CAE

A new name for an established
association.

Q

Larval galleries caused
by emerald ash borer.
The damage to the outer
bark was caused by
woodpeckers foraging for
overwintering larvae.
Photo by Daniel A. Herms.

Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care
industry

Branch Office
BY Maii rielo Velasqiu':

Managing multilingual workers is vital
for business success.

QD

Industry Almanac
Important regional and national
meetings and activities.

TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest
industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit Tree Care Industry Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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Washington in Review
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Urban Forestry
BY Bonnie Appleton, Cam/vu Beat/v & Schar/ene Floyd

Dynamic tree installation specifications will
with your input. Fill out the survey!

change
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Pruning & Maintenance
By Gii' Willem Storm damage and restoration pruning
using latent nodes as natural targets.

requires

Pest Management
By John Stepp

Monterey pines stifler from a number of problems,
including attacks from insects and a fungus.

Tree Transplants

TCI EXPO

BY Doug Saunders

By Robert Rouse
Student Career Days at TCI EXPO 2002 featured
an extensive education program. Find out what
attendees think about the event and the industry.
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Moving specimen trees takes care, attention
and expertise.

NAA Reporter
The latest news, safety and training products.

Wood Processing

commentary and benefits of membership
with the Tree Care Industry Association

By Ken Kr/Icy

Log loaders call for many decisions before purchase

Tree News Digest
The latest news, stories and information on
trees from around the world

Industry Input
Candid comments from our readers on aerial devices
from Europe

From the Field

Classified Advertising

By Sieu'e Prey/er

Help wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

Assumptions about caring for trees could
prove mistaken. Investigate the basics.
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Understanding the Biology and
Management of Wood-Borers
Part I: Flatheaded Borers
B' Dr. I)a,iicI A. Hernis

Trees girdled by borers often decline gradually with dieback occurring from the top down.
Photo by Daniel A. Herms.

ood-borers are the most devastating and difficult
to manage of all the insect pests that arborists must
confront. By consuming the vascular tissue under
the bark of the trunk and main branches, borers sever the vital
pipeline between the canopy and the roots, disrupting the flow
of nutrients, water, and carbohydrates. Tunneling within the
trunk also compromises the structural integrity of the tree, increasing susceptibility to wind and ice damage.
Trunk injury is much harder for the tree to tolerate or repair
than injury caused by other insects, such as sapsuckers and defoliators. In many cases, borers preferentially target the weak
and sick, colonizing stressed trees that are unable to adequately
defend themselves or recover from attack. With much of the
nation experiencing severe drought over the last few years, this
season is likely to see its share of borer problems, increasing
the need for proactive management programs.
The elusive habits of borers make them difficult to control. By concealing themselves under the bark, borers shield
themselves from many natural enemies, as well as most pesticides. To prevent infestations, insecticide applications must
be timed to coincide with the period of adult emergence and
egg laying so that newly hatched larvae are prevented from
burrowing into the tree. However, adult activity is difficult
to monitor, especially in species for which there are no effective pheromone traps.
The diversity of wood boring insects is tremendous, but the
most important species attacking trees in landscapes and ur ban forests belong primarily to three main groups: flatheaded

and roundheaded borers, which are the larvae of beetles (Coleoptera), and clearwing borers, which are larvae of moths
(Lepidoptera). The first of this two-part series will focus on the
biology and management of flatheaded borers. Roundheaded
and clearwing borers will he addressed next month.

What are flatheaded borers?
Flatheaded borers are larvae of beetles (Coleoptera) belonging to the family known as metallic wood-borers (Buprestidae).
Flatheaded borers derive their common name from the larval
stage, which appears to have a broadly flattened head (but is
actually the thorax which mostly conceals the much smaller
head). The long, narrow abdomen is also flattened, which serves
them well as they excavate serpentine galleries just under the
bark. Although larvae are white, adults of many species are
brightly colored with a metallic glint, making them favorites of
collectors.
Several species belonging to the genus Agrilus are key
pests of forest and shade trees, including bronze birch borer
(A. anxius), twolined chestnut borer (A. bilineatus), and
honeylocust borer (A. ditfic i/is), all of which are native to
North America. The emerald ash borer (A. planipennis),
which is native to Asia, has generated a great deal of concern since it was discovered devastating ash trees in southeast
Michigan this past July. A related species, the flatheaded
appletree borer (Chrysobothrisfemorata) can also be a pest
to many deciduous trees.
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Life history of important
flatheaded borers
Bronze birch borer
Bronze birch, which is native to the
hardwood and horeal forests of the northern United States and Canada, is the niost
thoroughly studied of the fiatheaded borers. Its primary hosts include paper birch
Retula pap\'r!fera), and grey birch (B.
papa/i/)/ia). Yellow (B. al/e'henu'ns,$)
and sweet birch (B. lenta) are attacked to
a lesser degree, and river birch (B. nigr(i),
which is native to the southeastern United
States, is immune.
Native species of birch are highly resistant to bronze birch borer, being attacked
only when they are severely weakened by
stress. Under normal conditions, bronze
birch borer colonization is restricted to
suppressed trees and branches, as well as
over-mature trees nearing the eixl of their
natural life span. However, dramatic outbreaks have occurred periodically over the
last century, triggered by severe drought,
fire or widespread defoliation by insects
such as forest tent caterpillar. As will he
discussed shortly, the Asian and European
birches that have been si tid reil are in iich

Adult bronze birch with
characteristic D-shaped
emergence hole. The
twolined
chestnut,
honeylocust, and emerald
ash borers closely resemble bronze birch borer
in size and shape, but vary
in the their coloration.
Photo by David G. Nielsen.

more susceptible than the native species.
Over most of its range, bronze birch
borer has one generation per year, although
it may require two years to complete development in the northern reaches of its
distribution. Adults emerge from infested
trees beginning early May to mid-June,
depending on locale and weather conditions. The presence of small ( 1 /8 inch),
distinctly D-shaped emergence holes in the
trunk and branches is a sure sign of infestation.
Adult emergence peaks about three
weeks after it begins, and is largely coniplete after four weeks, but stragglers
continue to emerge for another month.
After e merg i rig, ad u Its feed on foliage for
one or two weeks before they hecoriie
sexually mature. However, the defoliation
they cause is imperceptible. Eggs are laid
on the hark surface or within hark cracks
and crevices. Immediately upon hatching,
larvae chew their way directly into the tree
and begin feeding just under the hark on
phloem tissue. Larvae Continue to feed
through summer into fall, largely completing their development prior to
overw in ten 11(l. Pupation occurs in the
sl)ri rig followed by adult emergence, thus
corirplel i rig the one year life cycle.
Trees of all sizes are colonized, as infestations have been
observed in trees with trunk diameters ranging from one 'rich
to fully Mature. Because borerinfested birch trees often die
from the top down, it is commonly thought that borers attack
the top of the tree first, and that
infestations call he eliminated
by pruning the dead branches.
These are myths. Research has
---- --

.

'4 .
Larvae of flatheaded borers feed just under the bark
on the phloem tissue, which can girdle the tree. Photo
by David G. Nielsen.
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shown that bronze birch borer colonizes
the entire trunk at random. Upper branches
only die first. Furthermore, larvae develop
only in living tissue. Hence, pruning dead
hraiiclies has little value as a Pest managenient tactic, but can improve the
appearance of infested trees.
Twolined chestnut borer
Twol med chestnut borer is native to the
eastern United States and southern Canada,
primarily colonizing oaks. Beech (Fagu,s
g t'(Ifl(/!/()Ii(I ) , American h orii hen iii
,
( ( arpitnis ((lI'OIi!!i(ifl(l), and American
hophornheani (Ostrva virginiaiia) are also
colonized, sometimes severely. Before it
was decimated by chestnut blight, Aniericaii chestnut ( Ca,sia,iea (lentata ) was the
primary host of this borer. The life history
of twoliried chestnut borer is virtually Identical to that of bronze birch borer. There
is one generation per year, with adults
(which closely resemble bronze birch
borer) emerging from May-July, leaving
behind small, D-shaped emergence
holes. Adults feed for a short ti me, mate,
and females deposit eggs on hark stirfaces or in crevices. Stressed trees are
most susceptible, and twol i ned Chestnut
boner has been implicated in the widespread oak mortality that can occur
fol lowi rig gypsy riioth outbreaks.
I-Ioneykeust borer
I ess is known about hoiieylocust borer
(riot an officially recognized common
name), but its biology is similar to that of'
bronze birch borer and twolined chestnut
borer, which are very si riii lar in appearance. It is apparently restricted to
honey locust (Gleditsia Iriw a,iI/ios). Adult
emerge from 1)-shaped holes beginning in
riiid-.Jtirie in Ohio and late-May in Kentucky, arid continue for about six weeks.
Stressed trees appear to he most susceptible, and infestations have been
associated with severe drought and defoliation caused by honey I oc list plant
hugs. Infestations have been recorded in
trees ranging ill size from very small (I inch trunk caliper) to mature.
Emerald ash borer
Emerald ash borer is native to China,
eastern Siberia, Korea, and Japan, and was
first discovered last July in and around
Detroit, Mich., and neighboring Windsor,
Ontario, where it was lou iid to he killing
thousands of white ( Fraxinus american(1),
green ( F. pemimi.s'vlr'anua), and black (F.
nigra) ash trees. The scope of the inf'esta9

which is u nusual f o r wood-borers (al 0101-1011 this may represent taxonomic
confusion surrounding a compl ex oh
closely related species). Red maple (A( -e,
itibriun) is a key host, but it has also been
recorded from many other species of dec iduous forest and shade trees. It
commonly infests fruit trees including
apple, peaches, plums, and cherries, and
is coin mon near abandoned orchards. The
biology of this species is similar to other
Ilatheaded borers. There is one generation
per year, with adult emergence beginning
from early May to early June in Kentucky.
Emergence holes are oval, rather than Dshaped. Larvae feed under the hark on
phloem tissue. Flatheaded appletree borers prefer stressed trees, and newly
transplanted trees are Commonly infested.

tioii suggests that it has been established
there for at least five years. Another infes

tation was recently discovered ill
northwestern Ohio near Toledo. It has heei
hound colonizing even apparently health\
trees in nurseries, intensely managed land
scapes, and naturally forested areas
suggesting the potential of this pest to dcci
mate ash trees in North

.\i I

Li 'Li I

I

ii is iii

contained and eradicate
Although there has Nccii i iitill iciciii
time to study emerald ash borer thor
Mighty, observations so far suggest that its
biology is similar to that of its relatives
described above. Adults appear to emerge
from mid-May into July, also trom 1)shaped emergence holes (which can he
difficult to detect in the rough, furrowed
hark of mature trees). Adults, which are
similar in shape and size to bronze birch
borer, are characterized by their striking,
metallic green coloration, and can often he
observed crawling on the trunks of host
trees. Larvae feed just under the bark on
phloem tissue through the summer. Mature
larvae overwinter in the outer hark or xyem just inside the ph bern.

Rapid callus formation under the bark in
response to borer feeding is thought to
be an important defense. Photo by Daniel
A. Herms.

Signs and symptoms of
wood-borers

Flatheaded appletree borer
Flatheaded appletree borer occurs
throughout the United States, where it
colonizes a great variety of tree species,

Borer infestations can he difficult to
detect and diagnose until infestations become severe because of their hidden
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ilalure. and because their Symptoms resemble other causes of tree decline.
Symptoms include thin canopies with
smaller-than-normal leaves, and branch
dieback that often begins in the upper
branches, progressing to tree death. Exter nal symptoms can include the presence of
epicormic shoots that sprout Ironi the
trunk, oozing of sap and guni from the
trunk, and woodpecker damage. Woodpeckers are very good at detecting borer
infestations, and their activity can be an
effective early-warning system.
Symptoms include serpentine galleries
just under the bark, and emergence holes
on trunks and branches, which are distinctly D-shaped in the case of many
flatheaded borers. Emergence holes are
easier to detect on smooth-barked trees
such as birches and young trees of other
species, but can be very hard to detect on
trees with rough bark. Growth of woundperiderm (callus) tissue over larval
galleries can result in serpentine welts visible on the hark surface. However, these
are difficult to detect on trees with thick

flh1I1i

i

Fast! Powerful! Precision Snlittino!

hark. In some cases, vigorous
callus growth can split the bark,
resulting in small cracks through
which galleries may be observed. Unlike some other
groups of borers, fi atheaded borers do not expel sawdust and
excrement (known as frass)
from the tree as they feed, hut
rather pack it tightly in the gal lery behind them as they mine
their way through the phloem.

Host impact of

Honeylocust borer adult with D-shaped emergence
hole. Photo by Daniel A. Herms.

wood-borers
Flatheaded borers are commonly referred to as cambial feeders, which is
technically correct. However, since the
cambial zone is much too thin (only a few
cells) to provide much nourishment, they
feed primarily on phloem tissue, which
girdles the tree. Girdling of the phloem
disrupts the transport of carbohydrates
from the canopy to the roots, which even-

uii d

A.

Mallm"foor-Z

Wally starve if isolated from their energy
supply long enough. As the root system
declines, water uptake is reduced, especially during periods of drought, resulting
in gradual dieback as the canopy desiccates. Dieback occurs from the top down,
as water used first by lower branches fails
to reach the upper canopy. Trees often
decline over several years before succumbing. However, death can occur very rapidly
when trees are overwhelmed by large numbers of beetles that consume most of the
phloem tissue.
As they feed on the phloem, larvae of
flatheaded borers also engrave the outer
layers of the water-conducting sapwood
(xylem) as they feed. This actually causes
little harm to trees such as birches with a
xylem anatomy known as "diffuse porous," because water is conducted through
a number of annual growth rings, most of
which are not injured. Rather, flatheaded
borers tend to kill diffuse porous species
gradually as girdling of phloem starves the
roots. On the other hand, "ring porous"
trees such as oaks, can be killed rapidly by
ilatheaded borers, perhaps because their
functional xylem, which is thinner than that
of diffuse porous species, is also girdled.
When the flow of water to the canopy is
disrupted, trees die quite suddenly.

Tree defenses to woodborers

;i
'LSJ P U

Mechanisms of tree resistance to woodborers are not well understood, but
undoubtedly are based on rapid mobilization of physical and chemical defenses at
the site of infestation. For example, paper

WOOD PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
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FLATHEAD
PINE BARK BEETLES, EUC. LONGHORNED BORER,
LESSER PEACH TREE BORER, DOGWOOD TWIG BORER,
BRONZE BIRCH BORER, COTTON WOOD BORER,
SYCAMORE BORER, AMERICAN PLUM BORER
INJECT-A-CIDE, INJECT-A-CIDE B and IMICIDE
CHECK LABELS FOR INSECTS CONTROLLED

FIND OUT JUST HOW EASY IT IS TO CONTROL BORING INSECTS WHEN USING

Borers under Government Quarantine:
IMICIDE
Is the product chosen by the USDA and t
State of Washington for the Asian Longhorn
and the Citrus Longhorned Beetle Preventi
Eradication Programs..
ADorox. 250.000 trees have been successi
tected in New York. Chicago & Washingtor
over the past 3 yrs.

GENERATION H

'9mauget 0

ak

PREVENTIVE TREATMENT
MORE ACTIVE INGREDIENT
FULL SEASON CONTROL
FAST & EASV'TO APPLY
BROAD SPCTRUM
WEATHER PROOF
CLOSED SYSTEM
CAUTIOPi LABEL
COST EFFECTIVE

1_;~1 1,~.

io'

THE NEW ADVANCED

IMICIDE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Tiff 1NNOVbTOR

,%I Awj&f 4zlrwoop

800-TREES Rx
(800-873-3779)
877-TREE HLP
(877-873-3457)
(Toll free technical eupport Line)
Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card

LEAK PROOF
HERMETICALLY SEALED
COMPLETELY CLOSED SYSTEM
HIGHER VOLUMES
FASTER AND EASIER TO USE
LESS TOOLS REQUIRED
SAFEST CAPSULE AVAILABLE TODAY

hiicli resistance to bionic hi rch borer

secondary, opport Lill istic pests that

was shown to he highly correlated

can only colonize trees weakened by

with the speed at which callus tissue

biotic or abiolic stress. This tin-

forms in response to experimental

doubtedly occurs because severe

wounding. Callus formation is a gen-

stress weakens the natural defense

eralized response to trunk wounds

system of trees. For example.

(includin(l mechanical damage such

drought stress has been found to pre-

as pruning) that compartmentalizes

dispose birch trees to attack by

injury and reestablishes the integrity

bronze birch borer, and gypsy moth

of the cambium and vascular tissue.

defoliation has been found to in-

Borer larvae can only move through

crease the susceptibility of oak trees

a tree as fast as they can excavate gal-

to attack by twol med chestnut borer.

leries by feeding. If callus tissue
(which is highly impregnated with

Oak trees defoliated by gypsy moth are highly susceptible to borer attack. Photo by Daniel A. Herms.

Rapid callus growth is associated
With vigorous cambial activity and
trunk growth, and is very sensitive

defensive chemicals) grows quickly

to stress. Research has shown that

enough, it may entomb the larvae in
encapsulated within the callus tissue. If cal-

strong wound responses are highly depen-

not survive. Serpentine welts or ridges

lus tissue forms too slowly, larvae may be

dent on rapid trans location of

visible on the hark surface resulting from

able to stay one step ahead of the wound

photosynthate from the canopy to the

callus formation in response to larval feed

response as they feed.

trunk. Consequently, trunk defenses are

an inhospitable environment where it can-

highly sensitive to stress such as drought

ing. are evidence of a strong wound
response. In many cases, failure of emer gence holes to form in the vicinity of hark
ridges is a common occurrence, indicating
that larvae died before completing devel-

Environmental stress
and tree defense
In most cases, flatheaded borers act as

opment. Autopsies have found dead larvae

and defoliation that decrease photosynthetic carbon assi m i I at ion.

Borer resistant trees:
case study with white-

LOWEST PRICES ON THE MARKET
1-800-856-8261
Visit Us At: www.gaeq.com

G & A EQUIPMENT, INC.
KNOXVILLE, TN

barked birches
White-harked birches have always been
highly valued as landscape plants. 1-listorically. European white birch (B. penile/u)
was the most commonly cultivated birch,
because it grows rapidly and develops
white bark at

it

young age. However, in-

festations by bronze birch borer
dramatically curtailed its use, and spawned
57' W/H Hi-Ranger on
1989 Int'l, Flat Bed, Winch,
DT-466, 5/2, 109k
Stock #996 $23,900

iii,
Diesel, 5 Spd, 110K,
UNDER CDL!
Stock #980 $9,800

Self-Conit III rn t_.)uniiprng
Trailer, 14, Hauls Debris or
Skid Steer, 4-Way Gate
Stock #14 $6,900

a search for borer resistant birches. In response to this challenge, Dr. David G.
Nielsen initiated a 20-year, large-scale
study of birch resistance to bronze birch
borer at The Ohio) State University's Ohio)

1

Agricultural Research and Development

will

Center in Wooster.
Nielsen initiated his study in 1979 by

00 W H Over Center, Altec
LA-Ill on 1993 GMC Top
Kick, Gas, 5 Spd., 93k
Stock #967 $31,900

57W/H Hi-Ranger on 1988
Int'l, Flat Bed, Diesel, 5-spd
w/2 Spd., 137k
Stock #965 $21,900

57 WIH Hi-Ranger on
1988 nt I, Diesel,
5 Spd W/2 Spd., 93k
Stock #949 $16900

planting seven species of birch (a total of
1,200 trees) in a randomized complete
block design. Species tested included the
European white birch, Mountain birch (B.
/)Iil)escen,s'), which is also native to Europe,

%!

two Asian species, including monarch

a

birch (B. ,naxi,no ii'i iana ) and Asian
white birch (B. p/alvph'l'I/('). as well as

55' W,H Altec Mat] Handler on
1989 Int'l, DT-466, 5/2, 93k
Stock #998 $21,900

60 W,H Hi-Hanger on
1987 Int'l, Diesel,
5 Spd. W/2 Spd., 122k
Stock#946 $24,600

75 W,H Reach All on

1989 F-800, Ford Diesel,
6 Spd., 48k
Stock #982 $38,500
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three species native to North America. including paper birch (B. papvrifrma). grey
birch (B. popiiIifIiu

Whitespire'), and

-•••

.
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The WedgIeTM Direct-InjectTM System:
It's right for the trees
Don't drill, Direct-Inject!

1~

if

Mw~

• Minimizes wounding, protects tree vascular system.
• Injects chemical right where the tree can use it.
• Allows for retreatment year after year.

It's right for your company
Maximize productivity and profitability.
• Complete treatment in about three minutes per tree.
• No waiting for uptake, rain or shine.
• Treat more trees in less time, increase your profits.

Quick and easy control
•

x.
WAii
-

•

-

.

IM

Use ArborLSystems' insecticides,
fungicides and micronutrients.
• One application of Pointer" controls Bronze Birch Borers,
Adelgids and many other pests
Ready-to-use containers with self-sealing caps.
• Save money—achieve control with less chemical.

•

I,

,j.

At'

American species, and the great
river birch (B. ,iiç'ra). Whitespire
susceptibility of the Asian and Eubirch was initially misidentified as
ropean species may be explained
Japanese white birch (B. plat vphvlla
by their evolutionary history. The
var. japonica). However, recent
sr
native species would have been
biochemical evidence has condriven to extinction by bronze
firmed its identity as grey birch.
birch borer, which is also native to
The results of this study were
North America, had they not
striking. By 1986, bronze birch
evolved strong defenses. On the
borer had killed every last European
other hand, since the Asian and
white, Asian white, and mountain
European species have not evolved
birch tree. By 1990, 86 percent of
with bronze birch borer, natural
monarch birches had been killed,
selection has not equipped them
and all were dead by 1999. The naRed maple nursery stock girdled by flatheaded apple tree
with defenses specifically targeted
borer. Attacks often occur at the site of graft unions. Photo
tive species, however, fared much
by Daniel A. Herms.
against bronze birch borer. A simibetter. In 1999, after 20 years, 74
lar lack of evolutionary history
percent of paper birch, 76 percent
may explain why the exotic emerof Whitespire birch, and 98 percent
ald ash borer is devastating native
of river birch were still alive.
ash trees that otherwise appear to be
previous claims of bronze birch borer reThe high rate of survival of paper birch
healthy. It would not be surprising if Asian
sistance
in
Asian
white
birch
and
monarch
and Whitespire birch over the 20-year
ashes were found to be much more resisbirch, and underscores the pitfalls of restudy is remarkable, as it occurred in the
tant than native species to emerald ash
sistance claims based on anecdotal
face of massive outbreaks that killed hunborer.
observation and other circumstantial evidreds of neighboring trees and several
dence. Claims of bronze birch borer
severe droughts, all with no irrigation or
resistance in exotic species of birch should
insecticide applications. This suggests that
be viewed with skepticism until they are
these native white-barked birches can be
rigorously evaluated. For example, Himagrown successfully in Midwestern landlayan birch (B. wi/is var. jacquemontii) is
scapes. River birch (which does not have
Sound management programs for borsometimes touted as borer resistant, alwhite bark) showed no evidence of bronze
ers focus squarely on fundamental
though it too has been observed to be
birch colonization, confirming its immuprinciples of plant health care. Landscape
severely infested.
nity to bronze birch borer.
design that considers host plant resistance
The high level of resistance in the North
These results stand in stark contrast to
and ecological requirements of trees is the
critical first step. Where data are available,
resistant species or cultivars should be
specified. As we've seen, native species of
white-barked birch, such as paper birch
and Whitespire birch, are much more resistant to bronze birch borer than Asian or
European species, and should he the first
choice for use in landscapes.
From Tree Tech Microinject ion Systems comes
Trees that are planted in sites to which
a
full line of nationally labeled insecticides, fungicides,
Easy to Use,
they are not adapted will be stressed, makbactericides and fertilizers in leakproof microinjection units.
ing them prime candidates for borer attack.
Ready to Ship!
For example, planting paper birch in the
Insecticides - Acephate, Vivid91, and MetaSystox '1
shade is asking for trouble, as it is an early
Fungicides Bayleton, Aliette5 and Alamo
Fertilizers . Our proprietary Nutrijet formulations
successional species adapted to full sun.
00
Bactericides - Oxyletracyctino antibiotic
Research has shown that shade decreases
Herbicide . Dicannbx
its photosynthetic rate just as much as
Deflowering Agent- Snipper
h
drought stress does.
Tree Tech
Proper transplanting techniques, including planting depth and aftercare, are also
950 SE 21 5th Ave.
essential for preventing borer colonization
Morriston, FL 32668
of young trees. It has been suggested that
1-800-622-2831
tree wrap can help protect newly transe-mail: info@treetech.net
Tree Tech' Environmentally Sound Tree Health (ore for the 21ot century and beyond.
planted trees from borers, but I'm not
aware of any supporting data. It is also
Nk

Management of

flatheaded borers

micivinjection systems
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important to I)ttCCl trees lR)111 defoliation.
For example, borer infestations of oak have
been associated with gypsy moth defoliation, which decreases the energy reserves
of the tree.
I rrigat tOil dii ri ng drought is probably
the single most important thing that can
be done to protect both newly planted
Mid mature trees. A replicated field experiment with paper birch found that one
inch of, irrigation per week was sufficient
to prevent bronze birch borer infestations
during an outbreak that killed adjacent
trees that were not irrigated.
When trees are severely stressed, insecticide applications may he necessary to
protect them from borer attack. To he effective, most products must he applied
preventatively, in advance of borer attack.
Although, this defies the fundamental IPM
principle of applying pesticides only when
monitoring has shown insect populations
to exceed threshold levels, in my opinion
it can he justified. The lethal nature of
borer attack, coupled with the high value
and replacement costs of landscape trees,
warrants preventive pesticide applications
when trees have been obviously stressed
by factors such as drought, defoliation, or
transplanting.
I listorically, chemical control of borers
has emphasized protective hark sprays, the
primary objective of' which is to kill newly
hatched larvae before they can enter the
tree. Once inside the tree, most insecticides
are ineffective. Dursban has been the industry standard for borer control, but can
no longer he used in landscapes and urban
forests, although it is still the product of
choice in nurseries. Synthetic pyrethroids
such as permethrin (Astro) and hifenthri ii
Talstar) are being tested for their efficacy
against liatheaded borers, but to my know I edge. solid data are not yet available.
Preventive hark sprays must he timed
precisely to be effective. Because pi'otec live residues must he present on the bark
before eggs hatch to prevent infestation.
they must he timed to coincide with adult
emergence and oviposition, which is difficult to monitor. There are 110 effective
pheromone traps for flat headed borer
adults, as there are For clearwing borers.
However, since plant and insect development is temperature dependent, plant
phenology can he used to predict adult
emergence, if data are available. In Ohio

and Michigan, emergence of bronze birch
borer adult corresponds very closely and
reliably with full bloom of black locust
(Rubinia psue(loacacia). Since the phenology of the related Ilatheaded borers seems
to be similar, black locust bloom may be a
reasonable indicator plant for them as well.
Systemic insecticides offer an alternative to protective bark sprays. In trials
at Ohio State University, preventive soil
injections and trunk injections of'
i ni idacloprid (Merit) applied in late April
and early May were effective against
bronze birch borer. Fall soil injections
are also being tested. However, not all
trials have found Merit to he consistently
effective against bronze birch borer. In
particular, Merit may be less effective for
severely infested trees, as substantial phI oem d a ill age fro iii borer activity
probably interl'eres with uptake and efficient translocation of the insecticide.
Studies are underway at Michigan State
University to evaluate the effectiveness
of Merit against emerald ash borer.
Research at Ohio State University by
David G. Nielsen demonstrated that
trunk injections containing hidrin can
also provide effective control of bronze
birch borer, if they are timed correctly.
Summer trunk injections made after
adult emergence (early July early Au-

gust) were effective. However, spring
injections made prior to adult emergence
were not, probably because little feeding occurs in spring, which limits the
insect's exposure to the insecticide. The
injections did result in substantial trunk
discoloration of birch, a factor that
should he considered hel'oi'e a tree is injected repeatedly.

In closing
Plant health care is the key to effective
borer management. Trees planted in sites
to which they are adapted will be inher ently resistant. Research has shown that
even white-harked birches can thrive in
low-maintenance, Midwestern landscapes,
if' native species that have evolved with
bronze birch borer are planted. Borer resistance can be maintained by minimizing
biotic and ahiotic stress, but trees that have
experienced defoliation, drought, or transplanting stress can be protected with
insecticides until they regain their vigor.
Flatheaded borers can wreak havoc in landscapes and urban forests, hut they don't
have to.
I)r. Daniel A. lI('F'nl,s'
the Deparlineit

1.5 (1

/)rofessor in

of Ei,io,nologv (ii The Ohio

TO

Stoic' University in Wooster, Ohio.

CLASSIC

Outdoor Wood Furnace
100% Wood Heat for Your Home,
Hot Water, Shop and More.
• No chimney fires.
• No fire, smoke or dirt in your home.
• No splitting and less handling of wood.
Over 50% of sales come from
word of mouth sales.
"I've saved over $19,000 in the past
eleven years. My Classic outdoor wood
furnace gives me peace of mind knowing
our home is safer and more comfortable."

Early Purchase
Save up to

$600

it p1,11Mg) 11Mg dIal)

I

Dual Fuel Option and Stainless
Steel Models Available
'$"R

Central Boiler • ( 800) 248-4681
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Terex Forms Industry
Alliance
Terex Utilities announced alliance
agreements with industry leading manufacturers Hogg & Davis, Inc; TSE
International, Inc; and Reedril I Texoma.
Under the alliance, Terex Utilities distributes these additional products providing
sales, service and support through the
Terex Utilities Distribution Network with
over 40 service centers across North
America.
"The addition of the Terex Utilities Alliance Member products is an important
part of providing superior value to customers in creating a 'Utility Depot' concept,"
said Marketing Manager Joe Caywood.

RFSIS1I)(. R.PI I-I
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Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.
Easily operated, light weight
and compact.
Phone: 888-514-8851

Fax: 770-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com
E-mail: IMLUSA(á)att.net

IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
[950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144
Free application video available
Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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The depot will include products from
Terex, like Telelect digger derricks, HiRanger aerial devices, and more, plus the
alliance member products.

Oncor Receives
National Recognition
The National Arbor Day Foundation
recently recognized TXU Corp.'s Oncor
for its Vegetation Management Program
for the third consecutive year. The award
recognizes the company for its tree pruning standards and employee and public
education programs for 2002.
As a friend to the environment, Oncor
takes the steps necessary to properly
prune trees while allowing for the safe
and reliable delivery of energy. Creating
this balance between trees and power
lines along with ongoing efforts to educate the public about safety have earned
Oncor the honor of being named Tree
Line USA Utility for the third consecutive year.
"Oncor is dedicated to delivering the
most safe, reliable and efficient electrical service available," said Tom Baker,
Oncor president. "One of the ways we
accomplish this is by integrating a professional tree-trimming program into our
daily operations."

managing the entire StihI chain saw line,
including occasional use, mid-range,
professional, and electric chain saws, as
well as guide bars and saw chains, oil and
lubricants, product accessories and personal protective apparel.
Stoll has more than 12 years of experience in the oLltdoor power
equipment industry. He was formerly
product manager of chain saws, bars
and chains at Andreas Stihi AG & Co.
for two years. He also served as a field
testing engineer, traveling throughout
France, Germany and other countries
during his 12-year tenure with the
Stihl Group. Stoll graduated from the
University of Freiburg, where he studied forestry. He later completed
additional studies in federal forest administration and forest research.

Redmax Promotes
Gabrielson
Jim Gabrielson
has been proiiioted to deputy
general manager
of sales and marketing at RedMax,
Komatsu Zenoah
/
America, Inc. For
nt : 1
the past year, he
i
i................-.... L..
has been general
manager of direct distributing operations, a
position that he will continue to hold.
In his new position, Gabrielson is involved in the strategic sales and
marketing planning process, and management of the company's field sales
force, as well as managing the
company's direct distributing units in
Norcross, Ga., and Denton, Texas.
Gabrielson joined Komatsu Zenoah
more than two years ago as sales manager
for the central region. The 13 year outdoor
power equipment veteran came from
Stovall & Co., where he served in various
sales and management positions.
TO
....

Stoll New Product
Manager for Stihi
Chain Saws
Stihl Inc. has
announced the
appointment of
GUnther Stoll to
product manager of chain
saws. In his
new position,
Stoll is responsible for
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003
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Does your
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"'our company's safety program is vital to its profitability,
professionalism and success. Whether your company has
an existing safety program or is trying to develop and
Implement one, the National Arborist Association (NAA) Model
Company Safety Program can help you establish the most
comprehensive and effective safety program possible

,.

A program developed with the aid of the NAA Model Company
8aty Program wUl:
• Prevent Injuries, vehicle accidents and property damage

4

• Lower insurance costs
• Satisfy contractor/commercial client bidder requirements
• Boost productivity
• Ensure OSHA compliance
• Produce better motivated employees
• Improve ability to finish jobs on time and within budget
• Enhance your company's reputation

,.•.•

M 0 el

The NAA Model Company Safety Program represents the best
practices of some of the foremost companies in the industry. It
contains instructions to guide you through implementation, as well
as sample company policy language and useful forms for program
implementation in print and on CD.

- orn pa r
S afety
P
rrogram

to order today! The long-term success and well-being of your
company and its employees just may depend upon it.

(Includes manual, checklist & CD)

.hip with

C#)- ational
tabIshed 1QJV

.Arborist Association

Deed to The AdcemerV of mme,c flee Care &4nesse

Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

1-800-733-2622
1-603-314-5380
1-603-314-5386
naa@natlarb.com
www.natlarb.com
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Cutting Edge
NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Echo Sprayer Covers Commercial Jobs

n

Condor Towers 170 Feet

The CONDOR-170S aerial lift offers 170
feet of working height while delivering inU
dustry leading side reach, material handling
capabilities and platform capacity. The need
to "go higher" is leading companies to replace their existing but smaller units with the
new 170S. It comes equipped with a dedicated work platform engine, allowing total and
complete use of the aerial device while greatly
reducing fuel consumption and dB ratings. The
unit is manufactured by
Time Manufacturing
4..
Company, Waco, TX.
Time Manufacturing
products are marketed
jaL
under the trade names
Versalift and Condor.
.,

t.
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Echo's MS-100 Manual Sprayer delivers reliability,
power and control for commercial spraying jobs. It
is designed for faster and more accurate spraying of liquefied herbicides, pesticides and
/
fertilizers. Designed with a long-lasting en/
closed piston and diaphragm pump, it
is capable of producing from 15 to 150
psi. The 20-inch brass wand and
adjustable nozzle of the unit
deliver an even and highly con-•
trolled spray ranging from a
wide angle mist to a single
stream. A durable 300 psi-rated
hose connects the unit's brass
sprayer to a high volume 4.5 gallon
\
polyethylene tank treated with UV
inhibitors to protect and promote
longer life. The MS-1 00 Sprayer is
equipped with a safety check valve
to prevent leaks if the tank is tipped, while a brass
shut-off pin and durable 0-rings add additional leak prevention
and reliability. All critical seals and 0-rings are made of heavyduty Viton formulation. Echo's MS- 100 sprayer is backed by a
i-year commercial warranty. For more information, please visit:
www.echo-usa.com

S
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Tarp Tamer Keeps Mulch Down
e

WOW

The Tarp Tamer, from Pulltarps Manufacturing, is the solution for applications that
require the front of the tarp to be against the load. The Tarp Tamer's fixed roller holds the
front of the tarp down tight to prevent material from blowing and tarp damage. Perfect for most
applications that require arms to deploy the tarp over a load. Key features include durable UHMW end caps, plated hardware, and
galvanized roller. Easy bolt-on installation or can be welded. For more information, a free video, or catalog, call (800) 368-3075 or
visit www.pulltarps.com .
,
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BugBarrier Tree Band Proven Effective

.t

The effectiveness of the BugBarrier Tree Band against fall cankerworm has been confirmed and its effective,
ness against gypsy moth established. This new product physically traps the target insects, eliminating the
need for chemical pesticides to control these pests. After testing against fall cankerworm in Charlotte, N.C..
and Toronto, Ontario during the 2001-2002 season, the product was officially launched in Charlotte for the
2002-2003 season. It can be installed on a tree in two minutes or less. A dense, flexible fiber barrier is
wrapped around the trunk to fill bark crevices and cutoff insects' escape routes, while letting the bark "breathe."
A film barrier is installed over the fiber. The inside of the film barrier is sticky, eliminating the problem of leaves
and other debris sticking to the bark and creating a bridge for the bugs to cross. The fiber also holds the
adhesive away from the bark, so it will not leave a stain. When full, the band is removed using scissors or a utility knife. For product
information or a list of distributors, contact Jim Thompson, Envirometrics Systems, Inc., P0 Box 43001, London, Ontario, N6C
6A2, Canada; Phone: 1-888-276-4104 or 519-438-5723; Web: www.envirometrics.ca .
Please circle 193 on Reader Service Card
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Berkshire Tree Staking System

Rino Eases Communication

Berkshire Earthwings is a tree staking system available in three sizes:
30 for trees up to 3-nch caliper, 50
for trees up to 5-inch caliper, and 100
;.
for trees up to 10-inch caliper. They
44
, are particularly useful for trees
planted in sandy soil or in windy tocations. They can also be used to
secure fences, sheds, tents, and
equipment and picnic tables.
Earthwing tree anchors are made of
steel with a pre-attached galvanized
cable. Earthwings give a professional
looking, securely anchored tree at an
economical
price, and are easier to
I,
use
than
other
types of tree anchors.
.
• -.
'
I
...
Earthwings' patented design makes
them easy to install in three steps:
drive anchor, pull to lock in place, attach to tree. For more information, contact Berkshire Earthwings at (413) 229-7919 or visit
www.BerkshireEarthwings.com .

Combine the navigational capabilities of a
full-featured, WAAS
enabled, 12-channel
parallel GPS receiver with the
reliable communication power of a
22-channel FRS/
GMRS radio and you
get the Garmin Rino.
This combination allows for peer-topeer position reporting using the FRS
spectrum to transmit your exact location
to within a 2-mile radius. Two-way radio
transmits a.5 watt signal on FRS channels (1-14) fora range
of up to 2 miles, and a 1 watt signal on GMRS channels (1522) for a range of up to 5 miles with 38 sub-audible squelch
codes for semi-private conversation. To learn more, visit Forestry Suppliers on the web at www.forestry-suppliers.com
or call and request their catalog by calling 800-360-7788.
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Send Cutting Edge News to:
TCI Magazine, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester NH 03103
Ore-mail: Garvin@natlarb.com

Thi ie Fulure: air Arrhjojrin; 1i Ropes iss Niaw!
:;,

THE FLY represents a quantum leap forward in an 11 mm arborist climbing rope. Built to the exacting EN 1891 standard for low

elongation ropes, THE FLY offers the prefect combination of the low stretch characteristics of a static rope with the added safety of being
able to withstand the forces and absorb some of the energy generated by a fall. The 11 mm size runs through mechanical hardware
without feeling mushy and gives you a smooth and controlled descent. Plus a spliceable kernmantle construction with excellent knot
holding capabilities all packed in a rope that only weighs 6.00 lbs per 100'.

Ma,IuJil( It'd

bV:

NEW ENGLAND ROPES

If you would like to place an order or request a free 12" sample
of THE FLY, please call 800.421.4833 or email us your request
to sales@bishco.com . NOW!... Order online at www.bishco.com .

MM
MO

WWW.8ISCD.COM
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Managing Multilingual Workers
BY A'laiiririo

VeIacqiic:

Lil' organizations. Diversit y
Training Group and Spanish Translation Services, are
asked to do many things in the landscape and nursery industries. I have
been working with ANLA for nearly
five years, and I am a regular columnist in their newsletter around
multilingual issues. It is time to jumpstart a discussion in the tree care
industry. This green industry sector
has lagged behind the landscape and
nursery industries in addressing
multicultural issues. We need to create a national dialogue, a lorum for
presentation and subsequent discussion. The questions we suggest you
pose to your challenging and changing industry include:

0

How is the influx of HispanicLatino immigrant workersl'l'ectiiig
our industry'?
What will we have to do differently? How do we begin to look at
these issues'?
Will status quo - doing nothing
differently - continue to get us the
same results in our industry if the
workforce, the labor marketplace, is
changing dramatically'?
22

What are the best practices? What is
working'? What are the successful strategies that are producing results and what
are the minefields we must avoid'?
What one thing can we do to start
dealing with these issues in the most
effective manner'?

The answers
Our un-addressed diversity issues
are like that ugly couch in the living
room - we know it is there but we
don't want to talk about it. Funny,
people think that by not talking about
these issues, they will go away. How
untrue. By ignoring these issues we
only give them more power to grow
and eventually "swamp the boat." As
a bilingual professional who is the son
of Latino immigrant parents, this conversation is natural for me. Now it is
time to take a stab at the answers. I
think the questions are easy to pose,
what is much more challenging lies in
the discussion of the answers.

1.

The influx of Hispanic-Latino immigrant workers is changing everything.
How we recruit. Flow we hire. How we
promote the best talent within our comTREE CARE INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003

Ianies. how our services are delivered.
How we run our organizations. The iiidustry as a whole is at a monumental
crossroads. How you deal with your Hispanic/Latino workers can make or break
your business!
1 suggest You rethink everything
about your business and start with my
answers to question number one
above. Keep in mind that the United
States is the fourth- largest Spanishspeaking country in the world today
and soon will he third. Your industry
is just seeing it sooner than most others. For the rest of the country, it is a
matter of when, not if. Even where I
live, in Herndon, Va., tarts of the city
are nearly 7() percent Hispanic.
You can begin by learning what
industry leaders are doing differently.
I always say, "Don't recreate the
wheel, take someone else's and put a
whitewall on it." Maintaining status
CI LIO Will doom your organization and
it will definitely create a conipetitive
disadvantage. I have no doubt that the
organizations in your industry that
best manage your Hispanic-Latino
immigrant workforce issues will survive, thrive and he around for a truly
different competitive day.

I had the pleasure 01'1)0111110I- and survey i rig over 600 organizations at the
most recent ANLA, New England Grows
and NJ Nursery and Landscape Expos.
When asked, "What one thing are you
doing differently around your new Hispariic/Latino workers? the answers were
quite surprising!
• One of the iiiost COIliliiOii themes ill
the answers concerned treating these workers as human beings and not as "cattle.''
Many participants in my sessions conimented that, ''If we don't get it handle on
these issues, these workers will slop enter ing our industry and move on to
construction, agriculture and poultry hirocessi rig. There will he nobody left to
eniploy."
• Encourage workers to learn EngI i sh
and Span ish (including ESI. courses sporisored by employer oil-site) to build
bridges. l3i I inigualism is key!
• Translate all policies, proceduires,
training progrrm, recruitment flyers, and
benefit literature into Spanish. We received
so many requests 1(1 translate payroll, pol i ci e s and proced tires that we formed a
separate company.
• Ask new Ihispanic/Latino workers
what they need, and then work on deliverinig it ill a reasonable and timely manner.
My favorite incentive or retention hon ti s
lon-distace
g
clIirg cards in S100 iiicreiiients.
• I am constantly asked. ''I low do we
manage our people?' I will start by saying. ''Well, that is the l'irst prolilenl - you
are aski rig me and riot the unique i ndi v idiia Is that work l'or you (Which by the way,
don't Al look. thiii& act alike).
Ili ne a h Ii ilglia I I)CI - 1,011 to start tans
latiiig and building bridges. Also, purchase
the English to Spanish industry-speci lie
dictionary and 1CM- 11 a little yourself.
I welcome your comments to this article.
Feel free to
call or e-mail rue your
feedback to: The I)i vers i ty Trai iii rig
GI- 01.1p, 692 Pine Street. 1 lerndori, VA
20170. Phonic: 703-478-9191: Fl-mall:
mauriciov@diversilydtg.com: Web:
www di versi tydtg.coni.

GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E®
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by
hundreds of professionals worldwide for:
• Root Collar Excavation
• Root Pruning
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Radial Trenching
• New Construction
• Locating Utilities
• Reducing soil compaction
• Treating Plant Diseases

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on
plant health and your business. AIR-SPADE ® has been
proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the
few tools that pays for itself in one job".
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AR 2 - Box 509- Sugarloaf, PA 18249
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Bucket Truck
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Financing Available
$90 I)owrr / No Payment br 90 Days
Flexible Delivery Tcrrmns !!
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Events & Seminars

More almanac online!
www.natlarb.com —> news —> industry calendar

Don't miss these upcoming events
April 2-May 7, 2003
Certification Prep Course
Brea Conference Center
Brea, CA
Contact: (949) 454-2409, Fax (949) 4542429

May 19-21 2003
MD DNR Forest Service
Licensed Tree Expert Training
Patuxent Wildlife Refuge, MD
Contact: Marian Honeczy, (410) 260-8511
or mhoneczy@dnr.state.md.us

August 9-13, 2003
American Phytopathological Society
Annual Meeting - 2003
Charlotte, NC
Contact: Kathy Aro, (651) 454-7250,
karo@scisoc.org or www.apsnet.org

April 4-5, 2003
"A Celebration of Trees 2003"
Trade Show & Conference
Capel Manor College
Enfield, Middlesex, UK
Contact: 020 8366 4442, Ext. 102, or
www.capel.ac.uk

June 21-24, 2003
ISA Florida Chapter Annual Meeting
Wyndham Resort
Orlando, FL
Contact: (352) 332-6986

August 20-22, 2003
CalScape Expo 2003
Hyatt Regency,
Irvine, CA
Contact: California Interior Plantscape
Association, (707) 462-2276; fax (707)
463-6699; www.cipaweb.org

April 9-12, 2003
Climbing Skills/Level I Rigging
ArborMaster Training, Inc.
Louisville, KY
Contact: (860) 429-5028 or
Info@ArborMaster.com
May 7-9, 2003
'The Past, the Present, and the Future of
Trees in Cities'
Municipal Theatre,
Piazza Repubblica,
Varese, Italy
Contact: Dr. Monica Castiglioni,
monica.castiglioni@fito-consult.it , or
www.fito-consult.it
May 14, 2003
Landscape IPM Workshop
Oklahoma City, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405)-744-7361 or
mas@okstate.edu

June 27, 2003
Southern Ohio ISA Summer Meeting
Hamilton County Park District
Sharon Woods, Sharon Centre
Cincinnati, OH
Contact: Alan Klonowski, (216) 544-4737
July 18, 2003
Longwood Gardens 2003 Conference on
Woody Plants
Scott Arboretum,
Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, PA
Contact: (610) 388-1000, Ext. 507
August 3-6, 2003
2003 ISA Annual Conference
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Contact: ISA, (217) 355-9411; fax (217)
355-9516, http://www2.champaign.isaarbor.com

August 27, 2003
Tree Care Workshop
Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle, (405) 744-7361 or
mas@okstate.edu
September 13, 2003
Central Ohio ISA Summer Meeting
Westerville Community Center
Columbus, OH
Contact: Jeff Jackson, (440) 357-1695,
or Alan Klonowski, (216) 544-4737
November 13-15, 2003
TCI EXPO 2003
Tree Care Industry Association
Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, MD
Contact: Carol Crossland, 1-800-7332622, Ext. 106; crossland@natIarb.com or
www.natlarb.com

Send information on your event to:
TCI, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103, E-mail. Garvin@natlarh.com

Lightning Protection for Trees
Your complete source for lightning protect/on needs.
ituctkin Co., Inc.

Independent Protection Co., Inc.
1607 S. Main St.
Goshen, IN 46526
800-860-8388
Fax: 574-534-3719
info@ipclp.com
www.ipclp.com

• Provide your clients an additional service.
• Limited investment, quick profits.
• Consider golf courses, parks, large estates and historic trees.
• Lightning protection systems for all types of structures.
• Send for a free Tree Kit—A folder containing
information about adding this service.
• Order our video or CD Rom— "The How-to Presentation for
Installing Lightning Protection in Trees $19.95, Visa or
MasterCard.
Please circle 27 on Reader Service Card
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87 CHEVY C170: 8.2L Fuel
Pincher diesel, 170 hp, 5
spd + 2 spd rear, 30,000 lb
GVW, 8 ton JLG 800BT
crane, 65 ft hook ht, 16 ft
steel flatbed. $23,900.

4.

I-

88 FORD F800: 7.81- diesel,
210 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd rear,
33,000 lb GVW with 8 ton
NATIONAL 446 crane, 56 ft
hook ht, 16 ft steel flatbed,
20K miles. $28,500.

5937

121

c.

87 GMC 7000: 8.2L Fuel
Pincher diesel, 230 hp, 6
spd, 29.860 lb GVW, with
55 ft HI-RANGER 5H155PB1 bucket, 2 man endhung basket, 13 ft utility
body, 31K miles. $24,500.

I

87 FORD LN8000: 3208
CAT, 215 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd
rear, 33,000 lb GVW, with
HIAB 140 knuckleboom,
2611" max side reach, 44"
forks, 16 ft steel flatbed.
CALL FOR MORE INFO

89 FORD SUPERDUTY:
7.5L gas engine, 4 spd
w/od, 14,500 lb GVW, with
10 ft split dump/chip box,
24" thrubox, 102" power
angle plow. $8,900.

L5852

It,41

Li

900
90 INT 4900: DT466, 185
hp, 5 spd + 2 spd rear,
33,000 lb GVW, with 3 ton
IMT 4825 knuckleboom,
251" max side reach, lift
steel flat/utility bed.
$22,500.

90 CHEVY KODIAK: 3116
CAT, 215 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd
rear, 32,000 lb GVW, 10 ton
TELELECT COMMANDER
4700 crane, 47 ft hook ht.
$19,500.

98 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L, 230 hp, 6 spd, 33,000
lb GVW, with 14 ton TEREX
TC2863 crane, 73 ft hook
ht, 18 ft steel flatbed, 18K
miles. $49,500.

98 FORD F800: 5.9L Cummins,
230 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb GVW,
wiLh 15 ton PIONEER 1000
CRANE, 113 ft total hook ht,
360" area of full capacity
operation, 16 ft steel flatbed,
36K miles. $62,500.

98 FORD FT9000: Cummins
8.3L diesel, 225 hp, 8 speed + to,
+10/10, 52,000 lb GVW, with 18
ton MANITEX 1870 CRANE, 80

97 FORD LT8000: 8.31Cummins, 275 hp, 8 spd
+10 +10/10, 58,000 lb GVW,
with PIONEER 2000 crane,
124 ft total hook ht.
$79,500.

95 FORD LNT8000: 8.31Cummins, 275 hp, 8 spd +
lo, 54,400 lb GVW, 21 ton
NATIONAL 800C crane,
114'/2 ft hook ht, pin-on
basket, 18ft flat. $89,500.

ft hook height, 20 ft steel flatbed,
41K miles. $69,000.

---"'.

a!

2000 FREIGHTLINER FL80:
3126 CAT. 250 hp. 8 Spd +10,
+10110, 58,000 lb GVW, 28 ton
NATIONAL 1195 CRANE, 150 ft

98 VOLVO WG64: 3306
CAT, 300hp, 8 spd +lo
+10/lc, 58,000 lb GVW, with
21 ton NATIONAL 800C
crane, 133 ft hook hi, 18 ft
steel flatbed. $89,500.

98 INT 4700: DT466E, 210 hp, 6
spd +10, 33,000 lb GVW, 14 ton
TEREX TC2863 CRANE, 73 ft
hook ht, cap alert / overload
shutdown, 18 ft wood flatbed,
22K miles. $49,500.

total hook ht, radio remote, pinon steel platform. 20 ft wood
flatbed, 19K miles. $124,500.

Lizi'\1

_,!i

5870

"I

4111111

98 GMC T7500: 3116
CAT, 6 spd, 61/2 ton
HIAB knuckleboom,

98 GMC C/7500: 3126 CAT, 245
hp, 6 spd + lo, 33,000 lb GVW, 6
ton PALFINGER PK14080
KNUCKLEBOOM, 21'8" max
side reach, 22 ft steel flatbed.
$39,500.

26 ft side reach, 19 ft

89 FORD LNT9000: Cummins
LTA10, 240 hp, Allison 5 spd
auto, 56,000 lb GVW, with 11 ton
HIAB 260AW knuckleboom, 33
ft max side reach, 16 ft steel

steel flat. $39,500.

flatbed. $29,500.

98 FORD F800: Cummins 8.3L,
210 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd rear,
33,000 lb GVW, with 5 ton 1MT
6420 knuckleboom, 1911" max
side reach, 15 ft steel flat I dump
bed. CALL.

5818

5874

5782
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93 INT 4900: DTA466, 230 hp, 6
spd +10, 32,900 lb GVW, 4 ton
PALFINGER PK8000A knuckleboom, 236' max side roach, 18
ft stool flatbed with 24" fold down
steel sides & rear gate. $29,500.

W

;
!
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93 INT 4600: 7.31 diesel,
155 lip, 5 spd, 21,500 lb
GVW, with 3'/ ton HIAB
550-3 KNUCKLEBOOM,
23ft max side reach, remote
ctrl, lift steel flat. $21,500.

I

2000 INT 4900: DT466E,
215 hp, 9 spd, 33,000 lb
GVW, 55 ft ALTEC AM855
bucket, 14 ft utility body.
$79,500.

99 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L diesel, 215 hp, 6 spd,
33,000 lb GVW, with 55 ft
TECO V5A-551P-2TFE2
BUCKET, 2 man end hung
basket, 14 ft utility body,
25K miles. $44,500.

94 GMC TOPK1CK: CAl 3116,
275 hp, Allison 6 spd auto,
47,220 lb GVW, with 65 ft LIFTALL LM65-2S bucket, 2 single
buckets, joystick, 18 ft steel
flatbed $49,500.

LLj MayKeI IiTk

KNUCKLEBOOMS
HIAB, IMTCO,
NATIONAL, ETC...
MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED

Sales

3123 Bethlehem Pike • Hatfield, PA 19440 • Phone 215-721-4444 • Fax 215-721-4350 • sales@opdykes.com
Please circle 44 on Reader Service Card

Washington in ReviewBY

OSHA Moves On New Crane

In the States:

Standard

California Supreme Court

OSHA will go forward with the negotiated rulemaking process
to update its cranes and derricks standard in response to broad
industry support for using that process to revise the standard,
OSHA Administrator John Henshaw announced in late February.
The agency has published a proposed list of members to serve
on the Crane and Derrick Negotiated Rulemaking Advisory
Committee. Through negotiation with a 20-person panel, the
Committee will develop a proposed revision of the existing construction safety standards for the cranes and derricks.
OSHA views the negotiated rulemaking process as the most
effective way to work with the parties that will he significantly
affected by the final rule. While it has typically taken OSHA
10 years to promulgate standards through a process of notice
and comment, they project that they may promulgate a crane
standard by as early as this fall.
The first committee meeting should take place in late spring.
Notice of OSHA's proposed list of committee members appeared
in the Feb. 27, 2003 Federal Register and on OSHA's Web site
under Federal Register Notices.

Broadens ADA

OSHA Contacts High-Hazard
Businesses
Approximately 14,200 employers - identified by employer-reported data during a 2002 survey of 93,000 work sites - have been
contacted and informed by OSHA that they have higher than average injury and illness rates.
A letter to the employers from OSHA Administrator John
Henshaw suggests that they consider hiring an outside safety and
health consultant, talking with their insurance carrier, or contacting their state's workers' compensation agency for advice.
Employers with 250 or Fewer workers can ask for assistance
from OSHA's on-site consultation program. The program is free
and confidential and there are no fines even if problems are found.
OSHA's survey of 2001 injury and illness data from the 93,000
employers was increased from 80,00() surveyed in 2000. The additional 13,000 employers were from the construction industry.
For every 100 full-time workers, the employers contacted by
OSHA had six or more injuries or illnesses that resulted in lost
work days. The national average is 2.8 injuries for every 100 fulltime workers.
The job safety agency has surveyed employers each year
since launching the program in 1996. The list does not designate employers that will he targeted for later inspections.
26

The California Supreme Court ruled last week that the state's
protection for the disabled under the Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA) is far greater than that provided by the federal
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The Court unanimously
ruled that, since 1992, FEFIA protects an employee whose condition simply "limits" a major life activity. This is broader than the
ADA, under which an employee must have an impairment that
"substantially limits" a major life activity.
Cases under ADA have been dismissed prior to trial because
inclusion of the term "substantially limits" has been interpreted
to require a more significant degree of limitation on major life
activities. The elimination of the word "substantially" from the
California law in 1992 made it significantly easier to establish
a disability under California law.
Employers should review and revise policies to make cer tain they con lormn to state law, not the Federal A I) A.

Washington Could Make
Ergonomics Standard Voluntary
The Washington State Senate passed a bill Feb. 18 that would
turn the state's ergonomics standard into voluntary guidelines,
but the hill may face opposition Iro ni 1-louse members and the
governor.
Under the bill (ESB 5161), Washington's ergonomics rule
would have no force or effect, but remain in place only as voluntary guidelines. In addition, the bill would not allow the state
Labor and Industries Department to adopt or amend any similar rules dealing with musculoskeletal disorders in the
workplace.
A last minute amendment to the hill also calls for the state
labor department to establish an ergonomics resource center,
create an ergonomics clearinghouse, establish a small business
ergonomics task force, appoint an ergonomics ombudsman, and
provide ergonomic assistance awards of up to $5,000 to small
businesses.
The bill passed the Republican-controlled Senate by a vote
of 30 to 19.
Peter Ge rstenbe rger is vice president of business inailagei?ieni, safety (111(1 education tar tile Tree Care Indusirv
TO
Association.
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*!k. The Art and Science of

Practical Rigging
L1cc,fgd
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of ArborMaster® Training, Inc.
• Introduction to Techniques
and Methods
• Equipment and Ropes
• Rigging Knots
• Basic Limb Removal
• Advanced Limb Removal
• Compound Rigging
Techniques

••
1

$249. 95 member
$299.95 non-member

INCLUDES
8 VIDEOS
I BOOK
The ISA Certification
CEU tests included
in The Art and
Science of Practical
Rigging book are worth 8
CEU credits.
•

• Understanding Forces
in Rigging
•:/,
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• Top Removal and Rigging
Heavy Wood
'ka',
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Produced by thu
International Society of
Arboriculture
For additional information
about ISA books, programs,
or training materials:
www.isa-arbor.com
1-888-ISA-TREE
TCI-ASPR

Dynamic Tree Installation Specifications
BY Boiiiiie
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We've changed the size and conh g uration of planting holes. We've changed
when and with what we may, under certain circumstances, amend backfill soils.
We've even changed whether or not some
form of trunk protection should be applied
at transplant for environmental or physical reasons. Unfortunately, there still seem
to be portions of tree installation specifications that should be changed so that trees
are not the inadvertent victims of often antiquated, or even just plain totally incorrect,
practices.
Most landscape tree installation specifications include requirements for some
form of tree stabilization or support. If the
trees were field grown and their root balls
placed in wire baskets when dug, there may
also be a recommendation or requirement
relative to alteration or removal of the wire
basket. These two practices are a source
of continuing debate and controversy
within the green industry, with nurserymen, landscape designers, architects,
contractors and arborists often in heated
disagreement about what is best for our
trees. We feel it's time to review these areas of contention and undertake field
research that will help resolve these problems to benefit all involved.

. 'A
The question at installation is whether to
alter or remove the wire basket.
28
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Wire baskets used to protect the root balls of field grown trees.

Wire baskets
When the field harvesting of trees progressed from bare root harvest to the
harvest of a ball of field soil to protect the
roots, originally all balls were hand dug,
then wrapped with burlap and "laced" or
tied with ropes. In 1956 hydraulic harvesting equipment was introduced to the
nursery industry. Wire baskets began to
appear for containment of the machine-dug
ball. Over the years several companies
have designed and manufactured a variety
of harvesting equipment, while others
companies have fabricated many different
styles of wire baskets.
Though the advent of mechanical har vesting has been beneficial to the
nurserymen and to root ball protection dur ing holding and shipping, many anecdotal
reports exist that attribute tree stress, decline or death to wire baskets left intact
(unaltered) when B&B trees are installed.
This damage is never immediate, but genTREE CARE INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003
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Burlap has deteriorated over time but the
wire basket is still intact.

erally occurs years after installation, when
burlap may have deteriorated but wire baskets are still intact. The possible
involvement of wire baskets in this reported problem is often not detected until
tree removal becomes necessary.
Controversy exists within the green industry relative to the need to remove or
alter wire baskets during installation. Many

IOfl ;sunnecessary, and consequently won't
guarantee plants if such occurs. However,
many planting specifications mandate either total basket removal, or require
baskets he split and laid into the planting
hole, or have their top loops removed or
bent hack. Specifications requiring alter-

ii urseri essay removal or al teral

ducted to Specifically address if or how
wire baskets should be removed or altered
during installation. Wire baskets can last
Up to 30 years, according to Dr. Gary
Watson, tree root physiologist at the
Morton Arboretum. Tops of hare roots
generally grow into the Lipper horizontal
basket wires, ealisi il partial girdling oh

Drought is a source
of root dieback
and dried foliage.

Owl

Poly chain lock begins to stretch and allows flexing, and also gets brittle and breaks
so that less damage may be seen from this guying method.

at ion or removal do so to preveiit deli] iliental cutting or girdling of tree roots or stems
by the wire. This required removal or allerat i on places landscape contractors iii a
iio Will situation, caught between nursery
non-removal policies and specification that
require removal or alteration. In addition,
landscape maintenance personnel often repurl encounteri hg basket wires sticking
above ground, especially if trees were
planted shallow. Wire extending above
ground poses a danger to people and equipment.
On the other end of a tree's life, many
arhorists who remove dying, dead and hazardous trees frequently point to unaltered
baskets as "tree killers" when they encounter Wires cutting into roots. Many question
why removal or alteration is not required
of landscape contractors. A negative view
of nursery production and landscape Installation Practices exists within much of the
arhoricultural community.
To date, limited research has been con-

roots and restricting Vascular HOW (Xylem
water and nutrient transport up and phloem
carbohydrate transport down. Though root
tissue may eventually grow around the
wires and graft together on the other side,
this reestablishment of unrestricted vascular transport may take several years.
In addition to the question concerning
unrestricted vascular flow, there is also the
chliestioll of anchoring stability. Trees that
appeared to have blown over due to flare

'n-'Itu

Fortunately, it's
also our source
of inspiration.
Doggett Drought Special is a
prescription type formula specifically designed to regenerate root
during and after drought conditions. Extremely low in salt, with
Al-slow release nitrogen and a very
high percentage of Ilunlate, our fornuila works to enhance the recovery of drought stricken trees and
shrubs. For more lIlforIllatloil and
a label catalog, call i - Son -448- 1862.

THE DOGGETT
CORPORATION
1-800-448-1862

Soft nylon tape used for guying provides
some flex and no trunk damage.

www.doggettcorp.com
Please circle 17 on Reader Service Card
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Fo begin to address this controversy, this
spring we are starting new long-term wire
basket alteration research this spring.
We've conducted a survey of the wire basket manufacturers and found that the
product is extremely variable. Of the six

VJ

7k1_9

tuic mainly cone-shaped baskets while the
other two manufacture mainly truncated
(less angled) and flat-bottomed baskets.
One company makes only non-zalvanized

i:;
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Widely used stabilization method: stakes
and hose-covered wire guying.

root girdling have been observed. It has
been reported that in Europe, baskets made
olsupposedly breakable plastic, rather than
of wire, are used. However, a literature
search did not provide any published reports of what effects the plastic has had on
root growth, or of research addressing the
practice of wire basket removal, non-removal, or alteration,
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A red maple girdled by guying attached
too long. Now the tree's vascular system
is compressed and the top may snap off.

Isn't something wrong here the tree is
holding up the stakes, not the reverse?
-
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1-800-331-7655
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baskets (tile wire is not dipped iii zi lie),

tices. We also hope to add a new root hall

three make mainly galvanized baskets, and

packaging method to our research (using

two make both types. When asked their

a product not yet commercially available)

objectives when desiwiinz their baskets,

to our research to contrast its use with that

Most manufacturers had stated as a short-

oh' w i i'e baskets for l'ie I d ball harvesting and

term-mil creatine a basket that makes

toot protect loll.

harvest easy For the grower, while their two

Tree stabilization

major long-term goals were to provide root
ball protection and root ball stabilization

Ever drive by a landscape and not ice that

once in the landscape). 1-lal I' of the nianu-

the trees were holding up the stakes and

I acturers did recommend removing or

,

bending hack the top of their baskets at
transplant to get the wire loops or "ears"
out ()['tile way of elongating roots.
When landscapers were surveyed about
their actual tree in stall at ion practices relative to wire baskets, one Of

t'01-11 -

things was

generally done:
• nothing (no alteration to the basket):

guying used to stabi Ii ze theni, instead of'
what was intended? Tree stabilization sys-

r'. . .
:';•

tems can be justified for two basic reasons:

'

to keep trees Lipright and prevem them
from shi f'ti ng while roots grow into the soil
surrounding the planting hole, thus anchor-

This small tree didn't need stabilization.
The homeowner has tried to take advantage of the staking and guying.

ing the tree;
to prevent vandalism.
From a root growth stand 1)0 jilt, stab i -

total basket removal, or the two inter

I izat ion may he needed where landscape

iiied i ates:

We will be using these four practices as

sites are windy, where tile tree has a large

removal or bending hack of the top

the treat iiie nts in our researc ii. on a yearly

crown, where the backfill soil is i nad-

portion:

basis for the next 10 years we plan to air

eq nate I y firm, or where the tree's root

vertical splitting of the basket to Facil-

excavate the roots of the trees in this study

ball is loose. From a vandal isni stand-

ity laying the basket down i lito the

to doe u ment root growth in respoilse to

l'° in t , st ahi Ii zat i on may he needed to

plaiiting hole.

these various wire basket handling prac-

protect trees I i'oin people or from equip-

Your newest Husqvarna""' Power Equipment Dealer has landed.
Our stores are open eady in the morning to late in the evening, seven days a week to serve you.
Wr are proudlnbmember
of these fine organizations
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• You'll also find other great brands like
Cub Cadet, Troy-Bilt and more
• Home Delivery available
• Everyday Low Price Guarantee
• Factory Certified Sales Pros
• Available Extended warranty
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A stabilization method using nylon tapes
put over a branch crotch instead of
around the tree trunk, thereby avoiding
trunk constriction.

ment. Unfortunately, many trees that do
not need stabilization, due to size or location, are needlessly staked. This is
often due to outdated or "one size fits all"
planting specifications, or to someone
not visiting the landscape site or having
adequate information or knowledge

about the trees being planted.
Current tree stabilization systems frequently contribute to deformation, stress
or death of trees to which these materials are attached. Shading of one side of
the tree by a single stake can lead to uneven trunk development and cause lean
in the opposite direction. Due to reduced
compression wood formation, rigid staking can lead to reduced trunk caliper and
taper formation. In addition, guying that
is not removed in a timely fashion can
lead to bark abrasion and trunk constriction, the latter blocking movement of
materials in tree vascular systems.
Published research on tree stabilization is limited. Research has shown that
motion, light and growth regulators influenced trunk development (in
particular, reaction wood formation) of
most species studied (in particular, reaction wood formation). Trunk staking is
often not only unnecessary, but can be
detrimental to tree growth. The most recently published research comparing
actual trunk support systems involved

Time to Repower.9
6",

only one tree species and three systems.
No research literature has been found
comparing the relatively unknown system of tree stabilization via root ball
anchoring with trunk staking. (One ar ticle from England mentioned using root
ball anchoring but gave no post transplant results).
The most commonly used tree stabilization systems consist of one or more
wooden stakes with hose covered wire
guying attaching the stakes to the trunk.
Unfortunately many of these staking and
guying systems restrict trunk movement or
cause trunk damage. Even where tree stabilization is justified, above-ground
supports are frequently left in place for an
excessive period of time, often leading to
inferior trunk development and damage. In
urban areas, above-ground supports can be
a physical safety concern for grounds management personnel, pedestrians, cyclists,
and pets due to the potential of accidental
contact with entanglement in the stakes or
entanglement in guying.
Above-ground trunk staking is no

Once again, your forestry equipment outlasted its original engine. Repower with a
durable John Deere diesel engine and you may not have to do it again. An impressive
history with forestry equipment has earned John Deere a reputation for toughness
and performance:
• Reliable, on-demand power - 19-525 hp (14-391 kW)
• Balanced engines reduce vibration

• Designed and built for easy maintenance
• More than 4,000 worldwide service and support locations

Xf

j r

JOHN DEERE
Specify John Deere Engines For Your Forestry Equipment

Northstar Power Company
2402 SE Hulsizer Road
Ankeny, IA 50021-4492
515-964-6100
www.northstarpowerco.com

Superior Diesel
3250 Fox Ranch Road
Rhinelander, WI 54501
715-365-0500
www.sdiesel.com

Please circle 3 I on Reader Service Card
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Heartland Engine Branch
(Superior Diesel)
Medina, OH 44256
330-239-2242
www.heartlandenginecom
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THE POWER OF THE 335XPT GOES WAY BEYOND
CUTTING STRENGTH. IT'S THE POWER OF HUSQVARNA'S
ARBORIST-FOCUSED ENGINEERING.
The 335XPT arborist saw by Husqvarna. Powerful, balanced, light and agile, it easily gets you in and out of those
high, tight spaces. It boasts an unbeatable power-to-weight ratio, snag-free shape, and our industry-exclusive
ArborGrip, a textured handle with thumb and throttle finger supports for greater control and maneuverability.
No one is more committed to the Arborist than Husqvarna.
We offer a full line of specially designed safety gear and are a proud
sponsor of the ArborMaster training programs, ISA and NAA.
To find the nearest Husqvarna Power Retailer, call 1-800-HUSKY-62
or visit our web site at www.husqvarna.com .
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1-860.429.5028
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For Information about ArborMaster Training, call 1.860-429-5028.

allusqvarna
2003 Husqvama

SPEED. POWER. HANDLING.

PERFORMANCE.

longer the only way III which trailsplanted trees can be stabilized when
stabilization is necessary or warranted.
There are several underground root hall

Industry help needed

type uses metal duckhi I Is, while another
uses the equivalent of large metal staples.
Both methods, along with numerous new
and alternative above-ground staking sys-

anc lion ng methods and piod uct s that
oiler an alternative that may be especially desirable from for public safety.
tree health, and aesthetic reasons. One

Please provide your name, company, position & contact information (email or phone).

Here's where we need your help. We're trying to compile an accurate assessment of current industry practices, and therefore ask
that you please take just a few minutes to complete our questionnaires. Individual responses will he kept confidential but the data
will he compiled and used to help refine future research projects, and possibly to help manulacturers improve their products. In
advance, thank you for supporting our new research projects!

WIRE BASKET ALTERATION SURVEY
A research project of Virginia Tech - Scharlene Floyd and Dr. Bonnie Appleton
What is your primary business? (check more than one if applicable)
Landscape design
Landscape installation
Tree care
Other

Landscape maintenance

If you buy or specify field-grown, B&B trees, do you have a preference as to the type of wire basket used to protect the root ball?
Yes
No
If yes, which basket type(s) do you prefer?
Rigid round
Which wire do you prefer?

Galvanized

Rigid tapered/angled
Other
Non-galvanized

Rigid flat-bottomed

Doesn't matter

Do you prefer baskets made from one continuous strand of wire?
Yes
No
Doesn't matter
How do you recommend or actually handle or modify wire baskets at transplant?
No basket removal or modification
Remove top loops or top round of wire
Total basket removal
Split basket vertically and flatten into planting hole
Cut bottom out of basket
Other (please detail)
If you do not modify or do not recommend modifying the wire basket at transplant do you modify it/recommend modifying it
at a later time?
No
Yes (if yes, when?
If you have an installation job and you disagree with what the planting specifications require relative to handling wire baskets,
what do you generally do?

Have you ever seen root or trunk damage, on a tree installed with the wire basket intact, that you felt could be attributed to the
wire basket? If yes, please describe the damage (Examples - cut or girdled roots, girdled trunks, tree blow over, etc.).

Any other information you care to share relative to your experiences with wire baskets?

Many thanks for participating in this survey!

Please fill out and return to: Dr. Bonnie Appleton, Hampton Roads AREC,
1444 Diamond Springs Road, Virginia Beach, VA 23455. Or, fax to (757) 363-3950.
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(ems, will he incorporated into a tree sta-

Li me

the illi lily of the product to stahi tue

he determined. We will also he looking for

huluzation project that we will likewise also

the trees will he evaluated, and the actual

any tree damage caused by the products.

he starting this spring. This study will he

growth

as well as evaluating them from short- and

usi two years in durat ion,

(11.11 - 1110

which

TREE STABILIZATION SURVEY

(1-001

establishment, trunk diameter

and height development) of the trees will

long-term safety standpoints.

TCI

Please provide your name, company, position & contact information (email or phone)

1.

What type of product(s) do you utilize for tree stabilization when you transplant trees? If more than one, give a %.
Above ground trunk stabilization systems (stakes and guying, etc.)
Below ground root ball stabilization systems (something that sits on or attaches to the root ball, etc.)
Other tree stabilization systems (please describe)

2

If above ground, what materials do you use to stabilize the trunk?
Wooden stakes or poles
Wire and hose guying
Metal poles
Rope guying
Other types of poles/stakes (please describe)

Nylon guying
Other types of guying (describe)

If above ground, what is the relative strength of the type of stabilization system you use?
Some tree trunk flexing
Rigid
If below ground, how is the root ball held in place?
Wooden frame with anchors
Other (please describe)

Significant trunk flexing

Metal plate or spikes

What criteria do you use to determine the method of stabilization? (please check all that apply)
Planting specifications
Trunk or canopy size
Location (street, yard, etc.)
Conditions of planting site
Container vs. field-grown tree (Do you do them differently? Yes/No)
Other (please specify)
What criteria do you use to select a stabilization method or product?
Short Term:
Long Term:
Trunk Protection
Rapid/Easier installation
Development of Caliper and taper
Cost-effectiveness
Ease of removal
Availability
Stabilization for immediate root growth
Safety (of pedestrians, traffic, etc.)
Other (please describe)
Other (please describe)
Do you use different systems based on specific landscape situations? If so, please provide examples of situations and
associated methods.
If you have an installation job where you disagree with the contract's planting specification for tree stabilization, what
action do you take?
In general, how long do you leave the stabilization system in place?
6 months to 1 year
Less than 6 months
Varies based on location, etc.
Greater than 2 years

1 to 2 years

Have you seen or removed trees damaged by stabilization systems? If so, please describe the type of damage seen and
its probable cause.
Describe what you would consider an ideal tree stabilization system. How long would you leave this system in place?
Do you have a specific planting specification that you generally use? If so, please submit a copy if available.
What is your primary business? (check more than one if applicable)
Landscape design
Landscape installation
Tree care
Other
FRtE ('ARE INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003
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Storm Damage and Restoration Pruning:
Latent Nodes as Natural Targets
By Guy Meilleur
"Pruning properly done is one of the most difficult tree treatments. Every branch will be dJjè rent ... Learn to read trees, inside
and out. It is always exciting to see the many many variations on a theme. It is much better to think of them as variations on a
theme than exceptions to ci rule. Rules are too absolute Jhr mother nature." (Dr. Alex Shigo, A New Tree Biology)

/

The central leader now ends in "stubs"
with laterals much less than one-third
their diameter. Retaining this leader
keeps the tree's structural integrity.

called upon to answer is this: when
extraordinary storm has broken Rule 2,
The headed branches are aiming in the opposite direction from the uncut branches. As
does Rule 1 still apply? Or was Dr.
they regrow they will restore symmetry to the tree. Their mass at i resent balances the
Shigo right about rules and nature? As
tree's structure, damping the effect of the wind on the crown over t he house.
the old saying goes, "When in doubt read the directions!" The American
National Standards Institute's 2001 edition of the A300 Pruning Standards gives directions all arborists
ce is not nice to trees. Neither is too much wind, rain or
should follow. Representatives of 15 different green industry or snow. When Mother Nature's storms do a ragged topping
ganizations revise ANSI A300 National Standards every five years,
job on mature trees, how far back should the arborist cut the
updating them according to the latest arboricultural research and
broken branches? Is it okay to leave a stub? The evidence supports leaving as much of the remaining
canopy volume as possible.
For years we have all heard two rules
repeated over and over:
For ordinary reduction pruning, cut
back to a lateral branch able to assume the
*
VW
terminal role, at least one-third the diameter of the branch being cut.
Don't take off more than one-fourth
of the canopy at a time.
I
i

J

'

Ice violation - following
the standards
The question arborists are frequently
36
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t
Note the two small laterals arising just before the branch abruptly narrows; a clear
natural target at which to aim the saw.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - \PIII. 2003

With no side branches to aim at, this node
characterized by swelling and the old branch
scar becomes the natural target. The cut is
slanted to avoid trapping water and spores,
and oriented to the north to lessen cracking.

experience.
Since we are dealing with severely damaged trees, let's look at the A300 Standard
under 5.7, Specialty Pruning Standards.
5.7.4.1, "Restoration shall consist of selective pruning to improve structure, form,
and appearance of trees that have been severely headed, vandalized or damaged."
Section 4.20, reads "heading: 2. Cutting
an older branch or stem hack to a stub in
order to meet a defined structural objective . . . Heading may or may not he an
acceptable pruning practice, depending on
the application.'
(Contrast this with 4.46, "topping: The

1'

L)

VJt N
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The crack ends at the point where a small

The face of the wound shows no evidence

upright lateral arises.

of the crack. This lateral's upright direction may give it the terminal role despite
its small diameter.

primarily used to limit tree size.
• Bonsai is actually a highly 501)histicated form of structural pruning. Creating
a miniature version 01'a forest tree requires
close attention to the balance between root
structure, crown structure, and environmental conditions.

nial and re-growth will not result in a
"crow's feet" tangle of weak sprouts, but
a vigorous flush out of which strong new
branches will eventually dominate. The
locations of restorative nodal cuts are not
predetermined (as topping cuts are), but
selected by the arborist in the tree before
each cut is made. To find out where, why
and how these nodes should he selected,
let's look again to the authorities.
In A New Tree Biology I)iciio,,ar,
Shigo writes, "Pruning cuts that are made

Nodes as targets
The natural target Fora heading cut is to
a node, where wound closure will be opt i -

A typical reduction cut is made on a line
which bisects the angle between a line
perpendicular to the branch being removed and the angle of attachment.

reduction of a tree's size using heading cuts
that shorten Ii nibs or branches hack to a
predeterm i tied crown Ii mit. Toppi hg is ii(
an acceptable pruning practice.
There are a several other types of spe
cialty pruning that properly use heading
cuts in sitti:iIioiis the ithoiist ilos not see
every day.
• Orchardists have lone used Iieadine
cuts to make strong branches capable of
holding ill) tinder a heavy load of fruit.
When the branches of fruit trees are
pruned, the cuts are made to a weak lateral or at latent nodes. The objective of
these cuts is to increase branch taper and
therefore increase the load hearing capacity of the branch.
• Pollarding, described in ANSI A30()
5.7.3, incorporates heading cuts, originally
to allow another kind of harvest, not of fruit
but of branches for fuel wood. In our modern age of fossil fuel use, pollarding is

JV
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at nodes cause less Injury than cuts made
at internodes
A node is the position
on a stem or trunk that was occupied by
the terminal bud and its associated buds."
In The Manual ot Woody Landscape
Plants, Michael Dirr' s definition,
"node: a joint on a stem, represented
by point of origin of a leaf or bud;
sometimes represented by a swollen or
constricted ring
agrees.
Shigo clearly acknowledges that
proper cuts can be made at latent nodes,
as opposed to the improper practice of
topping. In A New Tree Biology, he
writes, "Topping is (lone internodal;
proper crown reduction is done at nodes,
or at crotches. So the first separation
must be nodes - good, internodes - bad."
...

Why make heading cuts?
Count the reasons!

After severe storm damage, there are at
least five reasons to apply heading cuts that
make them an acceptable practice:
I. Retain a safe branch structure
Reduce the risk of windthrow
Fend off fungus
Stop sunscald
Conserve our canopy
Any of these reasons may be enough to
warrant leaving the bottom of a branch in
a tree. If all five apply, there can he little
question that heading cuts are proper for
restoration pruning. In contrast, look at the
practice of removing all damaged branches
back to their origins or big
laterals and ask what the reason is for it. Let's take a close
look at the tree industry's
standards, as well as conclusions drawn by its top
researchers. We'll see that
there is little support for
gouging bigger holes in brutalized tree canopies by
removing sound wood.
Though many will initially
object to a stub left in the tree,
it is important to think about
what will grow from this
bI anch that has been cut back
The torn end will be reduced to the first good node. Cutto a healthy node. An arborist
ting all the way back to the lateral might result in decay,
who is called upon to restore
instabilty and future failure.
a damaged tree several years
after the damage occurred
will notice that there are alIn his /lliisi rated Guide to Pruning,
ready many sprouts originating from stubs.
Edward F. Gilman warns, "Reduction
Some of these may have grown into
cuts cause injury to the cut stem or
branches. Some can be encouraged to grow
branch. This injury could extend down
into new branches or develop apical doniithe cut stem on trees that compartmennance through proper selection and
talize decay poorly."
management. We must think long and hard
So we can leave relatively bigger
before deciding that a damaged tree has to
wounds on, say, a healthy ash than a sick
be further damaged by cutting all damaged
branches hack toward the heart of the tree.
poplar. But he goes on to observe that
"This disadvantage is often offset by the
improved structure that results from appropriate reduction techniques."
Ultimately, the arbori st Must decide on
Structure is the first reason to leave as
much dynamic mass - as much moving,
the proper balance between cutting hack
living bulk - as we possible in a severely
the branch at its point of origin, cutting
it back to a lateral, or cutting back to a
damaged tree. If cutting back to laterals or
"latent node." The arhorist is cautioned
the branch's origin will open up even bigby ANSI A300 standards to use his
ger gaps in the crown and expose the
knowledge of the individual tree species
remaining branches to higher stresses and
and the local environment as guidance
strains, is it the proper technique?
in making such decisions.
Cornell University's Karl Niklas dis..."

1. Retain a safe structure
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cussed this CILICSti011 in his keynote address
at the Tree Structure and Mechanics Conference in October 2001 in Savannah, Ga.
He said, "One important approach to describing adaptive tree morphology is to
explore stem and root 'safety factors. '
The 'safety factor' can be surprisingly instructive, even in terms of practical
horticultural concerns such as the effects
Of pruning on mechanical stability."
Nikias also noted that ". . . most plants
have a modular construction . . . Stems
growing in sheltered sites within the same
tree canopy can have lower load-bearing
capacities
When exposed by the removal of neighboring stems, leaves or
roots, previously sheltered and mechanically reliable holly parts may deform or
break even under wind conditions that are
'normal'."
So the "damping effect" of branches in
a tree can prevent future breakage of
branches that still have foliage on their
ends. The weight of side branches can also
reduce the movement of stems they are
attached to by increasing overall mass. As
a result, more force is required to overcome
the inertia of the stems.
The trunks and scaffolds of trees also
contain reaction wood that has firmed over
many years of bearing the load of their
canopies. Removal of too much weight
will change the tension and compression
forces in the trunk and scaffolds. The tree
can adapt by adding more wood in areas
under load stress but will be more vulnerable to additional storm damage while this
process takes place.
Nelda Matheny and James R. Clark
point out in their book, Ei'aluatio,i 'f
Hazard Trees in Urban A reas, that mu I:
taming a strong central leader is al
important to the structure of many spc
cies, especially in trees with excurrLI1l
growth forms, those that exhibit strong
apical dominance. Excuri'ent trees act to
replace a damaged central stem with a
new one. This may result in multiple
leaders with weak branch attachments.
Retaining as much of a broken central
stem as possible and managing the resulting sprouts to control apical dominance
can promote good tree structure.
The goal is to leave the tree as safe as
possible, even if some see the immediate
effect of nodal cuts as "topping" or i mproperly leaving stubs. It's nature's storms that
did the topping job and left the stubs; the
conservative arborist further reduces the
crown as little as possible.
...

...

Reduce the risk of

and the sun also dries the tissue at the

Fran jist got their second th in i ng. They

edge Of the visible injury so it can not

now have three strongly attached, natural-

big

looking branch ends to carry on the growth

IN- 1.1111110 cut on a stem, sun-damaged hark

Of the tree. What once looked like stubs

is a slow-sealing type of infection court

have grown into attractive, symmetrical

we must avoid creating.

portions of our valuable tree canopy.

form callus tissue effectively. Like

windthrow
If removing the damaged branches hack
to the center of the tree will remove large

it

a mounts of weight from one side, this
COU Id

increase the potential for iiprooti ng

Conserve our canopy

of the tree. According to Claus Mattheck
and l-Ielgc Breloer in The Body Language
of trees, a lopsided crown reduces the soil

Canopy conservation is tile ii It i mate

Guy Meilleur is a consulting arhorist
nit/i Better Tree Care /1550(1(1/CS in
Apex, N. C.

TO

reason for iii i ni mi zi ng crown losses.

friction with the tree's roots oil the side

When nature radically removes portions

where we i gli I has been removed. If tile

of our tree canopy, it's up to the arhorist

weight has been removed from the wind-

to he as conservative as possible. Trees

ward side, "The crown shape and the wind

are

then combine forces to Ii ft the PI- Lined side

aged by storms, the balance between

Ii ving system. When a tree is dam-

it

of the crown, so reducing the nomnial stress

roots and canopy is altered. The tree will

and indeed perhaps transforming it into

respond by sending up watersprouts in

tensile stresses (i.e., lift!). When this hap-

an effort to restore the balance. The more

prnimn
FANNO

pens, the effective sliding surface between

material is removed from the tree, the

the root-hall and the ground is so severely

greater the imbalance becomes. At a cer-

SAW WORKS

educed that the tree blows over far more

tain point there will no longer enough

Fanno International

easily."

photosynthesis to support growth, nutri-

Since storm daniage from wind often

ent storage, and defense, and the tree

Will

occurs on the windward side of the crown,

decline. Diameter growth may stiffer if

the weight conserved by cutting at a node

the live crown ratio - the relative pro-

could increase the stability of the tree's

portion of green crown to Overall tree

root system in the soil.

height - is reduced to 40 percent or less.

6" Precision Folding
Saw with Tr-edge /

(7ppi) cutting edge

Reduction in diameter growth slows
([Own wood Prod iic Ii o ii and tile c losu i -c
of wounds. The more of the tree we

Fend off fungus
Decay is another good reason to make

leave, the more benefits, such as clean

nodal ellIs just below the storm-caused

air and water, we conserve. If we look

vouiids. As Schwarze, Engels and

to the A30() Standards and the tree

Maitheck remind us in 20 I 's Fun gal

industrys leading scientists for guidance

Strategies o/ Wood I)eeav iii Trees, large

Ili

wou iids on trunks are Unlikely to close

that restoration PI-Lining calls for leaving

Safety lock

before they start cracking and become

as ni uch canopy as we can to benefit the

"motorways for decay-causing fungi and

tree, the tree owner and the comiliunily.

6" replaceable
blade

dealing with damaged trees, we see

bacteria" racing into the heart of the ti -ce.
Trees rely on suberin (a fungus-inhibiting
corky material) formed in the cell walls Of
the cambium to form

In the years to come

harrier zone. With

Aftercare is often very easy, but it is

the increasing acidification of our atmo-

important to coni mu ii icate to tile Client that

sihere, some of that suberi n is washed off.

the restoration pc- will take several

it

Callusing canihiLim can he exposed to in-

phases to complete. From most heading

fection, just as desuherized dogwood

cuts

leaves are exposed to lethal anihracnose.

in the upper canopy that have been headed

it

)

Easy grip
plastic handle
Heavy guage blade
construction
Nickel plated taper
ground blade

flush of sprouts will grow. Branches

Now more than ever, our strategy must he

back are now more likely to support the

to mi iii nii ze the size of wounds, (lie infec-

weight of a climber since the extra weight

tion courts that we 111LISI leave behind.

of their tips has been removed by the storm.

XU

The strongest sprouts can he trained to
become your new branches. Simply re-

Stop sunscald

move the weaker and nioi'e poorly placed

Another reason for retaining branches

sprouts to make room for the best. These

that nature topped is sun injury. Bark loss

can he shortened if they are too rangy, and

FANNO SAW WORKS

fro iii sun i nj Li ry cx poses the w

to

side branches can he thinned if they are too

cracking and decay pathogens. These

crowded. On mature oaks, every three

P.O. Box 628, Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762 • fax 895-0302
or at: www.fannosaw.com

injuries are slow to heal because the bark

years is about right. Some branches that

the tree's interior is thin to begin with,

were headed hack in 1996 after II urricane

Ili

00(1
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An Off-Duty Arborist
By Jo/i;, Stepp

A 1- to 2-year-old
dead limb. The
dark stuff that you
see that looks like
coffee grounds
(where the bark is
missin g is bark
beetle frass.
)

The smaller tree
displayed a lot
of recent tip
dieback.

Because trees grow everywhere, an
arborist is never really off duty. Recently, I was renewing an old
friendship with Rob, who was a
good friend in my teenage years.
After high school, Rob went to college, and I was inducted into the
Army. We lost touch. He became a
college professor, and after the
Army I learned how to trim trees.
We met again at his mom's funeral
this year. As we sat drinking coffee
and visiting, I noticed that my
friend's Monterey pine trees were in
distress. We discussed the trees,
and later I came back with my crew
to help.
Provenances

The limbs to the left show recent dead needles and tip dieback.
Dead, damaged and dying limbs should be removed.
40

Monterey pine trees. Pinits radiata, are native to the Central
California coast. They originate in three relatively small coastal
areas: Año Nuevo, north of Santa Cruz the Monterey Peninsula,
south of Santa Cruz and Cambria, further to the south. Natural
populations are also found on the Mexican islands of Cedros (Pious
radiate, var. cedrosensis), and Guadalupe (Pinus radiate, var.
/)znata). Among nursery stock, there is a great deal of variation
between provenances, with a mixture of the Año Nuevo and
Monterey provenances believed to be the main genetic basis of
modern radiata pine.
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A world traveler
Monterey pine (radiata piiu') has fou nd
its way around the world. As early as 1 850
it was introduced to Australia as an ornamental tree. Later, it was brought to New
Zealand, where it has become a valuable
plantation tree for the timber industry. It
is used there for a wide range of purposes.
including light construction, furniture.
flooring. moldings,
rigs, paneling, veneers and
pulpwood. New Zealanders are constantly
working to improve the genetic character istics of radwl(1 irnu' fo r use as a timber
tree.

A newly dead
(up tol yr)
limb from the
smaller tree.
Under the reddish bark flap,
the dark lines
you see are
the bark beetle
galleries that
killed the limb.
The smaller
tree had a lot of
good-sized limbs
in this condition.
The other, just a
few.
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To find out why the trees had dieback, I first removed the bark
well below the necrotic tip area to expose the sapwood in order
to see if the problem involved damage lower down on the limb.

Back in the U.S.
In the United States, Monterey pine is
Chiefly used as an ornamental tree. I lowever, It is also commonly grown as a
Christmas tree, with most production in
coastal Southern California. A very fast—
growing tree, it can grow an incredible 6
feet per year when young. reaching 50 feet
iii

as little as 12 years! Radiata pine enjoys

about the same li fe span as humans, 75 to
lOt) years, and can grow 80 to 100 feet tall
at maturity.

Like many p1/ins species, Monterey

successfully adapting to the rigors of' their

lilies have a rough, thick protective outer

native habitat. It is the weakened, stressed

hark (rhytidome). Attractive 2- to 6 inch

and sick trees that fall prey to nature's de-

long bright green needles, in groups of 2

stroyers and recyclers.

-

to 3, are borne in reddish brown papery

Or so it was, until 1986, when an ex-

sheaths (fascicles). Interesting clusters of

otic fungus disease, pitch canker

3- to 6-inch lopsided cones may persist for
many years on branches. The tree grows
into a shapely broad cone in youth, and de-

l'usariuni circulatu/li )

appeared on the

scene.
By 1995,
the disease had spread to lo-

velops it rounded flattish crown at maturity.

Cations throughout the ecological sections

Perhaps because of its rapid growth and at-

of province 261 A

tractive features, radiata pine, until

coast, and 261 B

recently, was the most widely planted pine

coast. Thousands of trees have died from

lice in California.

an emerging pest complex, consisting of

-

-

central California

the Southern California

the pine pitch canker and native insect vec-

Monterey pine problems
In its coastal native habitat, the iadiata

Annual rings show the trees to be around
26. They grew fast, but about 5 years ago
began to slow down. This may be when
they came under attack from bark beetles.
The ratio of live vs. heartwood is good,
as is the capillary pressure, as indicated
by the sap flow from tracheids in the sapwood. This means the trees have
adequate nutrient-storage capacity, and
can fight back against bark beetles by
drowning them with sap.

tors (mostly hark beetles). Disturbingly,
the disease has also affected Bishop pine
and seven other pine species, as well as

species is besieged with problems. These

1)ou0las fir trees. The lack of pitch can-

trees tend to be shallow rooted, and wind

ker-resistant planting stock and the

throw is a problem on shallow soils. Sev-

potential spread of the disease have led the

eral species of hark beetle larvae nii ne the

California Department of Forestry to stop

hark cambium of weakened trees. Sequoia

the sales of Monterey. Bishop and

pitch moth larvae create unsightly pitch

Monterey X knob (hybrid) cone pine seed-

t ubes. Monterey pine and Nantucket tip

lings from its nurseries. Quarantine

ilU)thl larvae damage branch tips and

measures have also been implemented in

needles. Wood-boring insects feed on the

an attempt to slow the spread of the dis-

trees sapwood. Pine diplodia fungus causes

ease.

needle and twig diehack, and canker f'tin-

These include not removing diseased

gus causes deformed growths on branches.

wood from the area, chipping in place,

Wood is often rendered useless for service

and sterilization of chainsaws and trim-

because of blue stain (Ceraiocvs!is) fungi

riling tools. On the bright side, there is

that are introduced into sapwood by hark

new evidence emerging that otherwise

beetles. In spite of all this, healthy trees

healthy Monterey pines infected with

have thrived and the species has evolved,

pitch canker are successfully resisting,
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The sapwood was blond and
healthy, showing no discoloration
or streaking that would indicate cir culatory impairment or tissue
damage.

and recoveri n from (lie disease (Journal
of Arboriculture, p. 298, Impact of Pitch
C'ankc'r on Ornanic'ntal Pines in Santa Cruz
County, 'alifmiia, U.S., 1987-2000).
The initial response to remove every
infected tree may have been an understandable overreaction. Radiata pine is
unlikely to remain a favored amenity tree
because of the losses in ornamental
plantings, and an uncertain future.
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Rob's trees
Before starling the job, I inspected Rob's
two Monterey pine trees. There were several holes in the ground around the drip line
of the trees. They had been trimmed a few
years ago, and treated with soil injections
of Merit 75 WSP (imidacloprid) for bark
beetles. The trees had received soil injections of imidacloprid each spring. Despite
the treatment, the pines had more dead
limbs and foliage dieback.

Close inspection
revealed a tiny
.,
resin bubble
-under the bark.
A
The cambium had
been girdled all the way around the stem. This damage was
caused by the larvae of the Monterey pine tip moth.

removed. Both trees needed as much
healthy foliage, cambium and sapwood as
possible to support the symplast (living
portions) of the tree.
The trees were climbed without spurs.
Spurs can damage bark cambium and sapwood, causing pitch to bleed and thus
attracting bark beetles. Spur wounds can
also become sites of infection.
As the trees were being trimmed, I inspected the upper trunk, limbs and canopy.
All limbs were carefully lowered by rigging over the landscaped yard below.

When my crew arrived at the site, we
discussed job safety, and started right to
work. Trees A and B were 15 meters (50
feet) tall, and 0.6 meters (24 inches) dbh.
Climbers were instructed to remove all
dead and dying limbs, twigs and needles.
Only damaged or unsafe green limbs were

1-800-94-ARBOR

(27267)

The ON!. V nunther you need to renenther for....

We will match anyone's advertised price!
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Results
The lower and upper trunk and limbs of
both pines had old hark beetle exit holes.
Tree A displayed some needle and twig
dieback. I suspected diplodia tip blight.
I)ipleilia pinastri, or bark beetles, but further investigation revealed that the culprit
was the Monterey pine tip moth
Rhvacionia pctsadenana. Both trees had a
few pitch masses from sequoia pitch moth
Svnanthedon sequoiae. Removed limbs
were carefully inspected for pests, diseases
and cultural contributors to the trees' condition. Several limbs had resin—incrusted
cankers associated with insect damage. A
few limbs that were damaged during past
trimmings had to he removed.
The problems associated with the presence of dead, dying and damaged limbs
were relieved by trimming. Most of the
dead limbs that were removed died as it result of past bark beetle damage. Other
limbs, some large, died from continued
hark beetle damage in spite of the chemical treatments the trees had received.
The approximate age of the trees (26
years) was determined by counting the
annual rings at the base of a large limb.
Resin exudation from trachieds in the radial aspect (cross section) of several live
limbs indicated good capillary pressure.
(pines protect themselves from hark beetle
infestation by exuding resin.) Potassium
iodide ( IKl ) staining showed adequate
starch storage in live sapwood . ( Stored

chemical controls have not been entirely

requirements differ froni state to state,

effective. Soil injections of imidacloprid

so he sure to check with your local agri-

should be continued, with special atten-

cultural commissioner.

tion to label recom mendat ions for proper

Monterey pine trees need adequate irri-

timing of, application, method, and dos-

gation during the dry summer months.

age. Bark beetles are di ificti It to control,

Studies have shown that coastal trees re-

and just a few can cause a lot of dam-

ceive a steady supplemental water supply

age: therefore a preventative regimen

from tog. Monterey pine trees often fail to

needs to he added. A strong repellant that

thrive when planted too far outside their

will establish a long-lasting (one or more

native coastal habitat.

months) protective barrier such as
Cyperniethrin should be applied with a
Both trees had globs of whitish pitch
tubes caused by sequoia pine moth. The
moth lays a single egg, and the bleeding
is messy, but not much of a hazard to the
health of the tree. When on a limb, a canker can form due to the larvae damage. If
they girdle the limb, it will die. This limb
is dying above the cankers.

starch

Si111 I It.S

eneley

ICSCFVCS

that Call he

used br defense, and are an indicator of
tree health).

sprayer to the hark. A spreader sticker

Summary

should he used so that the chemical will

In time, properly managed trees can

penetrate into rough hark crevices and

recover. Sometimes, however, despite

spread evenly. Timing is important.

our best efforts, the hark beetles win. It

The first application of Cyperniethri ii

is important to acknowledge when the

should he in early spring to prevent

battle has been lost. Dying trees should

over—wintering hark beetle females from

he removed promptly, limbs chipped,

laying eggs under the hark. In Califor-

and wood debarked, or stored in sealed

nia, there can he several cycles of

plastic bags for several months, to kill

infestation and repeat applications may

any under-hark larvae.

he necessary. An option for treating larvae feeding behind hark is PT-Cykick.
This is an aerosol formulation of

Diagnosis
The (lecreasini size ol annual growth

rim-,s

showed that the trees probably came

under attack within the past five years or
so. They were likely in a somewhat weakened state poor to this, although stress is

JO/li! Stepp is the owner of John A. Stepp
Associates, in Mountain View, Ca/i-

Cypermethrin that comes with a straw

(111(1

that can he inserted into beetle exit holes.

foi'iiia. He has been (l('!ii'e

Trees should he monitored for effective-

/)('St ('Oiitl'Ol (i(Ii'iS('l'

ness of the treatments. Always read and

(IS

an (irboriSt,

(111(1 (OliSi1/i(1!i1

in the

u,'ol'('riiiiieilial (111(1 /)ri%'ate ,se( ioi'sfoi' l?i()i'e
25 Years. You can e-iiuiil /1//il at

follow label directions carefully. Com-

1/1(11!

m crc i a I c hem i c a I a p p Ii cat ion

g/o(Iri CO) earl/i/ink, lie!.

TCI1

not at ways a precursor to infestation.
Drought and lack of water during
('lifornia's dry summer months is someIi

nies a cause. The soil injections of

iii dacloprid. a broad range long—lasting
systemic pesticide. likely saved the trees
olil certain (lestructu)ii.

Prognosis
Pine tree A was under mode rate attack,
and showed moderate decline. Tree B was
Linder mild attack, and showed mild de-

cline.

lithe trend were to continue, without

intervention, tree A had a 60 percent
C hance

4.
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Vni not saying my gear handles tree
climbing better than others, but...
oh wait, that is what I'm saying.

of survival over the next 5 years,

and tree B a 70 percent or slightly higher
ate ( hased upon past experience).

Recommendation
With Monterey pines such as these,

De sic; neci by a guy .vbo k non n'bar lie's aJk ;ng abour. 888-5, 78-TREE

4ear

continued pest damage means that past
'case circle 6 on Reader Service ('aid
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Getting the Most Out
of Your Sprayer
By Dr. Lakshmi Sridharan

T

Tunnel sprayers, developed many years ago in Europe and
the United States, have tremendous advantages in parks, cemeteries, or managed landscapes using espalier designs and
dwarf trees. The use of a spray
collection device at the base of
the tunnel recirculates spray as
such it is good for subsequent
savings in pesticide and a reduction in drift.
Drift problems increase
when a space occurs within a
row of trees. You can easily fit
an air blast sprayer with ultra
sonic or laser canopy sensor
The sensors detect the shape
a tree and adjust the spray pa
tern accordingly. Use of a
sensor has several advantages:
A complete maintenance check from front to back keeps a
• reduced drift
spray operation running smoothly.
• reduced ground deposition
Safe and efficient applicaof spray material
tions of chemical products are
•reduced material use
important when spraying. For this pur
Mist sprayers, unlike the air blast
pose you may use any number of
sprayers, emit a fine mist of spray madifferent sprayers depending upon the
size of trees, number of trees, pruning
terial that can reach tall trees up to 100
feet and spray through foliage to hit
practices, ground conditions, acreage,
hard-to-reach areas. They are cost effecand weather conditions.
tive and reduce fungicide application
Manually operated sprayers are labor
rates by 30 percent to 35 percent while
intensive, since smaller tanks require reretaining effectiveness.
peated fillings. In addition, these
sprayers may not give complete coverage of trees. Large-volume air blast,
tower, tunnel and mist sprayers work best for for orchards, arboreta, public
Once you select the right sprayer for
a specific job, read the manufacturer's
gardens etc. with large acreage. Most
instructions for operation - and follow
tree companies use hydraulic, manually
them. When handling a sprayer pay atoperated sprayers. Advantages include
tention to manufacturer's instructions,
versatility and reduced drift.
The conventional air blast sprayer
safety features, sprayer components, and
spray material. Keep the sprayer in good
sends droplets in an air blast from a
central fan upwards into the canopy. Tower sprayers and
operating order by adhering to the following checklist:
tunnel sprayers are better at targeting the spray into the
1. The pump
Correct operating pressure is critical for effective covercanopy, reducing drift and increasing efficient coverage.
age. Therefore, check a centrifugal pump for the correct
Agricultural Engineers at Michigan State University developed the tower sprayer that uses an air curtain and a rotary
operating pressure. Check the packing for water or oil leaks
atomizer. The tower sprayer has been shown to produce exin a piston pump. Be sure to assess the valves, seats and 0
rings on the valve seats for damage or excessive wear. Excellent results at disease and insect control. Horizontal
amine the diaphragm(s) very carefully when the sprayer has
penetration into the canopy is preferential to vertical penetration from an air blast sprayer.
a diaphragm pump. Replace all worn parts.
rees can live for decades, even centuries, with proper
care. They do need protection from time to time from
insect attacks, as well as bacterial, fungal or viral infections.
Protection often requires an
effective application of various
chemicals (pesticides, fungicides, growth regulators, or
dormant sprays) at the appropriate time, using proper
sprayers that are cost, time, and
energy effective. Poor spray
coverage, especially on larger
trees, is the primary cause of
reduced spray product performance.

Sprayers

Handling a sprayer

TREE ('ARE INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003

Hoses and connections
Check for leaks in all hoses and connections, especially the suction hose. An air
leak in the suction line seriously interferes
with the operation of the pump and the
pressure gauge.
Strainers
Check all strainers throughout the delivery system, including the suction
strainer. In the early season, scale from the
tank and lines may break free. When a
strainer contains any sort of deposit, clean
the tank and lines thoroughly. Replace all
cracked or poorly fitting strainers.
Regulators with stem packing
Adjust the stein packing properly. Tight
as well as loose packing will interfere with
the proper operation of the stem. Tight
packing will interfere with the movement
of the stem; this may result in pressure fluctuations and dangerously high pressure
may build up. Loose packing will result in
leakage. The regulator has to he set for the
right pressure for an effective delivery of
splay materials. If you are unsure of the
pressure for which the regulator is set,
slacken off the pressure adjustment before
starting the pump. Gradually adjust to the

required pressure. Make the adjustment
each time you replace stern, valve or seat.
Pressure gauge
If you are not sure about the accuracy,
replace the gauge. Remove the nozzle body
to check the pressure at the nozzle manifold and then insert a good pressure gauge.
Nozzle
Nozzle wear occurs most rapidly at
high nozzle pressures. The tips and cores
on the sprayer should he manufactured
from hard, wear-resistant materials.
Abrasion-resistant nozzle components
cost more initially, but in the long term
are quite cost effective.
Belts
Examine all belts for wear and proper
tension for efficient transmission of power.
Tighten or replace the belts if necessary.
Tank
Flush the tank at least three times with
water before and after use. Mix the spray
materials in the tank completely prior to
spraying. Secure the paddles on the agitator shaft. lubricate the shaft beat - 1 11 0 ,
and adjust the seals to prevent leakage.
For hydraulic or jet agitation, make sure
to operate the pump to specifications.

The pump capacity should be sufficient
for the total nozzle output, flow to the
agitator and some overflow if you are to
maintain pressure.
Storage
Never leave a pressurized pump unattended. Make sure the pressure is
completely released before you put the
sprayer away.
Sprayer calibration
Calibrate the sprayer following
manufacturer's specifications, especially
when you use any air blast model. Use the
right solution for the chore and mix only
the calibrated aniou Ili ; follow
manufacturer's directions for mixing and
roper disposal of leftover chemicals. Adjust the sprayer output according to
variations in tree struicture, spacing. time
of the season, and the purpose of tile spray
appl icat ion. You have to vary the application speed as the growing season
progresses. A proper calibration will save
money, time and energy. Spray materials
are expensive. Take the time to maintai n
and adj List the sprayers for delivery speed,
size of the mist, puiiiip pressure, and quanI ty of spray material

Simple but superior design, quality construction, performance enhancing
options and accessories. John Bean
Sprayers have always set the standard.
Nothing's changed. Our legendary
Bean pumps still deliver lasting value
and performance. We still believe in
tough, rugged construction. And we're
still turning out an impressive lineup of
sprayers for serious tree care professionals. In fact, Bean sprayers are more
versatile than ever. We have skid models for utility vehicles or pickups. We
have 1000 and 2000 gallon models for
big trucks. We even have an optional
DOT package for highway use. And
best of all, Bean sprayers are built to
give you years of trouble-free service.
Like we say. Nothing's changed.

: 5~at "
A NORA _:U~A
SPRA YERS

00

P0. Box 1404
LaGrange GA 30241
800 241-2308 706 882-8161
706 884-3268 (Fax)
www.johnbeansprayers.com
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Sprayer maintenance
Take proper care ui a sprayer for good
performance and a long, prfitable life.
Clean, check and protect the equipment
prior to storage. Clean to prevent corrosion, or cross contamination of pesticides,
fungicides and growth-regulators. Trace
amounts of one chemical can react with
another, or carry over to the next spray
application, causing damage. Small resi-

Dutch
Elm
Disease

LI-1

I - -,-

-

Year after year the elm trees
in our country fall prey tothe
deadly Dutch Elm Disease.
Much time and manpower is
spent on trying to protect these
beautiful trees. There is now a
faster way to inoculate elms
preventively. Dutch Trig® by
Arcadis is a yearly (May-June)
biological injection that literally
takes minutes to perform.
Contact us to get more information on this exciting system.

A

ARTHUR CLESEN INC
543 Diens Dr.
Wheeling, IL 60090
ph: 847-537-2177
tax: 847-537-2210

dues of some chemical product can damage sprayer components. Long periods of
contact with any abrasive chemical will
damage even stainless-steel tips. Leave no
trace of chemical substances in the sprayer
after completing the job. Always leave a
clean, empty tank.
Flush and drain with clean water several
times after each usage. Make sure to rinse
the outside of the sprayer. Steam clean the
entire spray system. Some pesticides (neem
oil, for example) require the use of surfactants. A surfactant may provide some
cleaning action in the sprayer. Some pesticide combinations (especially when oil is
used) may produce a putty-type paste in the
sprayer tank. Flush with hot water after each
load to prevent an accumulation. You may
also add Stoddard solvent, kerosene, or other
low-flammable solvents to dissolve and remove the build up thoroughly, agitate and
flush. Next, flush with detergent and finally
with clean water.
Thoroughly clean the sprayer with a
cleaning solution whenever you change
pesticides, or prior to storage. Check the
pesticide label for cleaning instructions.
Use a strong detergent solution (1/4 pound
in 25 gallons of water or 1 tablespoon per
2.5 gallons of water) as a cleanser.
First, flush with water, then add the
cleaning solution to the tank and thoroughly agitate before flushing. Always
flush with clean water to remove the cleaning solution. Remove nozzle tip(s) and
screen(s); soak them in a strong detergent
solution or kerosene. Use a soft brush, such
as an old toothbrush, for cleaning. Do not
use a wire, knife, or other hard object that
might scratch the orifice or puncture the
screen.

Storage
Proper storage will increase the longevity of a sprayer. Clean the sprayer
thoroughly to remove dirt or chemical residue. Protect all parts, especially the pump,
from deterioration during storage. Deterioration can consume more of the useful life
of some parts than actual use. If the pump
contains rubber parts, disconnect the lines.
Add one tablespoon of radiator rust-inhibit()r in each inlet and outlet ports. If the
pump has no rubber parts, grease with engine oil. Rotate the P°'P a few times to
completely coat interior surfaces.
Protect water-cooled engines from
freezing temperatures by draining prior to
storage. If your sprayer has no rubber parts

Please circle 7 on Reader Service Card
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(such as gaskets, diaphragms, hoses, pump
rollers,) fill the tank with five gallons of
new or used motor oil prior to the final
flushing to prevent corrosion. As the water is pumped from the sprayer, the oil will
leave a protective coating on the inside of
the tank, pump, and plumbing. You may
leave dormant oil in the sprayer during
winter storage for protection. You may
later dilute it for spraying in the early
spring.

Safety
Exposure to a large aiiìou it of any pesticide Or fungicide can cause illness. Skin
irritation, breathing problems, and sore
eyes often result from improper handling
of spray materials. Take appropriate safely
precautions to avoid personal injury, ciivironinental hazards and tree injury. Wear
heavy shoes, gloves, long pants, longsleeved shirt, helmet and safety glasses. Do
not spray when it is windy or even slightly
breezy to avoid spray material drift 01111)
you or a non-target plant. Avoid the hottest part of the day to reduce plant damage
since rapid evaporation of spray mateiii
may burn the foliage. Don't spray if ia:
is in the immediate forecast. Test ii,
sprayer using plain water before beginning
any job. Make sure that all sprayer components are intact and in top operating
condition.
Consult the pesticide label for specific
recommendations. Do not smoke or eat
when handling pesticides. Apply chemicals at the recommended rate and time and
only on the recommended plants. Avoid
contamination of water sources due to runoff from trees or wash water from cleaning
equipment.
Store chemicals in their original labeled
containers. Place the containers in an approved locked storage building or room
Empty pesticide containers pose a serious problem. Before disposing containers,
rinse and drain into the tank three times.
Check the label for specific disposal instructions. Surplus pesticide mixes are a
serious problem, also. Mix only what you
need. Prevent contamination of food and
water 500FCC5 by disposing ill an approved
manner.
Proper handling, maintenance and storage of sprayers will protect the
environment and save tree companies
thousands of dollars, in addition to providing protection against insects and microbial
diseases, prolonging tree life.
TCI
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Buy Direct from Manufacturer and Save!
"We have done business with Zenith for over ten years
and I have been very satisfied with the service, price
and performance of Zenith chipper blades."

'l have used Zenith chipper blades for over 15 years
and never had one shatter. Zenith has good service,
good delivery and have been very reliable."

Charles Freeman

Don krakiAgri-Con Tree Service
Sall J ose, ('a lifornia

Freeman's Tree Care, Inc.
Mat) Iclon. (cortia

Vermeer
Model Number
BCI000
BC1220-BC1250
BC 1400
BCI800-BC2000

Part No.
KCH20I09
KCH20002
KCH20II0
KCH20I03

Sale Price
Knife Description & Size
Double Edge 9" x 4-1/2" x 518"......... $34.58
Single Edge 8" x 3-1/2" x 3/8"......... $24.68
Double Edge 8" x 5" x 5/8"............... $35.50
$41.40
Double Edge 10" x 5-1/2" x 5/8"

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH4000I

Sale Price
Knife Description & Size
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Double Edge 10-1/2" x 5" x 1/2" .......$36.20

Part No.
KCHI0002
KCHI0004
KCHI0003
KCHIOIOI
KCH20I03
KCH3000I
KCH30002

Sale Price
Knife Description & Size
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 3/8" .......$21.95
Double Edge 5-3/32" x 4" x 1/2" .......$22.95
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 1/2"......... $25.50
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4-1/2" x 1/2"
$26.95
Double Edge 10" x 5-1/2" x 5/8" ....... $41.40
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 318" ............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8" ............. $23.25

Part No.
KCHI000I
KCH3000I
KCH30002

Sale Price
Knife Description & Size
Double Edge 7-1/4" x 4" x 3/8"......... $21.50
Single Edge 12" x 3" x 3/8" ............. $20.50
Single Edge 16" x 3" x 3/8" ............. $23.25

Part No.
KCH6000I

Knife Description & Size
Sale Price
Double Edge 4-1/4" x 2-3/8" x 1/2"... $11.50

Morbark
Model Number
100, 200, 290
10, 13, 17, 2050

Brush Bandit
Model Number
Model 90
Model 90XP, 280XP
Model IOOXP-250XP
Model 250XP, 254XP after '01
Model 1890 Intimidator
Model 1290 Drum
Model 1690 Drum

Asplundh
Model Number
Timberwolf
12" Drum
16" Drum

Mitts & Merrill
Model Number
Drum Style

To receive this special pricing, you must use this code: 423
All Brush Chipper Knives on sale. Call if your model is not shown.

Offer ends April 30 2003
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The Next Generation at Student Career Days
The Tree Care Skills competition at TO EXPO 2002 in
Milwaukee, Wisc., was a great success! Collegiate and vocational competitors had a great time, regardless ?t whether
they were competing, rooting br classmates, or just trying to
learn something new. The cooperative weather gave the stu(I('flIS a Si (li/I V tit /cl seasonably o '1/ni i November (lay.

NI

Companies looking to hire the best students need to un
derstand what values these students hold and what values
they look for in a potential employer. What better way to
learn these values than letting the students speak ftr themselves? None! So we interviewed the competition winners
and lire presenting their frank answers for you:

Bio: Aaron Lehnert
Year in school: Senior
Age: 24
Hometown: Cedarburg, WI
Hobbies: Motorcycling; bicycling; traveling; hunting.
Q. How did you learn that arboriculture was a career option?
A. I transferred to the College of Natural Resources (at UWSP)
from another school. I had friends in forestry, and one of them
really got me interested in the tree care aspect of lorestry. From
there, I fell in love with it.
Q. What's your favorite part or job task about
working in or with trees?
A. I enjoy tree climbing
right now. Just climbing
high up in trees is the most
fun.

The competition for 2002 was held at Zeidler
Park, in the heart of downtown Milwaukee.

Back row (L-R): Matthew Edmisten, Jason
Writz, Aaron Schauer, Zachary MaCarthur,
Jeff Lehde, Joanny Ramirez. Front row (L-R):
Mark Libanio, Aaron Lehnert, Joell Sellas.

The Tree Care Skills Competition Results
Overall Results Collegiate

Work Climb

1 Aaron Lehnert - University of Wisconsin - Steven's Point (UWSP)
Aaron Schauer - UWSP
Jason Writz - UWSP

1. Zach Macarthur-University of Massachusetts - Amherst (UMASS)
2. Aaron Lehnert - UWSP
3. Jason Writz - UWSP

Overall Results Vocational

Throwline

Mark Libanio - Northland Job Corps
Joell Sellas - Pine Knot Job Corps
(PKJC)
Matthew Edmisten - PKJC
(Tie) Joanny Ramirez - PKJC

1. Aaron Schauer - UWSP
2. Jeff Lehde - Texas A & M
3. Aaron Lehnert - UWSP

Written

Jason Writz - UWSP
Jeff Lehde - Texas A & M
Peter Rynders - Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC)
48

Safety

1. Matt Kingsbury - MATC
2. Jason Writz - UWSP
3. Aaron Schauer - UWSP
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Q. What type of job do
you hope to land after
graduation?
A.
I haven't decided
- where I'm going to go or
what I'm going to do. I'd
like to start out in commercial arboriculture, but I'm
not exactly sure where.

Q. Where do you see yourself in 5
years?
A. I'd like to get into municipal forestry.
Maybe start with a small town or city and
hopefully work my way up. I hope to still
he doing some climbing in five years. City
forester would be ideal, since I am also a
forestry recreation major.
Q. What's a company that you would
like to work for when you get out of college look like?
A. It's a progressive company that always
tries new techniques. It is very focused on
safety and proper tree care, probably a
smaller company. I'd like to stay around
Wisconsin for a while.

Q. How did you prepare for the work
climb competition/test/competition?
A. I climbed a couple times at school before the competition. I looked over some
Shigo books before the competition. I studied tree identification more than anything.
I went over names and some of the ones I
didn't know.

Q. Was the competition easier or harder
than what you expected?
A. It wasn't harder or easier. It was exactly
about what I expected since I had been
there last year in Ohio.
Q. After you were done with your work
climb/test/competition, were you surprised by the results?
A. I was really surprised at the overall. I
knew I did well in the tree climb, but the
throwline surprised me also. Throwline is
not my best event.
Q. What is your favorite part of TCI
EXI'() and Career Days?
A. The trade show was good, but I really
liked the job lair. That was the best part.
especially for someone looking for a job.
I got to know all the employers out there.
It really helped. It was neat to have people
remember you. Everyone was very
friendly and cordial.

company, told me about all the good options
that Stockbridge School and arboriculture
gave him. That really made me interested in
going to school and doing tree work. Once I
got to Stockbridge, Dennis Ryan and Tom
Houston really kept me zeroed in and helped
me to he a better arborist.

A. Small, close-knit group of workers who
believe it's important to be really good in
safety and really good at what they do. (A
company with) people who like what they
do, and are not just out there to make the
dollar.

Q. How did you prepare for the work
Q. What's your favorite part or job task
about working in or with trees?
A. I like pruning the best.
Q. What type of job do you hope to land
after graduation?
A. I might go hack to Connecticut to work
for a company, but I'm also interested in
moving out West or at least a different part
of the country.
Q. Where do you see yourself in 5
years?
A. I could see myself maybe doing some
kind of sales work. I'm interested in being
good in all aspects of ti -ce care.

Q. What's a company that you would
like to work for when you get out of college look like?

climb competition/test/competition?
A. We had a competition at school first. I
also practiced with Ed Carpenter (another
tJMass student) once a week. We set up
stations and practiced ourselves.

Q. Was the competition easier or harder
than what you expected?
A. The competition was what I expected
and just about what we practiced for. It (lid
work out pretty well.

Q. After you were done with your work
climb/test/competition, were you surprised by the results?
A. It was a little bit of a surprise. I thought
I did well, but some of the other kids
looked good so I wasn't sure how I compared. You never know how the judges are
grading. It turned out to be a very good and

Comments?
To be a member of oreanjiations like NAA
and SSA really helped me transfer From
being a student to being a professional.
This year is like icing on the cake, it proved
to me that with all the work I put into it M11 definitely getting a lot out of it.
8w: Zachary MacArthur
Year in school: Second
Age: 21
Hometown: Lakeville, CT
Hobbies: Volunteer firefighter; Pewwee hockey volunteer.
Q. How did you learn that arboriculture
was a career option?
A. Senior year in high school we had a
natural resources class with a climbing lab.
I also had a Family member in the business
and then after high school worked with an
NAA-meniher tree care company in
Sharon, Conn. I had real good experience
there and decided to go to Stockhridge
School (at 1.1 Mass-Am hersi ).
Q. Did you have any defining moments
when you knew this was a career in
which you where interested?
A. Jason l3resson, the VP of the tree care

Complete
Crane

Please circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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Q. What is your favorite part of TO
EXPO and Career Days?
A. Networking with guys that run companies and really getting to talk with them
and see how their companies are run. I also
really like the Excellence in Arboriculture
awards to see what other companies in the
industry are doing to uphold standards and
see where the industry is going.
Comments?
I enjoyed meeting everyone from all over
the country. It is nice to know that everyone is doing a great job trying to build up
the industry. That's really reassuring for
students here at UMass.
Bio: Aaron Schauer
Year in school: Senior
Age: 23
Hometown: Green Bay, WI
Hobbies: Camping; hiking; biking; recreational tree climbing.

Q. How did you learn that arboriculture
was a career option?
A. In high school sophomore year a perSon from the Department of Natural
Resources (Wisconsin) named Kurt Wilson spoke to our class about urban
forestry. I was interested in forestry, but
had some problems with allergies, so
urban forestry looked good. Once I got
in vol ved in the u rba n forestry program,
then we learned about arboricu Iture and
climbing trees.

Q. What's your favorite part orjol) task
about working in or with trees?
A. Climbing is definitely the best. I

don't like killing trees if I don't have to,
but I really like technical removals, too.
Last summer I worked with Norm Hall,
who is very innovative, and he taught me
a lot about safe removals and how to deal
with hazard situations. I also took a
weekend class with Les Werner at UWSP
and took some more at M idState Tech
with Don Ropollo. We covered pruning,
climbing, and basic and advanced rigging for removal courses.

Q. What type of job do you hope to land
after graduation?
A. That's coming up quick ahoLit five
months. I thought about going somewhere out of the country and climbing. I
look to enjoy traveling and see how
things are done in different areas. I like
to watch different styles of climbing and
the way people do work and learn from
that. I worked in Arizona a year ago and
learned some different ways things are
done there compared to the Midwest. I
also learned a lot about how different
cultures and different trees affect how
You work and climb.

Q. Flow did you prepare for the work
climb competition/test/competition?
A. I do not train for competition, but I concentrated on eating a decent meal and
getting a lot of rest. I also compete in
weight lifting on a national level, so I did
a lot of mental prep visualizing. etc. I was
disappointed in a couple points in the cornpetition and also in my performance on the
tree biology test. I think the physiology is
very important, so I was a little disappointed there. I'm big on understanding
why you are doing something so you can
apply that to different situations.
-

-

Q. Was the competition easier or harder
than you expected?
A. I though this one was a little easier than
last year. The plumb-bob was mitch easier
this year. Last year I did a redirect to not
set it off, this year I didii t lia' e to.

Q. After you were (lone with your work
climb/test/competition, were you stirprised by the results?
A. I felt that I did alright but my style
could have been better. I also thought my
start wasn't as ood as it Could have been

Q. Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
A. I'm thinking of grad school, but not
really sure what I'm interested in yet. Obviously something related to forestry.

Q. What's a company that you would
like to work for when you get out of college look like?
A. An ideal company to work for is one
where the people are all certified arhorists
or if not, they have a desire to continue
learning or at least are open minded to new
techniques. They would have to he concerned about safety.

Q. What is your favorite Nit't of 'Iii
EXPO and Career Days?
A. I always like going and Ii stem rig to the
different speakers. John Ball's safety talk
was really good. I also like going to talking to everybody. It was fun networkiiig
and telling stories with pCI)[)IC lot ii dietlie

LI

i

( oimiiiieiit.
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Thank you
ways a lot of fun and a pleasure. I really
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want to thank the people who gave the
prizes. It really helps students a lot. That's
one of the great things about this industry;
they really try to help people coming up
from below.
Rio: Matt Kingsbury
Year in school: Graduating in May
Age: 21
Hometown: Milwaukee, WI
Hobbies: golf, movies

r; Jr., T;X~ I
CARBIDE}
Diamond
CHAIN...

Q. How did you learn that arboriculture

WITH RAPCO
WORLD'S FINEST!
CARBIDE CHAIN
YOU CAN CUT
INDUSTRIES INC.
20 to 25 CORDS
6000 N E 88th ST, SUITE D-104
We Accept: Visa, Mastercard & American Express
VANCOUVER. WA 98660
WITHOUT
PHONE: 1-800-959-6130 FAX 360-573-0046
RE-SHARPENING
e mail: Ron © rapcoindustries.com
www.rapcoindustries.com

RAPCO
-

was a career option?
A. I wasn't sure when I got out of high
school. I've been working at a golf course
for 6 years. MATC had horticulture and
the arhoricu lime track was interest i 1g.

Q. Did you have any def in i ng moments
when you knew this was a career you

Please ci ide 5 0
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A. I took Mike Wendt's practical tree

A: Alter I attended the SSA conference.

climbing course. it was a great course, I

learned

SO

much and it got me interested

Q: What's your favorite part or job task
about working in or with trees?

in it as a career.

A: Knowing that 1 can have a direct posi-

Q. What's your favorite part or .joh task
about working in or with trees?
A. Cliiiibiiig and prtiiiilig are the 111051 Fun.

i ye impact on the environment by what I
am doing.

the challenge with certain trees, too. I'm

Q. What type of job do you hope to land
after graduation?

always up for a big challenge

A: I have accepted a position with a ma-

I like flying around in the tree and I like

Q. What type o1 job (10

VOU

hope to land

alter graduation?
A. I'm thinking bot styii with t

g o1 I

course for now to get more experience with

Judging and technical expertise was provided by Bartlett Tree Experts, Davey Tree
Experts, SavATree, and Swingle Tree
(Christmas decorations courtesy City of
Milwaukee).

jor company in Mesa, Ariz., as a climber
and PII(' tech.

Q. Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
A: I won Id like to he working as a con-

climbing techniques and tree removal. I 'in

stilt i ng arhorist or a sales position with a

now assistant arburist at the gol F course,

tree care company.

so I do Al the climbing and pruning. Even-

Q. 1 -low (lid you prepare for the work
climb competition/test/corn petition? A:

1 ua II y I'm looking at a m ii n id pal arbori 51

was down there almost every day going

type of position or working For a commer -

to the trade show, the job Fair, and the

cial company. I'm slieci Fical ly interested

competition. That was my first climbing

I had a sumnier position that required a lot

in working For a big tree care company

competition, I met

lot of' new people

oF climbing and I also took classes at Mid

ri g ht tl0\V

from all over the place. Next week, we

State Technical College in Wisconsin Rap-

it

MATC students) are going to Missis-

Q. Where do you see yourself iii 5 years?

sippi For ALCA Student Career Days. so

A. W )rk i ng with one of the big tree care

I'll be climbing down there as well.

Q: Was the competition easier or harder
than what you expected?

et ) in pates. be stable. na tried, etc.

A. I climbed at work and reviewed things

Bio: Jason Writz
Year in school: Senior
Age: 26
Hometown: Athens, WI

h-0111 classes, hut my decision to l

Hobbies: Iii ki 11g. mountain biking,

Q. flow (lid you l)i'Cl)are for the work
dm11) competilmon/test/competition?
id -

pate was a little bit last minute. For the

A: It was about what I expected. I had
competed in tlìe competition last year.

camping, sport compact cars

safety exam, I did it from memory front

Q: I low did you learn that arboriculture
was a career option?

Q. Was the competition easier or harder
than what you expected?

A: From a friend at I.) WS P who had elm-

hought it would he, hut I didn't do as

vasn '1 as had as I expected. I worked

did especially after I completed the writ(ell exam.

sell that major.

Q. What is your favorite part of TCI
IXP() and Career l)ays?

Q: Did you have any defining moments
when you knew this was a career you
where interested in?

A: I always enjoy the demonstrations in

A. The c Ii in hi n g Wasn ' t as hard as I
well as I thought I should. The safety

Q. After you were done with your work
climb/test/competition, were you surprised by the results?
A: I Felt pretty confident about how well I

oik.

classes I took iiil(f I rout e'iperienee at

ids.

the tree as well as the mentor climb that

TCI

took place.

hard to look at each item, Identify it, and

then make

it

quick decision about it. We

Lot 30 seconds (for each Item), and it
L0('S by pietty I ast

Q. After you were (lone with your work
climb/test/competition, were you surprised by the results?
A.I thought I knew everything in the

MILLER]

M2

PATENTED

L

PERFORMERS

safety exam when I went up to it right

away. Some I hi ngs I had to think' about a
little more to Fi guie out what was w mug,

POWERFUL

pgoiso '

\,

but I tlionlit I did really well.

Q. \\hit is your favorite l)1I'1 of 111

Phone

lXP() and Career Days?

765-659-1524

A. It was great because it was close to

PRO 751PRO 150

M25E
M50E/M75E

ionic. The trade show floor was great. I

5010150 HP

30 to 90 HP

bou g lit a rope and tile prices were really
cood. It's Itaid to pick one thing out. I

www.millermachineptostumpgriners.com
PIeae circle 17 on Reader Service ('aid
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Log Loaders Call for Many Decisions
By Ken Kelley

T

he speed and versatility of log loaders was a blessing when the "The Ice
Storm of the Century" struck North Carolina last December. The storm cut
down electric and phone lines, leaving many thousands of people and bus inesses without heat, light and communication.
Fortunately, the state had a well-developed emergency
support system, and log loaders, both new and already in
service, plunged into the mass of slippery logs and limbs
on the ground, on the roads and even on some rooftops.
The arborist who welcomes difficult decisions might
enjoy pondering which log-loading truck to use in his
business. Before purchasing a new truck, careful consideration and planning will help with the decision. Axle
capacity, transmission type, and loader style will be very
important components of any new purchase. For instance,
only the strongest of available trucks can work with the
heavy-duty type grapples. Grapple trucks are fitted with
A Prentice 90 E self-loader can load logs in two di"grapples" that amount to giant metal hands, usually powrections.
ered by hydraulics, with sufficient strength to pick up
huge tree trunks. These vehicles often require rear-suspensions with
capacity ratings to 23,000 pounds or more in order to support heavy
grapple loads.
You may want to buy a brand uI truck that has a dealership close
by and a factory sales branch that is reputable and has demonstrated
success in the business. It pays to work with an outlet that pr()
vides the support of skilled truck mechanics and has a solid pai
department capable of quick response.
Payload dictates some common sense options. You wouldn't want
to put a 25,000-pound load on an axle with a capacity rating of only
20,000 pounds, and you wouldn't run a 25,000-pound load over a
______________
•
bridge with a capacity of 20,000 pounds. Overloading can void a
truck's factory warranty and make claims for damage invalid.
Log loader trucks from Southco Industries of Shelby, ftC
Selecting components for a log-loading truck often results in conìwere very much needed when the ice storm of the century
hit North Carolina early last winter,
promise. While diesel engines may be more durable, they are usually
more expensive than comparable gas models. Gas engines
may cost less, but may not be as robust as the diesels. Manual
transmissions may cost less but require more skillful operators, while automatics cost more but can be used effectively
by a driver with somewhat less skill.
Regarding loading and unloading features, there are
many
options. A grappling device for loading and unloadPetersen Lighting
can
be mounted directly on the truck. The device can
ning Loaders
be positioned behind a main truck body but ahead of a
make quick
work of clearing
trailer, allowing easy loading and unloading of both yeicy limbs and
hides. Keep in mind that this method reduces the sale
citrus grove
payload limit of the tractor-trailer combination. Loading
brush.
'r•
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devices not linked to any vehicle bring
up an entirely different list of variables,
ones that will be explored in a subsequent article.
Following are some details on what's
offered by makers of several quality,
free-standing log loaders:
Wisconsin is the birthplace of some of
the best-known log loaders. It was in
Prentice, Wisc., that Leo Heikkinen developed Prentice loaders. The line was
sold to Omark Industries, which later
hecame one of the many forestry products sold by Blount, Inc., in Zehulon,
N.C. Blount sells logging gear and related forestry products From saws to
hunchers under no less than 10 different
trade names. Prentice loaders led the
shopping lists of many of those assigned
to the clean-up. Blount's basic Prentice
series 90 F self-loader for truck and
trailer mounting can reach close to 35
feet into the air and down close to 5 feet
under the level on which the supporting
vehicle is parked.
Not all producers are based in areas
where logging is a major industry. The
home of Petersen Lightning Loaders, for
example, is Lake Wales, Fla., not exactly
a lumbering center. Lightning grew in
the Sunshine State by manufacturing
loaders to help clear the huge amounts
()('brush produced by the citrus industry
during Florida's year-long growing season. Petersen says its loaders "pick up
where others leave off." The firm showcases units that can reach 9 feet below
iround- level and 20 feet in the air, with
a 440ot tip extension.
One of the cities hard hit by the
storm was lucky to get a helping hand
from two Petersen Lightning Loaders
from Florida working as a team to
clear streets and yards of icy debris.
With some much-needed help from
these powerful log loaders, debris
from the storm was quickly removed.
As this year's storm season winds
down, it's not too early to start thinklug about next year's disasters.
Over the years, producers of 10g01 110
equipment have grown to serve much of
the nation. Cargotec, Inc., with a sales
office in Texas and manufacturing in
01m), is one such business. ('argotec has

a log lifter that can be installed oil trucks
with a GVW of less than 26,000 pounds.
Units have differing weight capacities
and features, which allow an arhorist to
handle anything from stumps to tree
length logs.
There are also loader trucks from
Southco Industries in Shelby, N.C,

equipped with Southco bodies that were
built with 48-inch-high sides and topped
with grapple loaders, frequently from the
Prentice line. The typical Southco log
loader is mounted on a chassis with a grossweight rating of 33,000 pounds and
equipped with air brakes, a diesel cii cine.
and an automatic transmission.
TCI
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RRAIN ll,UF. TRIMMER

The Jarraff all terrain tree trimmer provides power, performance
and productivity. The Jarraff requires virtually no set-up time.
And since workers never leave the ground, the Jarraff
adds safety to every job. Save time, money and
manpower with Jarraff.
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Jarraff Features:

• One-person operation

ABOVE

REST

• Hydraulics run boom and traction
independently and continuously
• 75-foot maximum cutting height
• Simple controls2 four-way joysticks

PIP let

• 24-inch diameter
saw blade
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Pruning the Wisteria Vine
By Cass Turnbull

"Wisteria is Latin for work." I wish I knew who said that,
but how true it is. Under those beautiful color photos of arbors
splendidly vine-laced and hung with glorious lavender blooms,
there ought to he a warning label;
This Vine Can Be Dangerous: It
wants to cover.. everything!
Ciscoe Morris, a local horticultural expert on the radio, tells a
story about the time he was house
hunting. He saw a home advertised
for sale in the paper
three bedroom, two bath, on Queen Anne
Hill. The price was unbelievably
low. Upon arriving at the site he
realized why: two ancient wisteria
vines had overcome
the home , ac.................
tually lifting it off its foundati o n.
Their stems were as big as tree
trunks. I doubt it was an exaggera.jcc
tion. I've seen wisteria tear off
balcony banisters, smother entire
trees, and everyone knows what
they'll do to your roof and gutters.
.r
I didn't know all this when I planted
mine against the railing of the cov:te
ered porch 11 years ago. But I'm

bloom, I watch people point and sigh as they pass my house. It

makes my entryway look pretty and smell so sweet. In the winter
the long fuzzy pods dangle down just above my head, as if asking
to he petted, and I must oblige.

Early training
I read a lot of pruning hooks. They
crack me up. I especially like the one
that insists you make your wisteria
vine single trunked. To do that, I
think youd have to guard it with a
flashlight. Although I have seen
single-trunked wisterias, the more
common is a main trunk composed
of twisted and coiled stems that look
like an unruly rope. Wisterias just
grow like that. I don't know why
they don't girdle themselves, hut
they seem to do just fine.
If you want to force side branchi rig at a particular point (in my case
I wanted the first set of scaffolds to
train along the rail), you head-back
(lop) the main stem at that point.
Two of the new shoots that will regrow from the cut end are then tied
into position to become the seat' folds. Or, as with mine, one became
a scaffold, the other I shortened to
about 6 inches to create a "flower-
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there is nothing quite as wonderful
as a wisteria, the high excitement
of their spring buds plumping up
and then expanding. It's so ... erotic.
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Well-pruned wisteria.
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After pruning of winter wisteria.

Beautiful colors adorn chain link fence.
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allowed (or trained by tying) to Continue

thest post and let it fill in by growing to-

to become the main trunk. Any other

ward the house. You will he glad you gave

LIP

Shoots I CUt off completely.

Yourself' that bufFer in later years, as you

Major scaffold branches on a wall or
lattice should he spaced at least 1 1/2 feet

find yourself tugging and tearing runners
out of your gutters and shingles.

apart to allow room for the blooms to
dangle down without running into each
other. All other shoots (runners, whips) are
either cut oil completely (and there are lots
and lots of these) or shortened to about 6

Standard or tree?
With the help 01'a sturdy stake or two,

it

wisteria can he trained into a small free-

or 7 inches (tour or five buds) if one wants

standing tree shape. This is commonly

hem for flower production. This is best

done in the South. When the young vine

done in the summer, with a follow-up prun-

reaches the top of the stake, whack it hack

ing in winter. Further shortening in winter

to force it to hush out. The resulting young

means that you cut hack the chosen shoot

shoots later become the main framework

to three or four buds. 'ibis is similar to Fruit

of' the tree canopy. The idea of the wist-

tree training, the goal of which is to force

eria tree appeals to me since it can he

vegetative shoots to become spur (flower)

situated in the middle of' the yard, far from

producing. As with fruit trees, flowering

anything else. There it can he vigilantly

is more prolific on horizontal branches.

watched and Pruned on all sides.

Actually, you will find that some of the
shortened shoots set up Flower buds, some
die hack, and some seem so determined to
he vegetative they send out only long runners Instead of

1'01 - 1111110 it

persistent

lowering spur system.

Summer runners

II

Willi all w istenias, scores oF runners
(called whips) will reach out into empty
a in every su in iner, hoping to grab onto

it

helpless victim nearby. Cut them of'F before they strangle

Arbor or trellis
In other situations,

it

sleeping dog or trip the

gardener. This can mean pruning every
wisteria vine is

month if it is in your way, say on your front

allowed to run to the top of' the arbor or

porch. In any case, be certain to prune them

trellis and spread out as it desires. Later it

off hef'ore winter when they harden oFf' and

can he trained somewhat like

grape vine,

stiffen, becoming woody and more dil'l'i-

annually cutting oil 9() percent of the new

cult to remove. Cut some runners off to the

shoots hack to

it

it

it

few major sea Holds to

trunk. Most I cut hack iust to get them out

keep it from getting too piled-up upon it-

of' the way (to about 5 or 6 inches). I do

self. A preferable system is to prune it

more detailed thinnin and PI- 11111110 in
I-

Will-

painstakingly like an espaliered f'ru it tree,

when all the leaves have dropped ol'f

with Persistent spur-like systems, so that
it takes on it beautiful Winter branch pat-

and I can see what's going on. In suimmer,

tern. Whenever necessary, whack hack

oF like a f'eather boa.

my Freshly Pruned wisteria vine looks sort

any laterals that try to run oFf' the sides of'
the trellis or threaten to Climb into neighhon ng plants

Oi

structures.

overhead trellis with the blooms dangling
down from above. Such an arbor or trellis
needs to he very strong and sturdy. Use 2
x 4's set on edge, at the very least. Posts
should he load hearing, not Ii imsy lattice
see in some catalogues or at garden

stores. The smartest trellis I've seen is

it

system of' metal pipes, sunk in concrete,

NO

Splinters
l)cLLinlnation
:::

"Guaranteed"

I)I('A Marketing Co.

Carroll, IA 51401

trellis is attached to

ft)(l-o l(l-I)I('A(422)
wwwdicatlSA.coiii

FAX 712-792-11 00
iiito(uclicat JSA.coiii

house, I strongly

recommend plant i ilg the vine on the Far-

Plesc circle 16 on Rc,idcr Scrvice ('ard
1'RlI ('ARI INI)tJS'i'RY
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Call 508-835-3766.

NOT

EVER

disguised with some wood trellising. lFthe
it

Foi 115 lusel In uuli
point cut pruners, pole pruners and
replacement poles, you can't beat
PT technology.
Pruner blades are made of tough
forged alloy tool steel,
heat-treated for
exceptionally long life.
Both blades cut for easier operation
md to avoid unnecessary damage to bark
and cambium
while promoting
quick healing.
Pruner poles
I ave snug-fitting,
locking sleeves
that won't snag
leaves or branches.
PT tools: a cut
above the rest.
Get our cmtmloq.

f

I think wisteria look best trained to an

YOU

A CUT ABOVE

,'\PRIi, 2t)O

(i!) PORTER- FERGUSON
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A ivision of Lowell corporation
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mer explosion of runners.

Training new shoots.

Under-pruning

Renovation

The most common mistake is not pruning the wisterias enough. More than 90
percent of new growth (long, relatively
leafless, skinny budded, runners) should be
cut off annually. A single runner can grow
12 feet in one year. After the Framework
is established, shorten many of the runners
to six buds. Remove the vast majority completely, every year!

If a wisteria gets away from you, or a
client calls you to a house that already has
an enormous tangle, grabbing and strangling everything in sight, show no mercy.
Lop, cut and chain saw whatever is necessary to get it back down. I suggest you cut
several feet below where you want the regrown vine to he, since you will experience
an upsurge of new shoots the following

CHIPPER KNIVES

BUY 10 GET 2 FREE * FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

12 1 /8 x 31/2 X
8 x 31 /2 X

1!1'

71 /4x4

THE

X

X

$24_50

/8

3 /8

$34.50
$28.95

FAST DELIVERY
TOOI CO.. INC

(800) 221-5452

THE
CO.. INC

Please circle 57 on Reader Service Card
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Next year's blooms.

spring. As with all heading cuts, the new
growth occurs directly beneath the cut
and heads up from there. You will need
some room to let it re-grow over the next
few years. New growth will be vegetative (not flowering) and rampant for a
few years. I wouldn't he surprised if
some major stems die hack partially or
totally if you make cuts 1 inch or more.
Yet, I doubt that you will kill the plant.
As some stems die back, cut off the dead
bits. Others will supply the replacement
shoots to he tamed in upcoming years.

Over-pruning
I didn't think it could he done, but I have
witnessed three novice pruners over-prune
the wisteria. Given a mature flowering
vine, the pruner is tempted to remove too
many of the flowering short laterals (I call
them hands, because they are roughly the
shape and size of human hands.) Very old
vines have flowering short-laterals that arc
as long as arms. These, too, should be lelt
alone). These "hands" have the fat flowei
buds that are reminiscent of fruit tree spur
systems. These fat-budded hands should be
spaced about every Foot or so. They originate from the main trunk or scaffolds. If
they are pruned off or shortened too much,
the vine will appear sparse and have too
Few blooms. The following year, such
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over-prun i ng will result in a w Ider-thannormal resurgence of flowerless runners.
The general idea is to shorten or remove
all the long, wild runners, and leave all the
"hands to flower like crazy.

Non-blooming wisterias
It is natural for these vines to take between three and seven years to start
blooming. I have read that frequent, proper
pruning may help them begin blooming
sooner, or at least more abundantly. On the
other hand, some people have old vines
that have never bloomed. I am told that
these are seed-grown plants or "mules." I
have often heard root p ru iii ii g reco m mended to force an older vine to bloom.
Basically, this means that you use your
shovel to cut the roots in it dotted circle a
loot or two from the vine. Some gardeners also recommend using fertilizer with
lower nitrogen, formulated to encourage
blooms. However, I have been faced with
such a vine and had no luck with either
technique. In that case, as with all nonperformers, removal is the best option, and
no one will blame you.

Spring blooms.

Winter pruning, leave hands.
;ç-

iiier. Cut oil all those skinny runners
(whips), and/or shorten some to about
lour to six inclies fr o iii the scaffold
branches, framework or trunk. This will
encourage them to turn into blooming
huanch systems. Leave the older, peously shortened side branches that have
set up spur systems with their fat, flower
buds. Summer pruning is done just to

-

keep the wisteria front taking over the
world. More precise pruning is done in
the winter when all the leaves are off and
you can see the trunk, branches, spur
systems and runners.
Cass Tn in hii II is a 1e iii re
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Prune wisteria a lot, removing up to
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Aerial Lift Standards
I read with genuine interest the article
in your January 2003 issue titled "Is the
Next Generation of Lifts From Europe?"
by Lenny Polonski. He is not the only one
involved with vehicle mounted aerials who
has taken keen notice of many of the attributes of aerials that are made and used
in Europe. Several of our U.S. manufacturers have sold vehicle mounted aerials
in that part of the world for some time. At
least one U.S. manufacturer and more than
one in our history are or have been owned
by European interests. Time Manufacturing, as an example, enjoys a significant
share of vehicle mounted aerial business
Ill much of the European marketplace.
The article provides the reader with the
wrong impression about European Standards and characterizing ANSI A92.2 as
"vague" in contrast to them is a misstate-

ilient. I would like to 1111'01- 111 your readers
that two parts of [lie article are erroneous.
"European equipment standards were unifled under a single system. called CE mark,
a number of years ago . . . These standards
are higher than our . . . A92.2 standard."
Let me review, the CE Mark indicates
that the marked product may he placed in
the European market without national restrictions. It isn't intended to he a safety
mark that necessarily reflects any sort of
testing. Then what does the CE Mark
mean? With the CE Mark, a manufacturer
confirms that his product(s) meets the essential requirements of a European
Directive. There is further a "declaration
of conformity'' that would tell one to what
particular directive is being referred.
Further, the Europeans only recently
agreed to a European Normative (standard), EN 280, under the Machinery
Directive covering aerial man lifts. Your
readers might be interested to know that
this standard in draft form (PREN-280)
existed For about 20 years before final
agreement. It is a most interesting document that, for your readers information,
does not require any safety factor (as A92.2
does), does not require individual machine
stability testing (as A92.2 does), and well
as a number of requirements that this writer
believes would far better fit the term vague
than anything in the A92 standards.
While the machines described in the article are certainly interesting and he may
he seen by more and more Americans, their
meeting the A92.2 standards may require
the European manufacturers to do far more
redesign than our U.S. nianufacturers have
had to do ill crossing the Atlantic in the
easterly direction.
Gary A. /V!cAlevander
(7iair,mui, A92.2 Subcommittee
(Vehicle Mouiried Elei'ating and
Rotating Aerial Devices)
ANS I/S IA A92 Standards

More on Aerial Lifts
I IL
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I read the article entitled "Is the Next
Generation of Lifts from Europe?" I
thought your readers might he interested
TRFF CARP: INDUSTRY - APRIL 2003

to know that a number of the North Anierican Manufacturers have marketed products
that meet the ANSI standards for aerial
devices quite successfully in the European
market. In fact, I would go so far as to say
that the European consumers have taken
quite well to many of the products of U.S.
and Canadian manufacturers.
The ANSI standards for vehicle
mounted elevating and rotating aerial devices and those of the Canadians were
harmonized a few years ago. The writer
seems to indicate that he believes the European standards and perhaps even the
aerials lifts are better than domestic ones.
My Council associates and I do not
agree.
The industry - nan ii facturers. sellers.
maintainers, owners, users, the governmerit, and other interested parties participate in consensus standards making
in our country. It is these standards, like
ANSI A922, that spell out the minimum
requirements br compliance in the marlinfacture of machines. It should come as no
surprise that the requirements For safety
factors, individual machine stability testing, and a number of other safety
requirements might make for a difference
in appearance ill products than those that
have rio such requirements.
The United States government, under
the OSHA standards, requires that machines of the type described in your article
meet the design and construction requirements of A92.2. The European
manufacturers, I am sure, have copies ot
the applicable standards and they are not
SO vague as for them not to he able to understand. I am also confident that a
conscientious European engineer is Ierfectly capable of producing devices to meet
our standards. So we will likely see products from there that will meet ounr
standards. Some of the characteristics described in the article make me wonder
whether they meet them yet.
Thomas Bi(ldll(', Chairman
/t/JdIIlIifdUt11!eS OJAd'ridll D('t'i(e,S aiid
Digger Derricks Council
/1SX()(l(ltIO/l (1/ Is(/IIi/). /VIdl/1!!/dl(tl(1eIS
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The BC1 400: New kmovaffous in Safety and ProductMty
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The improved Vermeer BC1 400 features a productivityenhancing patent-pending SmartFeed system and an easy-touse bottom feed stop bar for safety. The BC1 400 also boasts
an integrated throttle and clutch engagement mechanism that
simplifies day-to-day operation and helps increase clutch life.
It all adds up to another example of how the Vermeer
commitment to safety and performance is a commitment to you.

Vermeer

0

Call 1 -888-VERMEER or visit wwwvermeer.com
is lii illustiaiive purposes only and rnay display optoirial accessolies or components Please contact
ui In ii Vermeer dealer for more Information about machine specifications.Vermeer Manufacturing Company reserves
iii right to make changes in engineering, design and specifications add impiovements; or discontinue manufacturing at
ny e without notice or obligation VERMEER and VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks of Vermeer
Manufacturing Company in the U S and/or oIlier countries.
12003 Vermeer Manufacturing Company, All Rights Reserved

HELP WANTED
Full time position, requires 5 years experience and verifiable references. Must have a
valid driver's license. Class B license and mechanical abitlity a plus.
Pacific Coast Tree Service, Inc.
Pacifica, CA 94044
650-355-8733

TCI t magazinehe source

for employees
in free cares

Tree Care Sales - Bartlett Tree Experts
- Arborist/Rep. needed for 2 established,
high-income producing territories in
Fairfield County, CT, and Eastern L.I.
Must be ISA certified, NYS Cert. Pest.
AppI. - fully certified for Conn. location,
with prior territory management experience. Fax resume (631) 283-7760.

All positions needed in Anchorage,
ALASKA

Growing company seeks experienced
personnel: climber, general manager,
salesman, spray tech. Fax resume to
(907) 243-7316 or e-mail
talItreesalaska@yahoo.com

Foreman/Tree Climber/Trainee

Bartlett Tree Experts is seeking to fill
open Foreman, Tree Climber, and entrylevel positions in Charlotte, N.C. Join the
leader in arboricultural technology. Benefits include: unlimited potential for
career growth with above average income, 401(k) with match, medical, dental,
continuing educations and the unique opportunity to work and train on the grounds
of the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories. Contact David Powell (704)
588-3713 or e-mail:
Dpowell@bartlett.com

SavATree is seeking Plant Health Care Spe-

cialists to work on amazing properties in our
Brookville, NY & Manassas, VA branches.
The ideal candidate will have state pesticide
applicators license; degree in Plant Science,
Horticulture, Arboriculture, Forestry, Biology,
Plant Pathology or Plant Physiology; knowledge of tree & shrub species adapted to
temperate zones 4 & 6 and native to Eastern US; ability to diagnose problems that are
physiologically based and/or stress related;
must be able to work independently and be
self-directed. Excellent Benefits. Call or
email Chris DiMichele at (914) 241-4999,
x1 10 or cdimichele@savatree.com .

Come climb with us

Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

Southbury Tree Service Inc. is hiring
climbers who want to be leaders. Mm. 3
years experience in pruning, rigging and
removals. Competitive salary, medical,
dental and vacation. Please call: (203)
264-9937.

Mountain High Tree Service and
Lawn Care, Denver, CO

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford. Connecticut 06905
Phone (203) 323-1131 • Fax (203) 323-3631 • www.h.tri.lctt.com
Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment
cberrios@bartlett.com
UNITED STATES
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We are taking appl itioriu ui u cumbi
nation sales/production. This is an
excellent opportunity to transition from
field production to a sales career. Candidates should be certified or able to certify
upon hiring. Salaried position with full
benefits. We are also hiring climbers,
PHC & lawn techs. Please call (303) 2735507, fax (303) 232-0711 or apply online
at mhttree@pcisys.net .

Tree Care Sales
Qualified arborist needed as sales representative for growing, quality oriented company
in Fairfield County, CT. Excellent benefits
and income potential. If you have what it
takes to handle the nationals wealthiest tree
care market in Greenwich, CT then please
contact us by email:
secondnatur@yahoo.com or fax your resume to 203-327-1735.

McKinney Brothers Tree Service Dedham, MA
We're a successful and growing company
with immediate opportunities for Crew
Leaders and Climbers. Tree care experience is required, including trimming,
pruning, rigging and removals. Arborist
certification a plus. Must have current MA
driver's license, CDL preferred. Compensation is based on level of experience.
Motivated, career-oriented applicants interested in joining our team, please
inquire. Call (781) 320-9500 or fax resume to (781) 320-9558.

Tree Care Company looking for an apprentice for our Plant Health Care/
Lawn division. Looking to obtain a NH
and/or Maine applicator's license. We offer year-round employment, career
growth and educational opportunities,
competitive wages, paid holidays and
vacation, medical coverage, IRA plan,
and a friendly working environment.
Landscape experience helpful, but not required. Please send a resume or call for
an interview.
A Tree Health Co., Inc.
d/b/a Urban Tree Service
P0 Box 1631, 119A Walnut St.
Rochester, NH 03866-1631
(603) 332-1246 Fax (603) 335-0522
info @ urbantreeservice.com

Climbers/Foreman needed in MN
We are looking for reliable, career-seeking
climbers/crew leaders with 2 years minimum
climbing experience and to supervise 2 to 3
crew members. Must have or be willing to
obtain CDL. $16-$20 per hour starting wage
depending on experience. Medical, dental,
paid vacation, retirement plan, profit-sharing,
and holidays. Call Pleasant View Tree Service - Aric Marohn, Stillwater, MN. (651)
430-0316.

SavATree/SavaLawn, a nationally recognized provider of arboricuttural services in the
Northeast with 15 branches from MA to VA,
is searching for experienced arborists with
strong interpersonal skills to manage premier
territories in Larchmont and Southampton,
NY and Wyckoff, NJ. The ideal candidate
will possess an ISA certified license and have
2-4 years of tree care sales experience.
Excellent Benefits. Call or email Noel Dubak
at (914) 241-4999, x153 or
ndubak@savatree.com .

Located in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, this 25-year-old company is
looking for experienced tree climbers. We
have new equipment and offer employee
health and life insurance, paid vacations, retirement plan, and year-round work. ISA
certified is preferred. Salary based on experience. Fax resume to (540) 337-4672 or call
Orvin at 1-800-296-8733.

Sales Arborist
Fast growing Central/Northern New Jersey company looking for self-motivated
and experienced representative for highend residential and corporate sales
position. Competitive compensation and
benefit package with growth opportunity.
Fax resume to (908) 668-7575 or Call Pat
(908) 413-1002.

Experienced salesperson, highly motivated in the tree care industry for
Maryland and surrounding counties can
make up to 72K per year. Company vehicle, expense account, phone, many
perks. Call 1-800-636-TREE or (443)
506-9449.

Plant Health Care.
Climbing Arborist.
Sales.
Boston-area company of professional
arborists has sales, leadership and crew
positions avail, for outstanding indiv(s) w/
mm. 2 years exp. Candidates must be
committed to highest industry stds. of
safety, workmanship & cust. service. Exc.
wage & benefit package, including pension (401(k)), medical, education & more.
Send resume to: Lueders, PD Box
920279, Needham, MA 02492 or call
(508) 359-9905 or e-mail
LuedersCo@Aol.com

TREE & BRUSH CUTTING SYSTEMS
NEWER HEAVY DUTY FORESTRY MOWERS • TIRE AND TRACK MACHINES AVAILABLE NOW!
BUY - LEASE - RENT (with or without an operator) FINANCING AVAILABLE • CUTS 18" TO 22" TREES AND BRUSH INTO MULCH

Also Available.

SavATree/SavaLawn, the premier provider
of arboricultural services in the Northeast, is
looking for Lawn Care Specialists in our
Larchmont & Bedford, NY and Manassas, VA
branches. This position requires extensive
field time treating properties and diagnosing
problems. Good organizational and interper sonal skills along with an agronomic
background in turf are required to be effective. The ideal candidate will have lawn care
or golf course background, and have/be able
to obtain state pesticide certification in turf.
Excellent Benefits. Call or email Chris
DiMichele at (914) 241-4999, xllO or
cdimichele @ savatree.com .

4111

2002 CAT 928 with Magnum 300 Flail Mower Attachment
30)) I IF ('Al' 330(, Lugiiie. 4(,5 I lotirs; Magituiti 30() Flail Alt cltitient Mowing I lead:
Tires, 07X3-1X25, 2)) l'l,"i': litcaicil ill lli)fl(li. RCIC't('iiCC 1)111 #'l'R('-21
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2002 CAT 9380 with Magnum 500 Flail Mower Attachment
45)) lIP ('Al' 110hE Fititie, 406 I lititi l'vlagiiuui 50)) Flail Atiaclittient Mowing Head:
tiC's, (1X1 1X25(X) \'ll )l,: I .ocitcil in lhttida, Reletence 1)111 III l('-22
l'oiv'sit
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2002 CAT 938G with Magnum 500 Fixed Mower Attachment
4501 Ill ( 'A1341)L I:niiie,43() Ilitur, M;iiitniiii 5)EFixed AUtvlttiteitt Mttsvtun Iteavl: l'oresiiy
Tires, 6(X43X25(X) WIDE; I.,nx,iied in Situih ( 'aroltita. Releieiicc 1)131 # IR( '-2-Iliicludes Fully
. ,
iFs, Heavy 1 )tiiy lli'ush (,uard
IIydrostaiic 2 Speed I )rivc Gear I3ox. No Slip Rears, AX ' Cabs,

"
DeAngelo Brothers
INCO P00 ATE

Packages awl Radiator Pie-Cleaner Package.

.dbls.rvIc...com

2002 CAT 320CL Excavator with Magnum 500
Fixed Tooth Mower Attachment
.15)) lll'('AF34)lAiillu Ibinitie. 375 I hints: M;inniiin'(Xl,S' licd built Atiaclintent rvlulelung
I lead. Long lJudv'rcuiiage, 32'' Wide 'hack Svsteiii, tluxoti I .ciigtli 5' 7'', Stick Length 1)' 7''; l)ual
I lydraiilic l)rive, Brush Guard Package, Radiator Pie-cleaner I'ackage: Auxiliary Pngine l 'quipped with
i ill bib tnt lotS utli( ii lint R I i iv 1)111(1 IR(
iR
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Call DeAngelo Brothers Inc., Joe Farkus at 800-360-9333 ext. 6301
for pricing, rental rates and additional specifications!
jfarkus@dbiservices.com

Please circle 15 on Reader Service Card
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Ira Wickes/Arborists

Join SavATree, the Northeast's premier tree, shrub, & lawn care company.

Rockland County-based firm since 1929
seeks qualified individuals with experience.

Our Lincoln, MA branch is seeking climbers who are interested in improving their
skills and expertise in the industry working under crew leaders. Perform
specialized pruning & takedowns, install
cabling & bracing, safely operate equipment; utilize knowledge of
compartmentalization & other concepts
related to tree wounding/pruning; be able
to identify native and introduced tree and
shrub species and have working knowledge of each species' characteristics.
Excellent Benefits. Call or email Chris
DiMichele at (914) 241-4999, x1 10 or
cdimichele@savatree.com .

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (I PM, PHC,
Lawn). Great benefit package includes
401 (k) matching, advancement opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the Web at
irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to
info@irawickes.com . Fax us at (845) 3543475 or snail mail us at Ira Wickes/Arborists,
11 McNamara Rd., Spring Valley, NY 10977.

§Ifiss I f 1t%%1,

San Francisco Bay Area Tree Service
looking for an experienced salesperson/
estimator. Growing and diverse company

looking for a motivated person to join the
team. Applicants must have industry experience, certified arborist a definite plus. Salary
potential up to $150,000 annually. If you want
to enjoy the benefits of the SF Bay Area and
are a top salesperson - you must talk to us.
Fax resume to (925) 254-5645. or Call (925)
254-8733

Alaska

If you're an EXPERIENCED climber or
spray tech interested in working in Anchorage, Alaska, contact us - We'd love
to hear from you. Fax resume to (907)
345-9639 or call (907) 345-9699.

.,,
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TREE SERVICE, IN
For more information about your vegetation
management or line clearance needs

Contact our Sales Office:
800 943-0065
Nelson Tree Service, Inc.
13477 Prospect Road, Suite 210
Strongsville, Ohio 44149
Phone: 440 846-6077 • Fax: 440 846-6082
www.nelsontree.com
Please circle 42 on Reader Service Card
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1995 To 1999 International Chip Trucks

1995 Ford F700 Forestry Truck

1997 To 1998 GMC T6500 Forestry Trucks

International Turbo Diesel, Auto Or Manual Trans Under
Or Over CDL, New Royal Extreme Duty Forestry Bodies

Turbo Diesel, Automatic Trans. NO CDL Needed!
New Royal Body & Hoist. Removable Lids, Low Miles
Excellent Condition. Only. $24,900. 00!

Cat Turbo Diesel, Allison Auto, NO CDL!, New Royal
Multi Purpose Bodies With Removable Lids, 18 Ton
Hoist, Really Clean Trucks. From......$29,500.00!

With Removable Lids Unbeatable Prices & Selection!

1990 Ford F450 Super Duty

1996 FL70 Chip Trucks

International Dsl, 5 Speed, Chip Box
WI Toolboxes. Only ..$8,900.00!

Cummins Dsl, Automabc, NO CDL, New
Royal Touch Body-NICE! On!v..$25,900!

1991 Ford F700 Forestry Truck
Ford Turbo Dsl, Auto, NO CDL, New 14
Forestry BodyWith Removable Lids.

Clean Late Model Dumps With New Bodies
Huge Selection Of All Makes & Models. Under
Or Over CDL, Automatic Or Manual. New Royal
Bodies W/ Remov. Lids. Great Value & Selection!

1991 To 1992 LN7000 K-Booms
Ford Turbo Dsl, Auto IMT Crane, Will
Install Body 01 Your Choice.

-J
A

LLLLr _1994 Ford CF7000 Cabover Chip Trucks

1990 Int'l 4900 Multi Purpose Dump

1997 International 4900 Chip Truck

Cummins Turbo Diesel, Auto, Under Or Over
CDL Available, New 14' Royal Body With
Removable Lids. GREAT Pricing!

Rebuilt DT466 With NO Miles, 5 Speed, NO CDL,
New Royal 14' Body With Removable Lids,
Wheelbarrow Rack. Only .... $19,900.00!

DT466 Dsl, 6 Speed, New Royal HUGE Capacity
16' Body With Removable Lids,18 Ton Hoist.
Ready To Work Many Others Available!
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the Northeast's
most actively expanding
true iS shrub care company, is
seeking Certified Arborists,
(,ARE,

Branch Managers,
PHC Managers and
PHC Techs to

4

4
t

join our funily.
*,
Work territories
in affluent areas
of NY, NJ, and
CT. Incredible
opportunities for
growth. We offer full
administrative and marketing
support, state-of-the-art
equipment, and continuing
education.

www.GreenlndustryYellowPages.com
Find it. Be found. Independent Sales
Reps! Looking for a new line? Go to
www.giyp.com/newline . Sell to your existing customers!

HAWAII - Tree Climbers
and Working Foremen.
Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5
years' climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals) and a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a
certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years' climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging,
take-downs and removals), 5 years' utility line clearance experience, experience
working with cranes, and have a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Pay starts at $18 per hour but is
based on experience. Benefits include
paid medical and dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401(k)
pension plan and a profit-sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to:

Please circle 3 on Reider Service Card

60, 65, & 75 Ft
Hi Ranger Aerial Lifts
Foresty Equipment of Virginia

Rear Mounts

Call: Jim Loughney 434-525-2929

Web Site FEVA.NET

Evevwngs A Weekends 434-851-2929

Fax 434-525-0917

Please circle 2)) on Reader Service Card
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Tree Care Professionals Wanted:
Our growing company located in Fairfield
County, CT, needs experienced climbers,
bucket operators, and spray technicians.
Safety, customer communication and service are our highest priority. Full-time,
year-round employment with advancement opportunities. Excellent wage and
benefit package. Fax or mail resume to
Bruce S. Pauley Tree Care, Inc., P0 Box
878, New Canaan, CT 06840. Fax: (203)
966-6796 or call for interview at (203)
966-0869.

Come GROW with us!
Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc.
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

Call 800-427-1900,
or fax your resume to
914-576-5448, attn:
HR Manager

Forestry Units

We are seeking a Sales Representative
to concentrate on building and maintaining the client base in a very prestigious
area in Westchester County, New York.
Candidate must be an ISA Certified Arborist, have a great attitude and desire
to succeed. A strong background in sales,
networking, and client service will be favorable. Come help the Care of Trees
succeed. Contact Peter McFarland (914)
345-8733 or e-mail
pmcfarland@thecareoftrees.com .

FRFl1 (ARF INI)i!STRY - APRIl. flO

The LARGEST Employee-Owned Commer cial Landscape Management Company in
the SW is looking for a LEADER to take the
Tree Division to new heights!
We're looking for an individual who will be
able to assume unsupervised responsibility
for signature trees and long-term tree maintenance programs at large hotels and
resorts, golf courses, school districts and
upscale residential clientele. What's that
mean? That the ideal candidate would be an
ISA Certified Arborist able to educate clients
and the general public on tree biology, physiology, hazard detection, tree care, etc.
If you have proven arboriculture experience
with sales/customer service skills, along with
a creative attitude and a highly motivated personality... then we would like to hear from
you!
Apply today! Who are we? THE
GROUNDSKEEPER! A full-service commercial landscape management company..
dubbed the Powerhouse of the Southwest!
THE GROUNDSKEEPER
P0 Box 43820
Tucson, AZ 85733
Phone: 800-571-1575
Fax: 520-318-6767
LauraB@groundskeeper.com
www.groundskeeper.com
Pre-employment drug screen. EEO/MFDV
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www.natlarb.com
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Dedicated to the Aclvcsncee sit of

Order Today

MAIL

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103
naa@natlarb.com

PHONE

Please circle 40 on ReiLr Service ('aid

FAX

EMAIL

1 1 01

of/ic Care Businesses

110 Below Westgate
80 High Street, WINCHESTER
Hampshire, S023 9AT, UK
IesIie@natlarb.com

800-733-2622
603-314-5380 (outside the U.S.)

+44 (0) 1794 512367

603-314-5386

+44 (0) 1794 512376
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EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Factory Reconditioned & Reworked
Equipment from the leaders of chippers & waste reduction equipment.

Hand-fed chippers - whole tree chippers
- stump grinders - horizontal grinders
(models from all major manufacturers)
more than 100 units to choose from. For
our selection visit:
www.banditchippers.com or call us at
Bandit Industries, Inc., Remus, Ml 49304.
Ph: 1-800-952-0178 or (989) 561-2270

Knuckleboom Crane & Trucks

Alexander Equipment Company

'99 Palfinger 16000 knuckleboom crane, 6
ton capacity, 45 ft side reach, top seat control, piping for grapple attachment. Asking
$31,000 obo. 1986 6x6 chip truck, 250
cummings, Allison automatic, 14 ft body, custom tool box, 10 ft plow, 20 ton winch. Asking
$26,000 obo. 1981 6x6 spicer, new tires.
Asking $22,000 obo. 1984 8x8 cab & chassis, 450 detroit, Allison automatic. Asking
$31,000 obo. Call (908) 756-1145 NJ

We have a huge selection of used chippers, stump grinders & tub grinders! Call
Matt or Steve for details or try our Web
site at www.alexequip.com for complete
list & pictures. Financing available! We
can ship anywhere!

1987 GMC Sierra, LR50. Kubota pony
engine, Hyd. pole saw. VGC with new
brakes and tune-up. Looks and runs
good. $26,000. Drum chipper available.
(217)237-2841. treelawnmedic@aol.com

Tamarack Forestry Service of Canton NY

4728 Yender Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1400

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

has 6 1999-2000 International 4700, Aerial
Lift of Conn. Bucket Trucks, 55' wh Al-50 with
complete Forestry Package, ex. Condition.
Also 1997- 1998 Woodchuck wc-1 7 self feed
disc Chippers, diesel powered, excellent
condition. Both very reasonable priced. More
info. Call Matt at 315-323-2303

All types and brands of professional
climbing and lowering arborist ropes at
warehouse prices. Call for current price
list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad - Big Savings 1-800-873-3203.

1999 Navistar International 4700 bucket
truck —33,000 miles, under CDL with chip
box w/LR-50 Asplundh boom, $48,500.
Ask for John (508) 428-5053.

1994 GMC Top Kick, 52,000 mile on chasis,

Aerial Lift of Conn, AL 50, 5500 hrs on unit,
ArborTech forestry package. Owner operated since new, great shape, asking
$47,500. Ph# (978) 874-1566, Leave message.

'99 Ford F-800
The Davey I'ree Expert Company has
immediate openings in tree, shrub and lawn
care, grounds maintenance and vegetation
management. We provide on-the-job training,
Competitive pa)' and benefits, and offer
pIx)rtun s for a(lvallcernent.
I

-

10 join our
team Contact:
Corporate Recruiting
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
1500 North Mantua Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
1-800-445-TREE
recruiting @ daveycom

iOiAL aL!i

Under CDL Cummins Diesel, automatic trans.
14" 02" body. Just turned 16,000 Miles
$ 30
111

5cHonoRr
Truck & Body Equipment Co.
BaSHnoflnbAe : o23322

Colu

-

_

Please circle 14 on Reader Service Card
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We Buy
Used
Chipper Trucks

Ca!! Mike Cassidy at 1-800-288-0992
Please circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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NAA ... Your Company's Guide
to a Safer Workforce
User friendly programs
created by industry leaders
Leading-edge training
tools relevant to
employers & employees
Incredible source of
U industry
knowledge
b

at your disposal
Business leaders
U sharing
diverse
expertise &
experience

'4)' •

.v t:ii
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Safety
U committee

ip

of your peers

Experience the Safety Advantage

Join NAA Today!
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Dedicated to the Advancement of Commercial Tree Care Businesses

www.natlarb.com

Phone:

800-733-2622
6033145380
+44 (0) 1794 512367

(outside U.S.)
(European)
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Hardware and software by an arborist

Rayco & Vermeer

Hydraulic knuckle boom trucks with dump-

for the arborist. For more information
about the industry's best-selling package,
call or write Arbor Computer Systems, P0
Box 548, Westport, CT 06881-0548.
Phone: (203) 226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan@Arborcomputer.com

Stump Cutter Retipping & Remanufacturing
Rayco super tooth Re-tip only $3.95.

ing flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988 to
1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We can
custom design and build sides, tailgates, chip
boxes or continuous-rotation grapples. Call
us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville, N.J.
(732) 938-5779. www.atIanticboom.com

Rayco super tooth remanufactured $5.95
Vermeer pro tooth retip only $2.75.
Prices include *Free return shipping on
orders of 100 or more. We'll even schedule UPS to pick up at your front door. Call
us toll free at 1-888-999-1778 for the
details. Schwab Machine Services. *Lim
its Apply

Bucket Truck: '88 Ford F700 with LR50
and Forestry body. Unit is in good condition.
Reason for selling: bought new unit. $22,500.
1-800-427-4890

-

1988 Intl 9300 Log/Chip Truck, turbo diesel,
tandem axle, 16'X 5 steel dump box. Ready
to work. $5,800 OBO.
1980 Totem Hall tn-axle trailer, 18,000 GVW,
oversized tires, $2,500 OBO.

A Great Team

500 gal tree sprayer, new 24 GPM, Bean
pump, new 25 HP Kohler engine hose, reel
& gun. $3,000 OBO. Call 313-218-2099

1988 International S1900 50' Versalift
V050 w/ dump body. DT 466 Fuller 6 speed,
27,500 GVW. New engine has only 11,000
miles on it. New transmission, new rear end,
new clutch, new steering box, new king pins.
Please contact Ron or Ed at Urban Tree
Service, A Tree Health Co., Inc. 603-3321246. info@urbantreeservice.com

BUSINESS
FOR SALE

Tree Business For Sale
Please circle 55 on Reader Service Card

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. • 628 North Portland St., Ridgeville, IN 47380 •
• Hours: Mon-En, 8-5; Sat., By appt. only •

F

Call: 1 -800-856-2064 , Ask for Chris Jones , Fax: (765) 857-2225
www.Lewisutilitytrucks.com E-Mail: Lewisutility@jayco.net
#

Airport Pickup 4 Delivery Available 4 Finance Companies Available 4Affordable Pricing for Everyone 4 D.O.T. 4 Cert. Dielectric Testing

Trucks to Work With, Not On

84-92 GM( , tORI). INT.

NEW A ND USED: •\eii.it L ifts

CT Ii-R,i.•.I cco ,
Sky riders, Cab & Chassis. (hip Tr ucks, Chippers, 0 hip Hoses.
Also available: ItO used chip box. $850

BRAND

NEW
& 2002
GMC & liii
XT 60/70- foot

-

2003

I

~v

TECO Satuins, Gas/Diesel.

Dump/Chip/Flatbed/Utilit y

-

Tetex 'l'delLrl
\I\ AND 1SII)(I1II

NE NN
2003 & 2002 (iME &
International X F 55 . Hi-Ranger
Terex klelect. 60 w.h.
Also Xl 6(1-65 Ii. w.h.

'92-'99 GM & liii I. gas and
diesel. LR3 Altec. 60 ss h
Dump & Chip, low miles

tRUCKS — 188-2002 GMC.
International & Ford. 11' to 16
Extra high standard bed. Also.
removabl e to p

an sides.

Please circle 33 on Reader Service Card
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In central Jersey, sales of one million annually, Turnkey operation. Established 50
years; modern building, land, equipment
including 2 cranes. Excellent clientele.
Owner retiring. Will stay as long as needed.
Call (908) 278-3607 Fax (908) 322-6600.

YELLOWSTONE PARK REGION
Profitable tree trimming business for sale.
Unlimited Income Potential. Located outside Yellowstone National Park in
Northwestern Wyoming (Cody-Worland,
Wyoming area). F700 55' bucket truck w/
new engine, Vermeer 1250 chipper w/
new engine, Vermeer 222 stump grinder
w/ new engine, climbing gear and all the
tools of the trade included. Scheduled
Work for 2003-04. Turn Key Business.
Big game hunting, trout fishing, scenic
hiking, whitewater rafting are just a few
of the activities you can participate in as
the new owner of this robust business.

Once in a lifetime opportunity!
Turf@trib.com or 1- 800-773-8873.

PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

TO Magazine & NAA Website
Classified Rate Card

ArborSoftWorx is a specialized, feature-rich
suite of software products for Commercial
and Municipal/Campus Arborists, Landscapers and Lawn Care specialists.

Webstie (ii'f 1(1 Magazine & '1(1. Wehsite &
1 Photo
I>hoto J_ Website

1(1 Magazine
Only

Website Oiilv

Members

$55

$55

$65

$65

$75

Non-Members

$65

$65

$75

$75

.$95

Ads running for six consecutive months receive $51month discount
Pricing based on 250 characters per pricing unit.

Manage unlimited client transactions
from estimate to proposal, to work order, to
invoice, to receivables, and, manage your
business with the most powerful data access
and reporting tools on the market.

Now Manufacturing and Distributing 'STUMP CLAW TEETH"

Generate thousands of dollars in repeat business with the automated Proposal
Renewal process.

Pat, No. 5279345

Threaded Stump Cutter

Create Proposals and record Property
Inventory using ISA standards in the field with
your LapTop and the Field PC DataSync.
Include your Digital Photographs and Landscape Drawings.

Econo Teeth

II
Regular (Sid. ) Teeth

11.0111

Hodges Stump Cutter

Long Bolt

B-11-C

Claw Teeth

Stump Claw

Pockets

B-i-C

Border City Tool & Manufacturing Co.
2:1:120 BLACKS10N[ • WAI7R[N, Ml 48089 261)
586/ 758-5574 • 800/ 421-5985 • AX 586/ 758-7829
I 'lc1tsL- ci FL' IL I I on Reader Service ('aid

•
Perform Job Costing and Profitability
analysis, post to QuickBooks and more...

with built-in landscape CAD designer, scheduling, invoicing and more. Posts to
QuickBooks. Print estimates on site with new
hand-held PCs and download to office. Call
Tree Management Systems - 1-800-9331955, see demo at www.turftree.com

Round Reversible
Pockets

-I

•
Comply with your government's chemical and pesticide application reporting laws
with the powerful Site Visitation program
option.

ArborGold Software - Complete job management! Phone message center, proposals

Pockets

fc

Schedule calls, appointments and jobs
with Month, Day and Week Calendars and
color-coded Routing and Mapping.

Let ArborSoftWorx enhance the productivity
of your sales force, work crews and administrative staff, while facilitating the growth of
your business and increasing your
company's profitability. Built by Award-Winning Software Engineers, Proudly serving
our customers throughout the U.S.A.,
Canada and Europe since 1983. Call 1-80049-ARBOR today, or visit us at:
www.ArborSoftWorx.com

New SMART

Short Bolt

Have Spanish-speaking customers or
crews? Easily translate Proposal &
WorkOrder descriptions into Spanish.

•
Versions available for single user,
multi-user networks, and Branch Offices.

1

YOU EXCEL
WE'VE BEEN
DOING THE SAME

THE

i'.' I.-.i,ilwIIEIt'

LOW
Leo Dtsiribu-

5379, King
Ascot Come
QC, Canada
Telephone
Fax: (819)8
Email: payxurtsvicieotron.ca
www.payeur.com

20 000 GVW

u5i1JI

IJ1

Dump box
OPTIONS Post Sole digger Forks adapter Tool box
Telescopic boom Wooden deck Ramps

Iflcntsc circle 45 ()it Reader Service (aid
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Moving Specimen Trees
B' Doug Saunders

When officials from the world-famous San Diego Zoo embarked upon a plan to add two new habitat
exhibits to their extensive park, they were faced with a dilemma of gigantic proportions.

"1 4
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A bed of 8-inch steel drill casings are
driven under the root ball with hydraulic
hammers.

,

•

-.'-

The root ball is is excavated and wrapped
in burlap and construction wire to prepare
it for the move. The tree is monitored and
hydrated to promote callusing of the disturbed roots. The final root ball weighed
more than 500,000 pounds.

A

11
80- foot tall
Ficus
walk isa ia 11(1, the largest
known specimen of its kind, had
taken over one of the last areas for expansion. This tree not only obtained
Champion status and been listed in the
national registry, but also provides critical food and habitat For several species of
birds and animals found at the zoo.
Over a two-year period, the Zoo's design team developed a plan for the new
"Heart of the Zoo" exhibit that would use
this spectacular tree as the centerpiece of
the design. But the rub was that the tree

70

To raise and lower the root ball with hydraulic jacks, two massive overhead
1-beams span the root ball and connect
with two other girders trenched under the
casings.

had to he moved more than 25() feet in order to make the design work.
So how do you move an 80-foot tree,
rotate it, lower it over 18 feet, and still
guarantee its enduring health for years to
conic? The key is to find someone with the
experience, understanding, and equipment
to accomplish such a daunting and delicate
task.
For Tom Cox of Environmental Design,
based near Houston, Texas, the challenge
provided one more opportunity to put his
firm's creative abilities to the test. Over the
past 12 years, Cox has been in the forefront of the technological and scientific
advances that have made it possible to

t'Rl'i (\Il tNt)t5t't'' - /\I!t!,

move and save enormous trees from the
consequences of destruction in order to allow progress.
"The ficus tree at the San Diego Zoo of fered some interesting challenges," Cox
explains. "First, the extensive root system
of this species meant that the root ball that
we would have to move measured 42 feet
long, 32 feet wide, and over 3 feet deep.
The total weight of the tree and root ball
was nearly 500,00() pounds. Secondly, the
tree had to be rotated 15 degrees to fit to
the architectural demands for the new center and then lowered into a 2040ot deep
hole on top of that."
Cox worked closely with Dan Simpson,
the San Diego Zoo's head arborist For the
past 32 years. The zoo and adjacent Balboa

we study the health of the tree.

Park contain hundreds of varieties of trees and many trees

In 20 percent of the projects it

have been transplanted to help

is necessary to address the

create the unique hiocl i matic

trees condition landl to bring

environments that make this

I(

1iM

natural exhibit so unique. But

into a stronger state of health,

This is acconipl ished through

Simpson had never tackled a

specific fertilizations, hydra-

iiiove of this magnitude. II is

ion, and improvements to the

first step was to survey the tree

root cap. The specific programs

1W

T

and create three-dimensional

needed are determined through

CAI) drawings of it to (leter-

the detailed analysis of the

m i iie its new orientation. From

plant and soil chemistry.
"In sonic instances, time

these surveys, a final target and

constraints may compromise

method to move the tree could
he developed. Six months helore the move

W5

scheduled,

the tree was prepared for the

A drainage system was constructed in order to carry moisture near
the new root zone and to allow excess water to be pumped out until
the final project grading is completed.

big event.
I ,,

this phase, so allowing adequate lead tine for any major
tree move is an important consideration in planning." lie

'ftc preparat ion for this type of pmpect

animation of a tree's condition is impera-

where modern advances have helped en-

tive to guaranteeing success.

continues.
For Si in p5011's ficus, the I'll-St step in
preparation was to prune the lice's canopy

courage strong survivability rates. Eric

"We are involved in several hundred

I less of National Sha(le, a subsidiary of

large tree transpiantings annually. You

in order to alleviate stress. The pruned h.li-

I)avey Tree Co. and a Texas-based com-

have to approach this type of move (lie

age is an iniportant food source for elephants,

pany with extensive experience in this

same way that a surgeoll approaches an or-

gorillas and rhinos, and is another reason why

ii iche market. relates that a I horougli cx -

gall transplant patient." I less says. "First

this stately tree needed to he saved.
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"We mounted the 48361-w on a new Kubota R420 articulated loader. I
was thrilled when lifted a 16 foot log with a 30" butt and end-loaded it
right into my log truck. You can't do that with the other loader grapples.
ImpleMax is the best!" - Patil Wylie, Ml

NEW Large-Capacity Rake/Grapple
For Heavy-Duty Landclearing

Benefit NOW
Call for FREE video

800 - 587- 6656 (24 hrs.)
ImpleMax

www.implemax.com
Ilca\c circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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Simpson's careful study of the tree then
led to the implementation of low-nitrogen
soil injections for a two-month period to
help increase the tree's carbohydrate levels.
After securing the health of the affected
tree, the next step in preparation was to determine the root zone and then cut the total
root ball to size. (With most trees, this step
is usually done four months before the tree
is moved, but with the rapidly growing root
system of the huge ficus, this step had to
be taken just two months in advance.) This
initial excavation cuts the roots and puts
the tree into a state of shock. For the next
few weeks the tree was monitored and hydrated to promote callusing of the
disturbed roots.
"After digging around the tree and severing the root system, new feeder roots will
begin to grow." according to Cox. 'There
is a delicate balancing act needed to keep
the critical mycorrhizal association intact
in the root structure so that new root growth
is expansive."
Four weeks before the move, the root
hail was completely excavated so that it
could be wrapped in burlap and construc tion wire to prepare it for the move. The
next big step loomed: developing a method
to take the patient to its new environment.
These larger trees can vary in size from

-

The tree needed to be lowered more than
18 feet to its new spot. To drop the tree
down into the hole, a rail system runs over
a temporary trestle.

40 feet to 100 feet tall and weigh anywhere
from 150.00() pounds to well over 750
tons. Large cranes, special hydraulic gantry systems and hydraulic air hammers, all
become the tools of choice to complete
these projects.
Cox hired a crane company for the San
Diego Zoo project. Mammoet Crane Co.
of Norway, the same firm that raised the

JAM ESON
The Professional Arborist's Choice

1.

oo~

Call Us or Visit our Website for a Free Catalog
800.346.1956

www.jamesonllc.com
Please circle 29 on Reader Service Card
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Kursk submarine for the Russian government two years ago. With the root ball
cleared of dirt, a bed of 8-inch steel drill
casings was driven under the root ball with
hydraulic hammers, and then another two
steel girders were trenched under the pipes.
These girders formed the four points from
which the tree could be raised and lowed
through the use of massive hydraulic jacks.
"The real engineering feat with this
move was having to drop the tree down
into a hole. We built a rail system that ran
over a temporary trestle to get the tree into
position, and then the hydraulicjacks could
he extended down to the ground for support," Cox says.
The final procedure which, in many
ways, is the most crucial step in guaranteeing a high survivability rate was the
preparation of the final resting zone. The
soil had to bear nutrients that would continually stimulate new root growth. For
the zoo project, a complete drainage system was constructed in order to carry
moisture near the new root zone and to
allow excess water to be pumped out
until the final project grading was completed in another year.
"Moving the tree along the tracks to
the new location was like taking a hot tub
full of water with a Christmas tree with
ornaments floating on top, and trying to
carry it with four men. But the tree
dropped into place with only a few
snags." Simpson notes.
With the grand ficus tree in place, the
construction of the new flamingo lagoon
and orangutan habitat was able to continue on schedule. As the landscape was
shaped, walkways were created to allow
visitors to walk through the impressive
root system and become engulfed by the
newly created environment. For
Simpson, seeing this great tree positioned to continue its life is the greatest
satisfaction that any arborist can have.
The effort to move these massive specimens is increasing as more become
aware of the technological advances that
allow them to continue inspiring us all.
"This is a conservation effort and a tree
preservation effort," Simpson stresses.
"These arhorial elders can't be replaced in
our lifetime. It is important that we learn
to save them as best that we can:' I TO
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THE 3680 BEAST RECYCLER
CONVERTS UNWANTED TREE WASTE (LOGS, BRUSH, CHIPS, STUMPS, WHOLE TREES AND MORE)
INTO VALUABLE MULCH AND WOOD FUEL PRODUCTS.
This Beast can pay for itself in just a few months. The cost of waste conversion generally ranges from $2.50$4.00 per cubic yard, depending on the materials being processed and the desired fineness of the end product. The product then sells for as much as $15 per cubic yard. You do the math!
Want to further increase your profits? Take in green waste from other companies.

LET ONE OF OUR FIVE DEMO CREWS SHOW YOU

(ON YOUR SITE)

WHAT THE BEAST CAN DO.

CALL TODAY!
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INDUSTRIES, INC.

6750 MILIBROOK ROAD REMUS, MI 49340
PHONE: (800) 952-0178 OR (989) 561-2270 FAX: (989) 561-2273
E-Mail: sales@banditchippers.com • Website: www.banditchippers.com
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Bylaws Pass

...

New Era Begins

The National Arborist Association has become the Tree Care Industry Association (TCIA) by vote of the
membership. See page 2 for more details.

{))

All of the other bylaws proposals also passed. Therefore, the following changes have been made:
• The Nominating Committee will now be chaired by the senior director serving with an at-large non-board
member and the vice chair of the board.
•
Elections of at-large directors will now be conducted by mail vote so more members have an opportunity
to vote for their leaders. Since voting will be done by mail and not at the Annual Meeting, there will be no
more advance notification of candidates for election.
• Associate Members will have their own associate director nominations process.
• The Nominating Committee can expand the pool of senior director candidates, or reduce the number of names
proposed to the board, when there is a shortage of eligible, qualified candidates.
• Ten percent of those eligible to vote approve bylaws amendments.
• The definition of mail has been expanded to include distribution methods other than postal mail.
A copy of approved amendments was provided to each eligible voting member. Please see the attachment on page
5 of the March Reporter at www.natlarb.com . Thank you to everyone who took time to read an extensive list of
bylaws changes and were part of directing the future of your association.
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We recognize that a change as large as altering the name is an enormous decision and must be phased in gently
regarding changing letterhead, ads, etc. NAA itself will have to go through this, and we plan to do so in a way that
is sensitive to our membership. We will be working with a marketing firm to assist us with how to make an effective
change so that the marketplace becomes familiar with who we are.
We do not recommend that you trash all of your existing marketing pieces and get new ones with TCIA on them
yet. This will be a gradual shift for us and for you. Please feel comfortable continuing to use NAA for a while. We
promise to keep you informed of how we're making progress.
This is an enormous step forward in branding NAA as your trade association the "voice of the tree care industry!"
Congratulations on your vision!

Cynthia Mills, CAE
President
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Nomi nations are now being accepted for the 2004-2005 IC IA's Board of Di rectors.
Members wishing to nominate candidates should

ui1

out the "Candidate for NAA Board of

Directors Nominator Form." This form was mailed to all members in January and may also
be downloaded at www.TreeCareIndustry.org .
The deadline for submissions is April 15. Those submitting nominations must also contact
the candidate to ensure the candidate is willing to serve.

Accident reporting in your company
By Tim Walsh
Recently on one of the discussion groups that
I frequent, this topic came up. Apparently an
employee had what he considered to be a
minor hand injury, so he didn't report it.
About a week or so later, the affected finger
had swollen to twice its normal size and was
unusable. A supervisor finally noticed and
when asked, the employee said it was OK
because it didn't really hurt. In fact, it was
numb. The employee was taken in to the
doctor and the problem was cleared up.
What is your company policy for reporting
injuries? Do you encourage your employees
to report every injury, or only the major ones?
What do you consider to be it major injury
anyway? Granted, there are many extremely
minor scrapes and bruises that are common

with tree work, and you don't want your crews
rushing to the emergency room every time they
get a bruise. However, do your crews know
when they should report an injury or seek
medical attention? What does your written
safety policy say? Is it followed and enforced?

as a disincentive to report accidents.
Unless your program somehow acknowledges the need to report all accidents,
employees can lose sight of the fact that
the real goal is to reduce accidents, and
not to earn a reward.

Everyone in your company should know what
is expected in terms of accident reporting.
They should also be comfortable in following
your policy. If employees are reprimanded for
reporting an injury, they are unlikely to do so in
the future. Make sure that your safety policy is
clear Oil this issue and that you encourage all to
follow it.

There is a general truth in accident prevention: frequency breeds severity. Put another way, the more frequent your small
accidents are, the more likely it is that you
will suffer a more catastrophic accident.
Another truth is that the difference between a near miss and a tragedy is often not
much more than a second, or an inch. The
best strategy is to have a program that treats
all accidents and even near misses with
equal importance.

Make sure that if you have any sort of
safety incentive program, it isn't working

you don't believe us, read what a past Excellence in
4.rJ ;
rborjr!!I+
We were aware of the annual awards given
by the NAA, but hadn't given much thought
or put the effort into submitting an entry. But
based on the severity of a devastating ice
storm in the Kansas City metro area, the
extent of work we had performed for this
particular commercial customer, and the curiosity of how our efforts would compare with
other tree care companies, we decided to put
together an entry. Winning an award was a
great outcome, but the process involved in
getting the submission ready and the ways
we've been able to use the award have proved
equally rewarding.
The application really helped identify key components in having a successful outcome for any
project: what are the goals of the project,
characteristics of the trees involved, defined
pruning standards/expectations, how will the
work affect the site and species, and impact of
the finished project on the people at the site.
Now, by being mindful of these issues and
applying them in routine, day-to-day work, we
Produce even better results for the custonler
and increase the likelihood of repeat business
for us in the long run.
the crews who performed the work take
even greater pride in their jobs after seeing that
their efforts really do make a difference. This
knowledge has helped keep them motivated to
perform at even higher levels and has given
them extra incentive to pursue excellence in
their work.

We would encourage all TCIA members to
take advantage of this annual opportunity and
hopefully reap the same benefits as we have as
winners of this prestigious award.

Finally, the ultimate benefactor was the customer of the project, Corporate Woods, a
highly visible office complex in the metropolitan area. Their ownership group and property
management team were thrilled —not only with
the results of our work, but also with the
recognition by it national organization.

Ron Keith, President
Shawnee Mission Tree Service

For entry forms and details, visit our Web site at www.TreeCareIndustry.org ,
or call 1-800-733-2622 or 603-314-5380.

THE

BUCKLITE.

THE NEW LIGHTEST W
TITANIUM CLIMBEF
Buckingham has developed the
Titanium Climber to provide
strength, light weight and comfort for
total confidence while climbing.
Laboratory tests have proven the
titanium climber will provide years of
service. The benefit of titanium is it's
strong tike steel, but lightweight tike
aluminum, a perfect combination for
climbers. The New Replaceable Gaff
can be changed out with an Allen
wrench quickly and easily.

fr _________
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Also,

Availabl, in Replaceable Pole Gaff
& Pecmanenl Trw Gaff
Replaceable bee Gaff
Coiii,ii Soon!'

Then New Buchlrle
T,lan,um Climber has
, r.dr.srdr.ir.d

gaff.

Benefits:

..

• Lightest Climber available
11% lighter than aluminum

.

Climber Weight Comparison':
Titanium 3 lbs.. 1.8 oz,
Aluminum 3 lbs.. 7.7 oz.

Strong as Steel/Stronger than Aluminum
• Easy Gaff Change Out
• Accepts Climber Foot Plate
Gaff Angle 16'
• Options:
Offset or Straight Stirrup
Long/Standard Sleeve

--

-

Buckingham Manufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 1690, Binghamton, NV 13902
Fax: (607) 773-2425
(607)
2400
E-Mail: sales@bucklnghammtg.com

.1ii
Visit our web Site at www.buckinghammfg.com
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Tree rp syrendlo i,q rommffin"es too re
A new national Gallup Survey shows that the
demand for professional tree care services continues to grow. in 2002, 8% of the U.S.
population hired a professional tree service, up
from 7% in 2001, 6% in 2000, and 5% in
1999.
Even more impressive are the sales that
these increases represent. In 2002, consumers

spent $8.6 billion, up from $7.1 billion in
2001, $5.9 billion in 2000, and $4.9 billion in
1999.
The Gallup Survey (now Harris) was sponsored by the National Arborist Association
in conjunction with the Professional Lawn

Care Association of America, Associated
Landscape Contractors of America, American Nursery & Landscape Association, and
International Society of Arboriculture.
It was conducted in cooperation with the
National Gardening Association.

1997-2002 PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE, LAWN & TREE CARE SERVICES
Services Hired:

1997
Mu.

%

Lawn/Landscape
Maintenance

1998

%

1999
Mu.

%

Mu.

%

Mu.

%

14

14.9

15

16.3

16

17.8

18

19.4

Mu.

%

13 13.7

2000

2002
Mu.

14

14.3

Landscape Installation!
Construction
2

2.0

2

2.4

2

2.6

2

2.8

3

2.9

3

3.2

Landscape Design

1

1.1

1

1.2

1

1.3

1

1.6

2

1.8

2

2.1

Tree Care

5

5.6

4

4.1

5

4.9

6

5.9

7

7.1

8

8.6

22

22.4

20 21.4

21

22.1

21

22.9

22

23.8

23

24.7

TOTAL
(Mu. Households)

$ Avera9e Spent:

1997

1998

$

$

Lawn/Landscape
Maintenance

$533

$581

Landscape Installation/
Construction

$1,772

Landscape Design

1999

2000

2001

20 02

$

$

$

$540

$543

$547

$550

$2,630

$2,825

$3,035

$3,260

$3,502

$889

$742

$879

$1,043

$1,236

$1,465

Tree Care

$434

$411

$421

$431

$441

$452

$TOTAL
(Average/Household)

$647

$855

$925

$1,000

$1,082

$1,170

$

• Lift to 3,000 lbs.
• Easy to operate
• Easy to maintain
• Optional 40 gpm
aux. hydraulics
T,

77

1W

85 hp Cummins
Optional
all-weather cab

The loader of choice for surf ace-sensitive work
SWINGER 2000

•The value leader

WINGE

Easyto operate

-.

R

-

• Easy to maintain
• p .iona
gpm
aux. hydraulics

800-656-6867

Loader Division ofNMC4VOlLARD,Inc.

E-mail:
loaders@nmc-wollard.com
Webwww.nmc-wollard.com

Save time, turf and money
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Tailgate Safety
in Spanish!
OSHA requires employers to provide a workplace free from recognized hazards and to provide
safety training. TCIA's Tailgate Safety Program provides an excellent method for documenting that safety training.
In addition, the built-in flexibility allows you to adapt it to
virtually any training need,
whether it's first-time training
for a new recruit, re-training
AA
after a safety violation, scheduled weekly training sessions
or impromptu training on a rain day.
To place your order, you can also visit our Web
site atwww.TreeCarelndustry.org , orcall 1-800733-2622 or 603-314-5380.

Move logs and pay your dues?
Available to members only, the NAA has
teamed up with one of the industry's leading
suppliers to save you money and contribute
to the tree care profession.
Under the agreement, Future Forestry
Products, Inc. will contribute 2.5 percent
of total purchases (less shipping) made by
confirmed NAA members to be applied
toward dues of members who make purchases. The company will also contribute
2.5 percent to the NAA to be applied toward the development of safety and educational programs for the tree care industry.
For Example:
If you buy $2,000 worth of products from
Future Forestry, you will receive it crc(lI1

from NAA for a reduction in membership
dues by $50; and NAA receives an additional $50 royalty from the company for
development of safety and educational programs. Can you think of any reason why you
wouldn't want to reduce your membership
dues and contribute to industry
safety - all at no additional cost
to you? Neither can we.

citeuit

of the month,/

Fl
Future Forestry Products has a
full line of equipment for moving
logs by hand, ATV, tractor or
winch line. If you are looking for
low-impact, low-cost log moving
options, contact them at 1-888258-1445 or online at
www. iii to n'forcst (V. (0111

I

1997-2002 PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE, LAWN & TREE CARE SERVICES
1997
$ Bil.

1998
$ Bil.

1999
$ Bil.

2000
$ Bil.

2001
$ Bil.

2002
$ Bil.

Lawn/Landscape
Maintenance

$7.6

$7.9

$9.0

$9.7

$10.4

$10.7

Landscape Installation!
Construction

$3.6

$6.3

$7.3

$8.4

$9.7

$11.2

Landscape Design

$1.0

$.9

$1.3

$1.7

$2.3

$3.1

Tree Care

$2.4

$1.7

$2.9

$3.2

$3.5

$3.9

TOTAL $ SPENT
($ Billions)

$14.6

$16.8

$20.5

$23.0

$25.9

$28.9

S Total Spent:

New first aid!
CPR course
launched

Loe fIC9j
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NOW $229 95

The American Heart Association recently

L

announced Heartsaver First Aid, a new

with t4bor&chain,

MAGNESIUM CRANKCASE

gency medical personnel arrive. The course

and traditional first aid. There is an optional
module to give further guidance in environmental emergencies such as chemical spills
and insect stings, as well as modules in adult

• CHROME CYLINDER
FORGED 3-PIECE
CRANKSHAFT

medical emergencies and injuries until emer-

of automated external defibrillators (AEDs)

TRIMMERS. BLOWERS. CHAIN SAWS

HE DGE TRIMMERS .BRusHcurrERs.AUGERS

t flGTt!(I(IIffl(J ch'ilet

course to train workers to recognize and treat

includes modules in conventional CPR, use

RELIABLE

-.

The 940

'

/

39cc 2.38ci
2.4hp/1 .7kW
9.0 lbs., less bar chain
13,000 Max. no-load rpm
Power to weight ratio 42 kw/kg

• BALL BEARING MAINS
• GEAR-DRIVEN OILER

'"

&

• INERTIA CHAIN BRAKE
• LIFETIME IGNITION

-

WARRANTY

A Complete Line of Professional Grade Saws, from 39 81 cc.

p

CPR and CPR using AEDs. For further

For more information,

call 1-800-4471152
U.S.& Caribbean importer/Distributor

information, contact the AHA at (877)

TILTON EQUIPMENT COMPANY

242-4277.

www.tiltonequipment.com
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Shoddy Tree Safety
Inspections Cost State
$2.5 Million
A Rialto, California woman has been
awarded $2.5 million in a negligence lawsuit filed in the Riverside County Superior
Court. In July 1995, Veronica Chairez was
eating lunch at a picnic area at Lake Perris

state park when a eucalyptus limb fell and

1990s, a new, more aggressive pest called

struck her in the head. According to The

the glassy-winged sharpshooter made its way

Press-Enterprise, the lawsuit filed agai tlst

to California wine country from the South,

the state of California alleged that park

probably in a nursery shipment, and started

officials had been negligent in their care

to spread the disease with astonishing speed.

for the trees. Veronica Chairez has been

The hug, which feeds and breeds on more

paralyzed from the waist down since the

than 130 plants, is also putting other key

accident.

California crops at risk, including almonds,

One half to two—thirds of the trees were
dropping Ii mbs that sum mer around the
time Chairez visited the park. Brian Chase,
the Newport Beach lawyer who represented Chairez, maintained that the state

1-800-597-8283

had not checked the eucalyptus trees at

I

than the inspection schedule mandated. No
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Lake Perris for four years, two years longer
remedial action was taken when the limbs

GMC or Fords, 1991
996,

began to drop.
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gram. It just was not being followed," he said.
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is so big that federal, state and local governments have spent more than $65 million
dollars since 1995 to fight the sharpshooter.
Desperate for a cure, the California
wine industry and the USDA sought help
in Brazil, a farming powerhouse that has
made strides hatt Ii ng a similar disease
that attacks citrus groves. Two years ago,
a group of researchers in Sao Paulo stale

The state has a very good tree safety pro-

available-

citrus, stone fruits and oleander. The threat

California Wine Growers
Glassy Eyed Over
sharpshooters

became the first to decipher the genome
of a plant pathogen. They cracked the
DNA of the strain of XvIeIIa fistiiliosci
that causes a lethal disease in orange
trees called Citrus Variegated Chlorosis.
or CVC. The Xylella that attacks grapevines is very similar to the Xylella that

A deadly pest is ravaging the state's

attacks citrus trees, so everything being

vineyards. Reuters reports that the glassy-

done in Brazil to combat CVC may help

winged sharpshooter, which is strong

in the struggle against Pierce's disease

enough to feed on the tough stems that

in ('ali lOtI1ih.

cannot be cut off without killing the grape
\hIly (o Choose fi-oill.
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vine, have damaged close to 6,000 acres
of wine grape vineyards in California, costing growers millions of dollars in lost
revenue.
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According to Reuters, it Romanian man

Chardonnay lovers don't give up hope yet.

ft-out Bucharest plans to complain to con-

The U.S. Department of Agriculture has

sumer authorities about the poor quality of a

asked for hell) from a team of Brazilian re-

rope he purchased. He used the rope in a

searchers who have mapped the DNA code

failed attempt to hang himself.

of Xvlellatastidiusa, the bacteria that causes

"You can't even die in this country," 45-

Pierce's disease and is threatening the liveli-

year-old Victor Dodoi was quoted as saying

hood of California's $2.7 billion wine and

in the daily newspaper Adet'arul.

grape industry.

The newspaper said Dodou's relatives

Named for Newton B. Pierce, the Ameri-

found him hanging from a tree in his garden

can scientist who first identified it, Pierce's

and hastened to cut the rope with a knife. He

disease has been a problem for California

was transported by horse-drawn cart and then

wine growers since the 1880s. Spread by sap-

by ambulance to a hospital in the northern

feeding insects known as sharpshooters, the

town ol Botosani.

disease blocks the flow of nutrients and kills

A doleful I)odoi said he planned on fit-

vines within two years. For nearly a century,

ing a complaint with the Consumer

-

Over 34 years of Success
Specializing in Pre-Owned Equipment
Picaic

Checked Your Ropes
Lately?
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glowers managed to limit the damage caused

Protection Authority about the quality ol

by the disease by using insecticides and lop-

the rope, which was too easily cut, as soon

ping off infected shoots. But in the early

as he is released.
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Assumptions
By Stet'e Pregler

H

many times have we made
assumptions or decisions
based upon what we thought
made good common sense - only to find
out later that we were wrong? Some of
the assumptions we make are harmless,
while others have more serious implications. A familiar example would be the
past practice of fertilizing root-damaged
trees, assuming that the nitrogen boost
would Pitt them on a direct path to recovery. Today we know that this practice
may be doing more harm than good by
stimulating new growth at the expense
of a stronger defense and supplying energy to the decay-causing
microorganisms in the rhizosphere.
Another example came as somewhat
of a surprise and a disturbing discovery
to me!
The other night I was sitting at my
computer reading a healih-related enewsletter that I receive. This issue's
main topic concerned the water that we
OW
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drink and how important it is for our cells
to stay fully hydrated. The article also
noted that drinking alkaline water would
benefit our digestive health and blood
chemistry. (A specific pH for the water
was not given in this article.)
I have experienced some of the early
signs of aging now that I am in my middle
40s. I need reading glasses to file a saw
chain and notice the more persistent dayto-day aches and pains associated with our
line of work. As a result, I have become
more health conscious. My curiosity got
the best of me the next day. I called around
to a few national bottled water distributors
to see how their water's pH compared.
While I was at it, I also called our local
water treatment plant to see exactly what
PH our local drinking water was. To my
complete surprise and amazement, I found
that our local drinking water had a pH of
9.3. I had assumed that our drinking water
PH would be close to 7, or neutral. A level
of 9.3 is more than 100 times more alka-

Husky 335XPT SALE!
"California Special"
Interested in i powerful tree saw? Look no further!
The 335XPT "California Special" boasts a 45cc engine
(not the 35cc displacement found standard on
335XP models) giving, you even more horsepower than ever. Other features include the

line than what I would have thought it to
be. Just then my amazement turned to concern! How bad are we hurting our pin oaks,
red maples, birch and white pine when we
recommend watering heavily during extended periods of summer drought? Are we
altering the effectiveness of some of the
PH sensitive pesticides we nix with water?
As a part-time consulting arborist. I
now have several questions that need answering and some research to do before
I can give my clients the best possible
advice.
In Dubuque, Iowa, our drinkiiis water comes from deep aquifers and has a
PH of 7.6. It is a requirement of the Iowa
DNR that the water output have a pH of
9.3 before being issued an operating permit. There are several reasons for the
higher pH requirement. One of the more
important is that there is less deterioration of the cast iron water pipes in the
water distribution system. This can save
the city thousands of dollars in repair and
replacement costs. The process of reducing the water's heavy metal content also
becomes easier and less expensive.
Do you know your water's' pH level?
The next time I am called to diagnose an
interveinal chlorosis problem, I will have
more insight into a possible cause of the
problem.
Steve Pregler is city forester in

TO

Dubuque, Iowa.
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HU 335C 14
HU 335C 16
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335XPT with 14 bar & chain (91 VG-52)
335XPT with 16 bar & chain (91VG-56)
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Cambistat®
2SC
TreatmentforDeclining Trees

_4

System Enhancement

energy allocated to canopy growth and redirects that energy to other uses such as fibrous
root development, defense, and stored energy. This makes Cambistat an ideal tool for
your integrated tree health program.

Where to buy
Cambistat
EAST

SOUTH
AL, AR, KY, MS, TN

Arthur Clesen 847-537-2177

TIPCO 1-800-827-0532

KANSAS

LOUISIANA

Helena 913-541-1310

Bob's Tree Preservation 337-232-8733

MICHIGAN

NY, MASS, ME, NH, VT, RI, CT

THM Scientific 1-866-766-8479
PENNSYLVANIA

Fisher & Son 610-644-3300
WASHINGTON D.C., MD

York Distributors 410-636-2400

R.

MIDWEST
CHICAGO AREA

Banner Sales 248-366-7799
Midwest Arborist Supplies 1-800-423-3789

WEST
ARIZONA

MISSOURI

Artistic Arborist 1-800-782-8733

ArborCare of the Ozarks 417-890-7776
Helena, St. Louis 314-280-2055

COLORADO

OHIO

OREGON, WASHINGTON

Helena 720-374-1994

Lanphear Supply 1-800-332-8733

Target Specialty Products 503-252-2732

WISCONSIN

UTAH, IDAHO

Wachtel 262-538-1900

ProGreen Supply 1-800-869-7741

A-44
PaunbowTreecar

scI.iwma Advanosmsnts

www.rainbowscivance.com
Call for Research and Product Information
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THE HEIGHT OF SUCCESS IS

AERIAL LIFT INC.
of Milford, Connecticut
DOWN
WE WILL NOT LEI? YOU

Aerial Lift Models available from 38' to 80'
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AERIAL LIFT, INC.

Made in U.S.A.

P.O. Box 66 • 571 Plains Road • Milford, Connecticut 06460-0066
PHONE USA: 1-800-446-5438, In CT: 1-800-245-5438 • Phone: (203) 878-0694 • FAX: (203) 878-2549
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